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ABSTRACT
Chronic exposure to the ubiqutious airborne fungus, Alternaria alternata, has long been
implicated in the development and exacerbation of human allergy and asthma. Alt a 1 was
identified previously by several groups as the major allergen secreted by A. alternata, due to its
IgE-specific reactivity with sera from atopic patients. Despite the well-documented clinical
importance of Alternaria and its major allergen, little knowledge exists regarding their role and
interaction with the innate immune system. Here for the first time we characterize the innate
immune response to A.alternata and verify the significance of Alt a 1 in contributing to this
response in human airway cells and murine models. Our studies establish a baseline response for
both a chronic and single-challenge murine inhalation model with Alternaria spores. Both
models demonstrate live conidia induce a robust response, arguably more pathologically relevant
compared to studies employing Alternaria extracts. We also elucidate the overall importance of
Alt a 1 by utilizing recombinant Alt a 1 protein, A. alternata (Δalt a 1) deletion mutants, and an
A.alternata (Alt a 1+) overexpression mutant. Both Alt a 1 protein and A. alternata conidia
stimulated production of pro-inflammatory cytokines/chemokines in mice after a single
intranasal challenge. Infiltration of effector cells (macrophages, neutrophils, eosinophils, and
ii

lymphocytes) into the lungs along with other hallmarks of airway inflammation was observed.
In addition, Alt a 1 protein and conidia evoked secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines in
treated human airway epithelial cells while the Alt a 1+overxpression mutant induced a
significantly higher response. In contrast, spores of Δalt a 1 caused an attenuated response in
both human cells and murine lungs suggesting that this single protein may play a major role in
inducing the innate immune response in airway epithelium at the organismal level. Finally, we
identified key biochemical properties of the Alt a 1 protein including a single histidine required
for esterase activity and a unique RXLR-like motif which controls Alt a 1’s ability to bind
external lipids and enter human airway cells. Overall, these results improve our understanding of
how Alternaria induces innate immunity and identifies possible therapeutic targets within
allergenic proteins.
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Chapter I:
Introduction and Overview of Research
Introduction:
Alternaria alternata is one of the most clinically relevant airborne fungi associated with
allergic airway disorders including asthma and allergic rhinitis. Moreover, allergy to Alternaria
and its major allergen, Alt a 1, pose a significant public health threat for which few therapies
exist. Although research involving commercially available Alternaria extract has led to some
understanding of the fungi’s ability to cause a shift to a Th2 immune response, these crude
fungal preparations do not adequately mimic natural exposure to Alternaria spores. Furthermore,
despite empirical evidence showing the importance of Alt a 1 in Alternaria-associated allergy,
the immunogenic potential and deeper understanding of the biochemical properties of Alt a 1
have not been scientifically established. Thus, we have chosen to thoroughly explore the
mammalian immune response to A.alternata conidia (spores) and the Alt a 1 protein in both
murine models and human lung cell lines. In addition, we intend to elucidate the underlying role
of the major allergen Alt a 1, and identify key biochemical properties of this protein in order to
provide potential therapeutic targets against Alternaria and potentially other fungal allergens.

Alternaria species.
Human airways are constantly exposed to aeroallergens produced by fungi, often at
higher levels and for longer duration than other allergens including pollens1. Alternaria alternata
has been one fungal species consistently associated with human airway disorders3,4. Alternaria
1

spores are easily dispersed by windy weather conditions in both arid and humid environments,
making them among the most common potent airborne allergens2. This species typically consists
of single conidiophores that are relatively short, usually simple, or 1–3 branched5. The conidia
range ~20-60µm in length x ~9-20µm in width, sizably larger than other pathogenic/allergenic
fungi such as Aspergillus spp. which can be less than 10µm. Despite its clinical significance, it is
often difficult to distinguish A.alternata from other species primarily due to a wide range of
variation in spore sizes and morphologies within a single species, which may hinder
epidemiological and diagnostic research (Figure 1). For example, A. tenuissima has similar
branching patterns as A. alternata but exhibits minor differences in the degree of branching and
conidia are often morphologically longer and more narrow6,7. Another species, A. brassicicola, a
notorious plant pathogen, shares nearly identical growth characteristics, nutrient source
utilization, and melanization with A.alternata , but is not commonly associated with airway
disorders. Importantly, A. brassicicola although morphologically similar to A. alternata in some
respects, does not grow as well at higher temperatures. In summary, although fairly analogous to
other Alternaria species in growth and morphological characteristics, A.alternata and its major
allergen, Alt a 1, have been most frequently associated with human respiratory disorders. Thus,
only those highly skilled and experienced in the art of morphological fungal taxonomy are
capable of differentiating Alternaria at the species level.

Immune response to inhaled fungi
Chronic exposure to Alternaria alternata, has been associated with an increased risk of
developing atopic or allergic asthma, allergic rhinitis, chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS), or
exacerbation of a preexisting asthmatic condition. Along with classical allergen sensitization, a
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sustained innate immune response to a constantly inhaled allergen may promote and prolong
overall airway inflammation (Figure 2). Inhaled spores will easily activate the airway epithelium,
which results in both neutrophilic and antigen presenting cell (APC) recruitment8. The innate
cells contribute the localized inflammatory response while the increase of APCs increases the
likeliness for sensitization to the fungal allergen. Although this initial response to inhaled fungal
spores is typically short-lived, frequent exposure over a period of time will result in the classical
signs of airway hyperresponsiveness, including eosinophilic inflammation, increased levels of
IgE, tissue fibrosis, and an infiltration of Th2 cells and related cytokines such as IL-4, IL-5 and
IL-13 (reference). The cross-talk between the innate and adaptive immune response, especially at
the epithelial interface, has recently gained increased attention 9. It is now well accepted that
both immune reactions should be investigated in order to build a clearer understanding of how a
pathogen interacts with its mammalian host especially in the context of allergic diseases.

Mouse models of fungal airway disorders
In order to study the effect of Alternaria conidia on the mammalian immune response,
well defined mouse models for innate and chronic exposure must be established. Although a few
published mouse models have lead to some insight into Alternaria’s interaction in vivo10,11, they
have mainly utilized potent fungal extracts or unnatural sensitization and challenge schemas. We
believe the most pathologically relevant murine model will be one which employs Alternaria
conidia and more natural routes of exposure. This includes analyzing the effect of low and high
doses of inhaled conidia and the response within a few hours compared to a few days after
exposure. A standardized mouse model with defined baseline characterisitcs in wild-type mice is
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essential for testing the importance of both immune system and fungal components such as using
transgenic mice or fungal mutants. The approach for this research is defined in Aim 1.

Innate immune signaling
The mammalian innate immune response is composed of multifaceted and wellcontrolled signaling cascades. Toll-like receptor (TLR) signaling pathways contain many
molecules which interact to regulate transcription factors ultimately leading to the induction or
suppression of genes that coordinate the inflammatory response12. IRAK-1 and IRAK-M are
well defined kinases of classic and alternative TLR signaling respectively13. Genotypic
abnormalities in IRAK-1 and IRAK-M have been linked to allergic and/or inflammatory
disorders14. However, no research has established if IRAK-1 and IRAK-M are involved in innate
immune signaling in response to Alternaria. Germline knock-out mice for IRAK-1 and IRAK-M
exist and can be used to better understand the role of each kinase following an Alternaria
challenge. Changes in pro-inflammatory cytokine production, effector cell recruitment, and the
antifungal response of macrophage can be assessed in regard to Alternaria challenge. Full mouse
models and cellular studies using bone-marrow derived macrophage to study the function of
IRAK-1 and IRAK-M in the innate immune response to Alternaria are described in Aim 2

Molecular approaches to studying Alternaria major allergen Alt a 1
Alt a 1 is the major allergen secreted by A. alternata, due to its IgE-specific reactivity
with sera from atopic Alternaria patients yet no known innate immunological activity has been
assigned to this clinically relevant protein15–19. Since our lab previously found that Alt a 1 has
been evolutionarily conserved across Alternaria species20, its functional role at the organismal
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level must be examined. Unfortunately, the mechanisms involved in the inflammatory response
evoked by Alternaria or its major allergen are poorly understood. Recent data suggests that the
innate function of the airway epithelium plays an important role in the response to inhaled
antigens21–24. Additional research on other allergens such as dust mite and Aspergillus indicate
the respitory epithelium readily responds and assists in promoting the pro-inflammatory immune
response 25,26. Since the airway epithelium is at the interface of the initial immune response, it is
an ideal candidate for developing specific therapeutics to prevent activation. Our preliminary
data confirms A.alternata spores readily germinate in the presence of airway epithelial cells at
physiologically relevant temperatures (Figure 4).
Molecular biology techniques allow us to fully delete, mutate, or overexpress fungal
proteins in the native species and then investigate phenotypic changes in the organism.
Additionally, we can use these mutant isolates in mammalian cell culture experiments and mouse
models to assess changes in the host immune response. These types of mutants are an extremely
valuable tool when studying a single protein and its effect on an immunological response. If
airway epithelial cells show a decreased response to an A.alternata Alt a 1 deletion mutant and a
non-functional Alt a 1 protein compared to the native forms, we can infer that this single protein
may play a major role in inducing the innate immune response in airway epithelium either
through direct action of the protein itself, or in overall changes to the organism itself (i.e. cell
wall architecture, etc.). Experimental deletion and overexpression of Alt a 1 in Alternaria and
subsequent effects on the response of human airway epithelial cells is described in Aim 3.
The Alt a 1 protein has been previously described to have esterase enzyme activity and
specific IgE binding to the sera of Alternaria-sensitized patients, but comprehensive biochemical
analysis of the protein has not been performed16,27. Characterizing both the enzymatic activity
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and mechanism of cell entry for the Alt a 1 protein may help better establish targeted therapies
against the allergen. The ability of fungal effector proteins to bind and enter plant and animal
cells has been linked to a unique sequence of residues which form lipid binding motifs28,29. This
motif, termed “RXLR” binds phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate (PI3P) on the membrane surface
triggers endocytosis30 (Figure 5). Bioinformatic analysis of the Alt a 1 amino acid sequences
reveals it contains a single RXLR-like lipid binding motif, KWYS, at position 85 – 88 (Figure
6). Additionally, Alt a 1’s amino acid sequence contains a single histidine at position 84 which
would be critical in forming the catalytic triad in the active site of many types of enzymes,
including esterase. Ironically, the histidine is positioned directly before the RXLR-like motif,
making mutations in one and conserving the other difficult to obtain. Careful considerations will
need to be made to find mutations that will allow one to test the role of the histidine and RXLRlike residues in the function of Alt a 1.
A small number of studies has shown lipid-mediated endocytosis of allergens or other
effector molecules to be essential to their mechanism of cellular entry31–33. Moreover, the ability
for an allergen to cross the epithelial barrier may be an important characteristic trait in order for
it to come in contact with antigen presenting cells (such as mature dendritic cells), mast cells,
and T cells. We intend to test Alt a 1’s capacity to bind and enter human airway cells and
determine if the predicted RXLR-like motif mediates this mechanism. In order to elucidate the
overall importance of the RXLR-like motif or enzyme activity in Alt a 1’s ability to bind lipids
and enter cells, experiments can utilize fluorescently-labeled Alt a 1 proteins in human airway
epithelial cell studies. Confocal laser microscopy as well as kinetic measurements of protein
uptake over short and long incubation times of the epithelial cells with the wild-type and mutant
protein, along with subsequent cytokine analysis, will convey the importance of lipid binding
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and entry or enzyme activity on the innate immune response. Overall, the production and
characterization of wild-type and mutant Alt a 1 proteins will help identify a possible mechanism
of immune exposure. Aim 4 illustrates the biochemical studies of Alt a 1 and further explains
challenges and quandaries of recombinant Alt a 1 production.
A clear understanding of the biochemical role of the Alt a 1 protein in addition to its
function at the organismal level is vital for development of potential therapeutic targets for
Alternaria allergies. Furthermore, comprehensive knowledge of the the mammalian immune
response to whole Alternaria conidia is essential for future studies involving this clinically
relevant organism. The results from the studies outlined below will not only give insight into the
host response to Alternaria, but have the capability to be explored across other known fungal
allergens to discover similar targets for patients with multiple fungal allergies.
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Overview of Research
Aim 1: Develop a mouse model to study the innate immune response to Alternaria alternata
Hypothesis: Intranasal administration of Alternaria alternata conidia can induce a powerful
innate inflammatory response in the murine lung following a single challenge or chronic
exposure
Objective: In order to study the immune response to live Alternaria conidia and the Alternaria
major allergen, Alt a 1, we aimed to develop a new and unique in-vivo mouse model of fungalinduced allergic airway inflammation. Our goal was to create two mouse models; one, to
examine the innate or “early-phase” response and another model to study the chronic response.
Both models would only employ intranasal exposure to the fungus without the traditional
intraperitoneal sensitization schema in order to create the most natural response. The purpose of
creating these simple yet distinctive models is to provide substantial preliminary data which
shows time and dose dependent results to ensure the models are well suited for future
experimental use with mutant fungal strains or allergens or transgenic mouse lines. It is
important to establish a baseline response for identifying new key pro-inflammatory mediators
induced in the lung during Alternaria stimulation. It is also imperative for testing common or
previously described mediators or allergy/asthma which may or may not be produced in response
to Alternaria. Most importantly, both models will employ fresh, whole, and living, Alternaria
conidia or pure allergen protein rather than fungal culture filtrates, extracts, or fragments. This
will induce the most natural response possible in an in-vivo model.
When establishing our model we will use ordinary measurements of airway inflammation
such as changes in weight, total number of cells in the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid, increase in
serum IgE levels, histopathological evidence of effector cell infiltration in the lung, and measure
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changes in cytokine/chemokines expressed in the lung by ELISA and real-time PCR. The results
of Aim 1 will ensure the success of our future experimentation using mouse models of allergic
airway inflammation.
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Aim 2: Determine contribution of IRAK-1 and IRAK-M in innate immune signaling in
response to Alternaria
Hypothesis: IRAK-1 and IRAK-M are involved in regulating the innate immune response to
Alternaria.
Objective: The goal of Aim 2 is to investigate the role of IRAK-1 and IRAK-M, two components
of Toll-like receptor (TLR) signaling pathways, in response to Alternaria. The work will
supplement the mouse model work completed in Aim 1 by employing IRAK-1 and IRAK-M
deficient mice and murine macrophages to study the role of these two genes in both mouse and
cell culture models. We will use the baseline dose and time-dependent results of Aim 1 to help
complete this experimentation. We are specifically interested in finding changes in proinflammatory gene expression when IRAK-1 or IRAK-M is deleted from the signaling pathway.
We hypothesize removal of either gene will cause an abnormal response of pro-inflammatory
cytokines to the fungus which will be compared the responses found in Aim 1. We will examine
the expression of various pro-inflammatory cytokines in both the macrophage cell culture and
murine lung using cytokine antibody arrays and real-time PCR analysis. We will also complete
histopathological examination of the lungs of IRAK-1 and IRAK-M deficient mice treated with
Alternaria antigens to observe any increase or decrease in common signs of allergic airway
inflammation such as effector cell recruitment, mucous production, and structural changes.
Finally, we will test the antifungal effectiveness of IRAK-1 and IRAK-M deficient macrophages
in response to Alternaria conidia. The results of this work will shed new light on the role of
IRAK-1 and IRAK-M and may suggest new therapies involving their signaling pathways.
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Aim 3: Establish the innate immune response to Alternaria major allergen Alt a 1 in
human airway epithelial cells
Hypothesis: Production of the allergen Alt a 1 is required for induction of the innate immunity in
response to A.alternata conidia in human airway cells.
Objective: In order to describe the biological role of the Alt a 1 major allergen in A. alternata,
we will test the immunogenicity of the Alt a 1 protein and mutant Alternaria strains lacking or
overexpressing Alt a 1. We will employ fungal molecular biology techniques to produce three
classes of mutants: a deletion mutant (∆alta1) where the Alta1 gene has been completely
replaced with a selectable marker gene, the corresponding complementation mutant (∆alta1-rec)
with Alta1 restored, and an Alt a 1 overexpression strain (Alta1+) with a constitutive ToxA
promoter upstream of the Alta1 gene . We will verify mutations by PCR and Southern analysis
and will further confirm Alta1 expression levels by real-time PCR and secreted Alta1 levels by
Western Blot and ELISA using an Alt a 1 specific antibody. The phenotypes of each mutant will
be thoroughly analyzed to verify any changes which may cause a difference in the mammalian
response to the fungus. This will include microscopic evaluation of conidia, calculation of
germination rates, and assessing nutrient utilization on various carbon sources. Following this
confirmation, we will treat both primary human airway epithelial cells and immortalized cell
lines with the Alt a 1 protein or conidia from the wild-type and mutant A.alternata strains to
assess differences in immunogenicity. We will measure the levels of cytokines IL-6 and IL-8 in
the cell culture supernatant following stimulation to evaluate if the absence of or overexpression
of Alt a 1 changes the innate immune response of the epithelial cells. Furthermore, we will
complete a global gene expression analysis of multiple targets by use of QRT-PCR array
harboring primers corresponding to a set of fungal innate immunity target genes to find unique
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downstream mediators of Alt a 1. These results will be confirmed by real-time PCR analysis.
Overall, the goal of Aim 3 is to further establish Alt a 1 as a major component of A.alternata
causing immune stimulation and to provide the tools in the form of mutant A.alternata strains for
future in vivo characterization in mice.
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Aim 4: Characterize key biochemical properties of Alt a 1 and their role in the response of
human airway epithelial cells
Hypothesis: The Alt a 1 protein possesses lipid binding capabilities and esterase activity which
contribute to its ability to enter the epithelium and induce innate immunity.
Objective: The fourth aim of the project will focus on in-depth analysis of the Alt a 1 protein
including biochemical properties which may affect its immunogenicity. Specifically, we will
investigate the role of the single RXLR-like motif within Alt a 1 by expressing wild-type and
mutant forms with modified motifs in E.coli and then employ recognized experimental
procedures to discern differences in their lipid-binding capacity. We will also explore the
potential enzymatic activity of the protein by mutating the single histidine residue to a nonfunctional amino acid (alanine). These proteins will also be tagged with a fluorescent marker and
incubated with human bronchalveolar epithelial cells to assess their ability to bind and enter the
cells. The goal of these experiments will be to distinguish the importance of lipid binding and
cellular entry, or enzymatic activity, or both in the response of human airway cells to Alt a 1.
The results of fully defining Alt a 1’s specific mechanism of entry and/or action will not only
give a valuable target for allergy therapies, but will open up research on these properties for
other known fungal allergens.
Since recombinant production of the Alt a 1 allergen is difficult due to various aspects of
the protein’s structure and biochemical nature a portion of Aim 4 will discuss strategies which
were used in the experiments leading up to completion of Aim 4 including vector construction,
culture conditions, and purification processes. We will hypothesize on why certain strategies
were unable to produce purified Alt a 1 and discuss additional approaches which should be tested
in the future to further improve recombinant production of Alt a 1.
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Figure 1.1: Morphological variation among Alternaria species. Conidia from A.alternata
(ATCC: 66981), A.tenuissima (ATCC: 11680), and A.brassicicola (ATCC: 96836) were
collected in water from a 7-day old PDA plate and imaged under bright field microscopy
(Magnification: 40x).
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Figure 1.2: Innate immune response to fungus (Schuh et al, 2003).
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Figure 1.3: Propagation of the Th2-driven chronic allergic airway response (Schuh et al,
2003).
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Figure 1.4: Germinating A.alternata in the presence of human airway epithelial cells.
BEAS-2B cells were incubated with live A.alternata spores for 24hrs under normal conditions at
either (B) 34°C or (D) 37°C and 5% CO2. Control cells were left untreated (A and C). Cultures
were imaged using an inverted phase-contrast microscope. Magnification: 40X. Bars = 20μm.
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Figure 1.5: Model for effector entry. Binding of effectors via their RXLR domains to PI-3-P,
possibly located in lipid rafts, leads to entry by endocytosis. The mechanism of escape from
endosomes is currently unknown. The moderate affinity of the effectors for PI-3-P facilitates
binding on the outer surface but dissociation from PI-3-P inside the cell. (Kale et al, 2010).
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Figure 1.6. Amino acid sequence of the Alternaria allergen Alt a 1. The protein sequence
indicates a single histidine at position 84 highlighted in BLUE and the putative RXLR,
85KWYS88 highlighted in RED.
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Chapter II
Establishing murine models of airway inflammation to study
effects of chronic Alternaria exposure and innate immunity
ABSTRACT:
The pathogenesis of allergy and asthma often initiates with an innate immune response.
Alternata alternata is a well-documented source of airborne allergens with the compelling ability
to induce an immune response in vivo. However few murine models have been developed to
define specific parameters such as inoculation or sample collection for analyzing the innate
immune response to Alternaria and typically utilize complex, potent fungal extracts to enhance
the airway response. Furthermore, no studies have distinctly characterized this response using
whole fungal spores. In this study we illustrate two novel mouse models of airway inflammation
that utilize the spores of A. alternata to study the in vivo innate immune response without
sensitization. Our data reveal that A. alternata spores are immunogenic in an inhalation mouse
model after both chronic exposure, and more significantly, a single intranasal challenge as
defined by cell infiltration into the lung, pro-inflammatory cytokine production, and
histopathological markers of airway disease. In the chronic model, mice were either intranasally
challenged with A.alternata spores or Alternaria extract. Resulting bronchoalveolar lavages
(BALs) collected following these treatments contained an increase in total cells including
numerous macrophages, neutrophils, eosinophils and lymphocytes while the extract caused a
markedly greater response compared to the spores. Histopathology also revealed laminar
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thickening of the bronchioles in both treatments with the extract again giving a greater, but less
pathologically relevant response. However, secretion of Th2 cytokines including IL-4, IL-6, and
IL-13 were found in the BAL following treatment with either spores or extract with IL-4 being
more significantly enhanced in response to spores than extract. Total serum IgE was also more
elevated in the spore treated mice than those treated with extract suggesting that spore treatment
was more powerful at driving Th2 immunity. For the innate model, we used a single intranasal
challenge and found this technique was sufficient for accurately studying the initial immune
response to inhaled fungal spores. Total cell recruitment into the lung was evident from six to
thirty-six hours after the challenge which specifically correlated with signs of cachexia. Both
general inflammatory and Th2 coordinating cytokines were detectable although their expression
changed over the 36-hour window suggesting sample collection times must be precise for
assessing the levels of particular cytokines. Intriguingly, we were also able to test the
effectiveness of our model by comparing the response to a single-challenge with wild-type or
Δalta1 spores which have had the major Alternaria allergen gene, Alta1, deleted. The single
challenge model proved to be suitable for detecting measurable differences between the wildtype and mutant strain. Collectively, both of these models will serve as vital tools in elucidating
the innate and chronic immune response to Alternaria.
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Introduction:
Fungi are known to play a vital role in the pathogenesis of multiple human disorders
including asthma, allergic rhinitis, bronchopulmonary mycoses, and airway hypersensitivity (1).
Many of these fungi are common components of the atmospheric aerospora and their counts vary
widely in indoor and outdoor environments with season, geographic regions, and climatic
conditions (2, 3). This ubiquitous distribution makes it nearly impossible to avoid contact with
the fungus and potential sensitization, an important factor given exposure has been defined as the
most important risk factor for the development and exacerbation of fungal allergies and asthma
(4). Furthermore, fungal organisms can have a greater impact on the host airway and immune
system than other allergenic sources, such as pollen and dust, due to their active production of
toxins, proteases, enzymes, and potentially volatile organic compounds (5–7)
Alternaria alternata is saprophytic fungus which is considered one of the most important
aeroallergens in the United States (8, 9). Sensitization to A.alternata has been linked to
particularly severe and persistent cases of asthma, especially in children (10, 11). Furthermore, in
one study, patients with chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) exhibit a hypersensitive immune response
to Alternaria more than other aeroallergens (12). Multiple studies have shown a correlation
between a large proportion of atopic patients having skin reactivity to Alternaria (13–15). The
major allergen of Alternaria has been identified as Alt a 1 due to its IgE reactivity to serum of
sensitized individual, is constitutively expressed and is rapidly secreted by germinating fungal
spores (16–20). We have successfully produced a deletion mutant A.alternata strain with a full
replacement of the Alt a 1 allergen gene to utilize in models of allergic airway disorders (21). By
deletion of the allergen gene we can test the importance of its release in regulating the immune
response.
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Since allergy and asthma pose a sizeable health threat to the human population, animal
models have been designed to investigate their pathogenesis, understand underlying processes
and pathways, and discover potential therapeutic targets (22). Most of these models, designed to
study effects of acute or chronic challenges, examine the clinical manifestations of an adaptive
immune response following sensitization. Frequently mice are intraperitoneally injected with
chicken egg ovalbumin (OVA) to create an “asthmatic” or sensitized phenotype. Once the
adaptive immune response has had enough time to develop against the agent, typically 21 days
after the initial injection, the mice are then intranasally challenged with OVA over a few days
(acute) or many weeks (chronic) to induce robust allergic pulmonary inflammation in the airway.
Although this is a routine model for testing new compounds and their ability to improve
symptoms of airway inflammation, it does not offer much to assessing the natural pathogenesis
of the disorder since OVA is not a common human allergen and the sensitization scheme is
relatively artificial. Other studies have utilized similar models to test the ability of specific
allergens to induce the immune response, but they also employed either an adjuvant or carrier
protein to condition the response (23, 24).
Mouse models of Alternaria-induced airway inflammation have well established the
fungus’s ability to trigger and sustain hallmarks of allergy and hypersensitivity, but have focused
on chronic exposure and/or used prepared fungal extracts instead of the actual organism (25–27).
Fungal extracts pose a particular challenge since they are highly variable lot to lot especially in
their allergen content and inflammatory potential (28, 29). One published model examined the
acute response to Alternaria spores without sensitization, however the mice were challenged
with an abnormally large, pathologically irrelevant quantity of spores (one million spores/dose)
over three consecutive dosing days (30). Another model looked at the response following a
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single intranasal challenge, but this study used Alternaria extract as the treatment (31).
Regrettably the authors did not give any indication the extract was tested for potentially immune
stimulating compounds such as endotoxin or organic compounds and thus their results may be
erroneous. Alternatively, another model set out to establish the chronic response to Alternaria
spores but was unable to complete the treatments due to induced cachexia and instead extract
was used for examining the chronic response to Alternaria (32).
Polarization of the inflammatory response after fungal exposure is due to increased
expression of Th2-promoting cytokines (33). In chronic allergic pulmonary disorders, IL-4, IL-6,
and IL-13 are important in the maintenance and severity of airway response. IL-6 is released by
epithelial cells, macrophages, and T cell subsets in response to various stimuli, including specific
allergens (34). It can influence effector cell functions and appears to be essential for goblet cell
metaplasia and mucus hypersecretion in an allergic model of asthma (35). There is also an
apparent correlation between increased levels of IL-6 in the bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) and
serum and atopic patients. IL-13 is a significant cytokine inducing the pathophysiological
features of asthma (36). It is readily secreted by airway epithelial cells and Th2 cells following
stimulus (37, 38). IL-13 is multifactorial in organizing the immune response including
supporting survival and degranulation of eosinophils, promoting activation of macrophage, and
mucous hypersecretion (39–41). Its existence at high levels in the airways of allergic and
asthmatic patients is also well documented (42–44). Furthermore, it has the ability to direct
human B-cells to synthesize IgE, leading to a traditional allergic reaction – allergen specific mast
cell degranulation (45). IL-4 is also important for IgE isotype switching, mucus secretion, and
differentiation of T helper type 2 lymphocytes leading to cytokine release (46, 47).
Polymorphisms in the IL-4 gene locus have been implicated in persistent asthma (48) .
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Moreover, abnormally high levels of IL-4 are frequently found in the airways of asthmatic
patients including children (49–52).
The innate immune response to airborne fungi features another set of cytokine markers.
The potent neutrophil chemoattractant KC(CXCL1), is likely the murine structural homolog of
the human innate cytokine Interleukin-8 (53). KC(CXCL1) has been shown to be important in
the response to inflammatory stimuli and restoring mucosal integrity in mice (54). In humans,
IL-8 is released by epithelial cells and resident macrophage and its primary function is in
neutrophil and antigen presenting cell (APC) recruitment. It is well documented in the airway
epithelial cell response to fungi and allergens (55–57). In mice, resident cell expression of
KC(CXCL1) has been shown to be important in inflammatory cell recruitment into the lung
tissue (58, 59). Additionally, its functionality in neutrophil recruitment and balancing of an overt
response appears to be essential for the innate immune reaction to fungi in the lung (60, 61). A
more recently discovered cytokine of innate immunity is thymic stromal lymphopoietin (TSLP),
which is primarily produced by non-hematopoietic cells such as epithelial cells and fibroblasts
and initiates the release of T-cell promoting chemokines from monocytes, enhances the
maturation of dendritic cells, and induces Th2 cytokines (62). TSLP is secreted by epithelial
cells in response to both proteolytic enzymes and fungi and may play a role in the crosstalk
between epithelial cells and dendritic cells, leading to their activation (63, 64). Overall,
KC(CXCL1) and TSLP production are markers of acute airway inflammation and their presence
can indicate the effectiveness of our proposed innate mouse model of airway disease.
Despite the increased prevalence of allergy and asthma in developed countries, few
clinical therapies have been uncovered for their treatment (65, 66). In order for therapies to be
tested and for results to be understood, precise murine models must be developed. The goal of
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this study was to describe the development of two distinct mouse models of Alternaria- induced
inflammation. The chronic model examines how repeated exposure to Alternaria spores can
quickly induce hallmark signs of airway inflammation in a non-sensitized host and proves a
significant distinct response to Alternaria spores compared to the more commonly employed
extract. The innate model investigates the immediate response of the airway following a single
challenge of Alternaria spores. Substantial data will be presented regarding the importance of
optimal intranasal inoculums and sample collection times as well as this model’s ability to
characterize differences between the wild-type Alternaria spores and a Δalta1 deletion mutant.
Both models can be readily employed to studying the innate immune response to Alternaria.
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Materials and Methods:
Fungal cultures and extracts:
Alternaria alternata (ATCC #66981) was used as wild-type Alternaria in all
experiments. The A.alternata Δalta1 deletion mutant was constructed on the background of
ATCC 66981 and features a complete replacement of the allergen Alta1 gene as previously
described(21). Fungi were propagated on potato-dextrose -agar (PDA) (0.4% potato starch, 2%
dextrose, 1.5% agar) and were grown at 25°C in the dark. For intranasal challenges, spores were
harvested into sterile water from a 7-day old PDA plate. Suspensions were standardized to equal
concentrations to 1 x 106 spores/mL after counting on a hemacytometer and then used
immediately in intranasal challenges. Preparations were made on each treatment day from the
same culture plate.
Culture filtrate Alternaria extract (called Alternaria extract subsequently) was obtained
commercially from Greer Laboratories (Lenoir, NC). Lyophilized extract was resuspended in
PBS to a concentration of 1mg/mL. Aliquots of this preparation were stored frozen at -20°C until
use in murine experiments.

Animals and immunizations
Female BALB/cJ (BALB/c) mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor,
ME). All mice were 8 - 12 weeks old at time of experiments. The procedures and handling of the
mice were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC) of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (IACUC approval number 09178-VBI). Mice were housed in isolation chambers with individual air and water supply and
provided food and water ad libitum.
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For chronic and innate challenge experiments, mice were lightly anaesthetized with
isofluran (Abbott Laboratories) in individual chambers of a rodent anesthesia machine with
precision vaporizer (Impac6, VetEquip) at a concentration of 2 - 3% and oxygen at 2 L/min.
When the mice were unresponsive but breathing comfortably, 50 μl of spore or extract solution
was directly applied on the nostrils. Control mice were treated with 50 μl of DPBS. The animals
were allowed to slowly inhale the liquid and then to recover in a supine position under a heat
lamp. For the chronic model, 4 - 5 mice were in each treatment group in two separate
experiments. In the single-challenge model, samples were collected from 2 – 3 mice per
treatment at 6, 12, 24, and 36 hours following the challenge. The control group contained 4 mice
which were sacrificed at the 24 hour time point.
Changes in total body weight of each animal were assessed by weighing immediately
before initial challenge and then again directly before euthanasia. In chronic experiments, mice
were weighed before each challenge and observed for signs of cachexia each day throughout
duration of experiment.

Serum collection and total IgE determination
Mice were placed under general anesthesia by intraperitoneal injection of ketemine (100
mg/kg)/ xylazine (10 mg/mL) solution. Blood was collected from the retro-orbital plexus by
gentle rotation of a non-heparinized micro-hematocrit capillary tube against the medial canthus.
Blood was collected into a sterile 1.5mL tube and allowed to clot for 30 min. Serum was
separated via centrifugation at 1000 x g for 10 min in a tabletop centrifuge. Serum was removed
to a fresh microcentrifuge tube at stored at -80°C until analysis.
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IgE levels in sera were determined using a sandwich ELISA following the
manufacturer’s instructions (Biolegend. Plates were developed by the addition of 100 µl of TMB
and the reaction was stopped with 50 µl of 2N H2SO4 and O.D. was read at 450 nm with an
automatic plate reader (Modulus Microplate, Turner Biosystems). Serum titer was determined by
comparison with standard curves of purified mouse IgE.

Bronchoalveolar lavage
Mice were euthanized by an overdose of pentobarbital (FatalPlus) 24 hours after the last
challenge. The trachea was exposed and incised. An 18 gauge blunt-end needle was inserted into
the trachea and BAL fluid was harvested by washing the lungs twice with 1 ml of DPBS. BAL
was centrifuged at 500 x g, red-blood cells were lysed by addition of ACK lysing buffer, cells
were again pelleted by centrifugation, and the cell pellet was resuspended in RPMI media. The
cell-free supernatant was stored at -80°C prior to ELISA analysis. An aliquot of cells were
diluted into a trypan blue/DPBS solution and counted on a hemacytometer. Differential cell
counts were obtained by counting at least 100 cells on cytospin slides stained with Diff-Quick
(Jorvet).

Histopathological analysis
Tissues for histopathological examination were collected 24 hours after the last intranasal
instillation. Following collection of BAL fluid, the lungs were inflated with 10% buffered
formalin, latter embedded in paraffin, and then sectioned (5 µm) and stained with hematoxylin,
eosin, and saffron (HES) for examination of pulmonary architecture.
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Cytokine ELISA
Cytokines were measured from the cell-free bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALs). The levels of
IL-4, IL-6, IL-13, KC (CXCL1), and TSLP were quantified by ELISA using commercial kits
according to the instructions provided by the manufacturers (Biolegend). Briefly, plates were
coated with primary antibody for the selected cytokines and incubated overnight. Plates were
washed, blocked with assay diluent, and 100μl of BAL sample or cytokine standard were added
per well. Plates washed and then incubated with secondary antibody. Following another wash,
streptavidin-HRP was added to each well, plates were again washed, and then developed by
addition of TMB reagent. Once desired level of development was reached, the reaction was
stopped by addition of 2N H2SO4. The absorbance was read at 450nm on a standard plate reader
(Modulus Microplate, Turner Biosystems).
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Results:
Chronic administration of Alternaria spores or extract causes inflammatory cell infiltration
into the lung
The overall goal for the first model was determining a viable challenge schematic for
chronic exposure to live spores similar to fungal extract. Since previous studies have shown
chronic administration of Alternaria mold spores results in severe cachexia (32) we closely
monitored mice over the 14-day experiment for clinical signs of distress such as loss of lean
body mass and fat mass, weakness, fatigue, and inflammation surrounding the nasal and ocular
passages. Weight was measured prior to each challenge and total change in body weight over the
course of the experiment was calculated. While the control group of mice gained an average of
1.8g between initial and final challenge, the spore challenged mice only gained an average of
0.2125g while the extract treated mice lost an average of 0.22g in total body weight (Figure 1a).
The spore and extract treated mice did not exhibit visible signs of lethargy; however, the nostrils
of the extract treated mice showed more redness and irritation compared to the PBS or spore
treated mice, likely due to the high protease and potential toxin and or allergen content of the
extract (6, 25, 28, 67) These medical observations suggest the potency of the extract may be
greater than the actual organism.
To characterize pulmonary inflammation in the chronic mouse model, BALB/c mice
intranasally challenged with 5 x 105 Alternaria spores or 50μg of Alternaria extract (in 100ul
total volume) every other day over 14 days (total of eight challenges). Control mice were treated
with an equal volume of DPBS.Twenty-four hours after the final challenge, BAL fluid samples
were analyzed for total cell counts and the number of individual macrophages, neutrophils,
eosinophils and lymphocytes. Figure 2b shows that the total number of cells obtained in BAL
significantly increased with chronic challenge of spores or extract; however, the extract
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treatment resulted in a 50% greater increase compared to the Alternaria spores. Examination of
the difference among the total cell population collected in the BAL fluid showed intranasal
challenges of both spores and extract leads to the accumulation of a high number of common
inflammatory cells including neutrophils, eosinophils, and macrophage and to a lesser extent,
lymphocytes (Figure 2c). All of these cell types play a significant role in orchestrating the innate
and adaptive immune response in the lung.

Histopathological evidence of airway remodeling in a non-sensitized chronic model
Histological examinations of lung sections from mice challenged with Alternaria spores or
extract were compared to lung sections of the DPBS control. Results of BAL fluid analysis were
confirmed by significant observation of cell recruitment into the lung tissue of from both spore
and extract challenges. While neutrophils were the largest observed subpopulation of cells, there
was also a marked accumulation of eosinophils around the bronchioles (Figure 3). A severe
thickening of the airway epithelium, especially surrounding the bronchioles, was also evident
resulting in considerable constriction or complete occlusion of airway passages. As with the total
BALF cell counts, the histopathologic observations showed the Alternaria extract induced a
more severe response in the lung tissue, but, more importantly, the Alternaria spores stimulated a
potent response as well.

Presence of Th2 cytokines in BALF
Production of Th2 cytokines are necessary for induction of allergic airway inflammation
(reference). IL-4 and IL-13 are required for maintenance of Th2 cell lineage and of critical
importance to stimulate B-cell immunoglobulin (Ig) class switch to IgE (45, 68). IL-6 has been
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shown to be required for mucous production following inhalation of fungal allergens (35). The
presence of IL-4, IL-6 and IL-13 was analyzed by ELISA in the BALFs (Figure 4). Interestingly,
the spores induced IL-4 a much greater levels while the extract only slightly stimulated IL-4,
suggesting Alternaria spores interact differentially with the immune cells of the lung compared
to the Alternaria extract. Both treatments induced production of IL-6 and IL-13 at similarly high
levels compared to the DPBS control.

A single challenge of Alternaria spores results in increased total IgE levels
In order to deduce the necessity for prior intraperitoneal (i.p) sensitization for production
of IgE, we testing total serum IgE levels following the final intranasal challenge. We found the
mice treated with Alternaria spores had a significant increase in total IgE levels, while the
extract did not induce IgE to levels considerably greater than the DPBS control (Figure 5). This
confirms that i.p. sensitization is not necessary for sensitization to Alternaria spores and that use
of a more natural inhaled sensitization approach is possible for models using live spores. It may
also suggest that spores compared to extract possess greater capacity via a greater induction of
IL-4 to induce IgE class switching.

A single-challenge of Alternaria spores causes early signs of cachexia and cell recruitment
into the lung
We developed a single-challenge mouse model in order to study the early and late phase
of the initial innate immune response to inhaled Alternaria. Because mice have a very high rate
of metabolic activity, we closely examined changes in total body weight in the hours following
the single challenge. Within the first six hours post-challenge, a decrease in total body was
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evident and this weight loss trend continued for 24 hours after the challenge before recovering to
positive change in weight after 36hrs (Figure 6a). Since the control mice were collected at 24 hrs
after their challenge of PBS, we can directly compare this group to the 24 hr spore challenged
group. We see the control group gained an average of 0.5g while the treatment group lost an
average 0.5g yielding a net difference of 1.0g in total body weight. This was initial evidence that
a single-challenge of Alternaria spores was enough to cause a clinical response in a murine
model.
Analysis of the BAL fluid revealed a significant increase in the total cell
population within the lungs (Figure 6b). At 6hr following the challenge, an increase was seen but
not statistically different from the control. However at 12, 24, and 36hr post challenge the total
cell count is substantially increased compared to the PBS control. Total cell infiltration appears
to peak at 12 – 24hr following the challenge before a considerable decrease after 36hr though
still elevated at this time. Most interesting is that the total cell count is proportional to weight
loss, suggesting that as cell numbers increase, metabolic activity decreases in the mice. This
would agree with the common clinical response to an inhaled immune stimulus and strengthens
our understanding regarding the effectiveness of this single-challenge model.

Histopathology reveals cell infiltration into the lung is primarily neutrophilic after a single
intranasal challenge of Alternaria spores:
Lung tissue was collected and analyzed from the control and spore treated mice at the 24
hr timepoint. The spore challenged mice displayed primarily neutrophilic infiltration into their
airway with a slight increase in eosinophils presents compared to the untreated control. There
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was also minor but noteworthy thickening of the luminal wall, like to do goblet cell activation
(69).

Both innate and Th2 cytokines are found following a single challenge of Alternaria spores
Since the single-challenge model is aimed at examining the innate immune response and
we saw evidence neutrophil recruitment, we chose to measure the level of the neutrophil
chemoattractant KC(CXCL1). We found increased levels of this cytokine were detectable as
early as six hours following the intranasal challenge (Figure 8a). The levels of KC show a
modest drop after this preliminary spike, but remain elevated through the 36 hr measurement
period. This would support the results of the total cell counts; since KC(CXCL1) levels are
highest at 6 hr it is reasonable to assume at time points immediately following we would see the
highest cell counts (especially neutrophils- Figure 6). As a contrast to this primarily innate
cytokine, we also measured IL-13, an important cytokine in shaping the adaptive immune
response. Changes in the level of IL-13 found in the BAL remained insignificant until after 12
hrs post challenge, when levels quickly increased and remained high at the 36hr timepoint.

Single-challenge model is effective for analyzing differences in total cell infiltration
between wild-type and mutant Alternaria strains
We chose to design a single-challenge model in order to test the innate immune response
against various mutant fungal strains in the future. We previously manipulated an A.alternata
Δalta1 deletion mutant which has a full replacement of the allergen gene Alta1. We utilized this
strain to see if we could detect a difference in the murine airway immune response after a single
challenge of the mutant or the wild-type strain. Previous in vitro analysis of human airway
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epithelial cells revealed the Δalta1 strain has a decreased ability to induce major innate immune
cytokines (Rumore et al, unpublished results). Based on our previous data in cell line
experiments, we hypothesized the mutant would have a reduced capacity to recruit cells into the
airway. Results of our BAL analysis following a single challenge with wild-type or Δalta1
indicate that although the mutant was able to increase recruitment of cells into the lungs, it was at
a significantly lower amount (Figure 9).

Evaluating optimal Alternaria spore inoculum for single-challenge model
Previous studies using intranasal challenges of fungal spores have featured sizable
diversity in the inoculums utilized. Due to Alternaria’s large spore size, it is accurate to use
fewer total spores than other fungi, such as Aspergillus. However, for consistency in our future
experiments, we chose to test a range of spore concentrations to determine which inoculum size
was optimal for evaluating differences between two Alternaria strains. We again challenged
mice one time with either wild-type Alternaria or the Δalta1 mutant but at amounts ranging from
1 x 104 to 1 x 105. We measured the level of the chemokine KC(CXCL1) in the BAL fluid by
ELISA for each inoculum amount (Figure 10). We found we could detect the most significant
difference between the wild-type and mutant at the lowest (1 x 104) and highest (1 x 105) amount
tested. This would suggest it is difficult to distinguish what role the mutation is playing in the
immune response at concentrations in between very low and very high doses of spores.

Differences in early and late phase immune response following a single challenge of
Alternaria spores
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Our single-challenge data would suggest the innate immune response is rapidly activated
within the first few hours following the challenge and additionally changes dramatically over the
first two days. Thus the window of examining various cytokines is important in the context of
sample collection time. TSLP has been found to be an important innate cytokine involved in
conditioning antigen-presenting cells, driving Th2 immunity, and its expression is enhanced in
mouse model of asthma-like airway disorders (63, 70). We previously test BAL fluids from
previous experiments for TSLP and found variability among the results especially in samples at
or after 24hrs following challenge (data not shown). We utilized the BALF from the timecourse
experiment comparing the wild-type and Δalta1 mutant to see if differences in TSLP production
could be detected. We found that the greatest amount of TSLP was found 6 hr after challenge
and that levels were reduced 48hr after the challenge (Figure 11). This shows that TSLP is
swiftly produced or released in the airway but its presence is not sustained unless the stimulus is
consistently inhaled. We also confirmed that we will need to collect samples at both early (less
than 6 hr) and late (more than 36 hr) timepoints following a single challenge in order to get an
accurate view of the murine airway’s innate immune response to inhaled fungi.
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Discussion:
Alternaria exposure is well characterized in the development of allergic disease,
especially asthma (9, 10, 25, 71), however few mouse models have thoroughly examined the
innate immune response to the living fungus. In this study we developed a new mouse model
using the spores of A. alternata to directly measure the innate immune response and response
caused by chronic, but not sensitized, intranasal exposure. We also set to describe the advantage
of using whole spores versus the potent fungal extract used in most previous studies. The spores
can mimic a more natural contact with Alternaria in the environment compared to only exposing
the host to the proteins, allergens, and cell wall components they would normally encounter
following inhalation instead of the numerous intracellular elements, including toxins, found in
Alternaria culture extract preparations. Unlike Aspergillus fumigatus, Alternaria spores are too
large to be engulfed and do not colonize the airway to a large extent. They are rapidly cleared by
beating cilia and thus normal exposure would likely be sporadic and in intervals rather than
unlike previous models of heavy and consistent exposure over a short time period. Our results
demonstrate that A. alternata spores have the ability to induce a measurable immune response in
both a chronic exposure model and a single-challenge model in an unsensitized host. That being
said, we were able to detect some spores even at 36 hours following a single challenge in murine
lungs by examination of tissue sections with a microscope.
The goal of this study was to establish a new murine model using whole Alternaria
spores to study the innate immune response and encourage use of spores over the culture extract
as the response to each is detectable but sometimes distinctive to each. We also aimed to
determine optimal inoculums and sample collection times to catch various responses of the
innate immune system following a single intranasal challenge of Alternaria spores. Although a
previous model involving three consecutive intranasal challenges of Alternaria highlighted some
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of the innate immune response (30), more pathologically relevant results may have been masked
by the large inoculums size and multiple treatments. As our innate model shows, several markers
of airway inflammation are evident after a single challenge, thus three challenges may have only
exacerbated the original response. The collected information is essential for future testing of
various fungal mutants and their effect on the innate immune response in a murine system. The
primarily neutrophilic infiltration in the innate model agrees with previous reports showing the
importance of these cells in resolving acute fungal sinusitis (72). It was essential that our model
was able to stimulate their recruitment and the histopathology revels neutrophils may be the most
important cell in studying the initial innate immune response immediately following challenge
with Alternaria. Accordingly, our innate model also showed significant increase in the neutrophil
chemoattractant KC(CXCL1), highlighting the functionality of the immune response. The source
of KC(CXCL1) may be resident tissue macrophage in the lung tissue combined with the
orchestration of a distinct TLR signaling pathway (73). Indeed it has been shown that IL-8 in
nasal lavage is a marker for CRS in humans (reference). We also found a nearly immediate
release of TSLP which can function as an initiator of Th2 response (74, 75). This finding is
complimentary to previous studies which have found TSLP up-regulated in mouse models of
allergy (70). It is also notable that release/production of TSLP was most elevated at the first
timepoint reviewed (6hr) and had reduced by nearly half 48 h after the single challenge. Chronic
models likely sustain this production, assisting Th2 polarization. The fact that our Alt a 1
deletion mutant was unable to induce TSLP at any timepoint is reflective that major allergen
production is required for epithelial activation and subsequent TSLP release. Our use of an
Alternaria deletion mutant strengthens the significance of our model and confirms our ability to
test mutant strains in vivo. Since mouse models have more frequently employed recombinant
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fungal proteins to study an allergen’s specific ability to induce immune response, such as work
done on A.fumigatus allergen Asp f 1 (76), we aimed to instead utilize a live organism with a
deletion of its major allergen gene without sensitization to study the effect of the allergen on the
innate immune response. The results of our innate model proves that a fairly active immune
response is triggered quickly after a single challenge of a fungal allergen as described by cell
recruitment and cytokine production.
Our chronic model highlights that intraperitoneal sensitization is not necessary for
induction of a pronounced Th2 response. Although this model ends before a secondary, or full
adaptive, immune response is possibly reached, we still see evidence of Th2 promoting cytokines
and a spike in serum IgE. This suggests our chronic model would likely be enhanced by
examining a secondary response at closer to 21-days following the initial challenge. Besides
presenting this intermediate phase of the immune response, our chronic model also demonstrates
differences in the immune response to Alternaria spores versus extract. We eliminated batch-tobatch variation by utilizing extract from the same lot number in all intranasal challenge and
confirmed that the extract gives an artificially greater response compared to the more ordinary
response we found with the spores. Our chronic model also improves upon a previous chronic
model with Alternaria spores which had to be discontinued due to cachexia in the mice due to
the use of very large spore concentrations (32). We hypothesize that this preceding model would
have worked with a lower intranasal spore dosage as we have shown.
The use of Alternaria extract in in vitro and in vivo experimentation can artificially
mimic Alternaria but is not as pathologically relevant compared to using live Alternaria spores.
For instance, studies have shown fungal proteases to be important in immune activation (77). But
many of the cytokines found elevated in response to protease activities found in the extract,
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including GM-CSF, Eotaxin, and RANTES(25, 63, 78, 79).), were not found to be induced in our
model using whole spores. Consequently, preliminary data generated by our lab using Alternaria
extract in epithelial cell and macrophage culture revealed a significant difference in the
transcriptional profile after stimulation with extract or spores. The observed differences between
spore and extract treatment could be attributed to the potentially high concentration of
mycotoxins produced by Alternaria (80) since the extract preparations feature condensed
amounts of fungal matter, including intracellular components. Thus treatment with extract likely
exposes the host to a greater quantity of all fungal components which may not mimic dose
encountered in nature. Additionally, a comprehensive review of murine allergic airway diseases
(MAAD) concludes murine strains, allergens used, and experimental setup greatly influences the
induction of particular cytokines (81). We conclude that although the Alternaria extract has
given great insight into Alternaria’s ability to activate a Th2-type immune response, future
studies must employ whole fungal spores to accurately interpret the immune response in vivo.
In summary, we have shown Alternaria spores can induce a measurable innate immune
response in a murine model of fungal exposure. Mice who were chronically challenged with
mold spores or extract developed severe signs of airway inflammation including cell infiltration
of primarily pro-inflammatory cells including eosinophils, increased levels of Th2 cytokines,
elevated serum IgE, and histopathological markers such as epithelial thickening. The results also
confirmed the potent Alternaria extract can advance this response beyond that of the spores,
suggesting its use is not logical in such sensitive experiments.
Both of these models establish essential parameters for inoculum size and sample
collection time as well as expected levels of distinct cytokines. Furthermore, the result of our
single-challenge model comparing the wild-type and Δalta1 mutant proves it to be an important
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tool for future testing of fungal mutants and their ability to stimulate the innate immune
response. The data presented here will be invaluable in the further elucidation of the in vivo
innate immune response to allergenic fungi by means of inhalation mouse models using whole
fungal spores.
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Figure 2.1: Experimental schedule for intranasal challenges in innate and chronic mouse
models. For the innate model, female Balb/c mice (8 – 12 weeks old) were intranasally
administered Alternaria wild-type spores (5 x 104) or a A.alternata Δalta1 deletion mutant. In the
chronic model, mice were challenge every other day over two-weeks with Alternaria wild-type
spores (5 x 104) or culture extract (50μg). PBS served as the control treatment in all experiments.
Arrows indicate challenges and sample collection are signified by straight bars.
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Figure 2.2: Chronic administration of Alternaria spores or culture extract induces changes
in body weight and increased inflammatory cell recruitment in the lungs. Female BALB/c
mice were intranasally challenged with PBS (control), 5 × 104 A. alternata wild-type spores in
PBS, or Alternaria culture extract (50μg) in PBS every other day for 14 days. (A) Comparison of
change in total body weight; mice were weighed before the initial challenge and 24 h after the
final challenge. (B) Total cell recruitment in the lungs of challenged mice. BALs were collected
24 h later after the last challenge and the total cell number in each BAL was determined by
counting on hemocytometer. (C) Differential cell count of the inflammatory subpopulation in the
BALs 24 h after the last challenge. Data are expressed as mean ± SD (n = 4). *P < 0.05.
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Figure 2.3: Representative histopathological changes in lungs of naïve mice challenge with
Alternaria spores or extract. Representative histopathological changes of female BALB/c mice
(8-12 weeks old) challenged intranasally with PBS (A-B), 5 X 105 Alternaria wild-type spores
(C-D) or 50μg A. alternata extract (E-F) every other day over 14 days. Lungs were removed 24
hours after the last challenge, inflated and fixed in 10% formalin, and stained with hematoxylin
and eosin (H&E).
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Figure 2.4: Alternaria spores and Alternaria culture extract induce Th2 cytokines in a
chronic mouse model of allergic airway inflammation. Female Balb/c mice (8-12 weeks old)
were intranasally challenged every other day over 14 days with equal volumes of PBS (control),
or Alternaria wild-type spores (5 X 104), or Alternaria antigens (50μg) PBS. Mice were
euthanized 24 hours after the last challenge and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) was
collected by washing the lungs twice with 2mL of DPBS. The BALF was centrifuged at 500xg
for 5 minutes and the cell-free supernatant was used for analyzing levels of (A) IL-4, (B) IL-6, or
(C) IL-13 by standard ELISA. n = 4 per treatment group. Asterisk (*) denotes statistically
significant compared to untreated control; circle (o) indicates significance compared to spore
treatment. P<0.05.
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Figure 2.5: Alternaria spores but not extract induce increase in serum IgE levels during
chronic challenge. Female Balb/c mice (8-12 weeks old) were intranasally challenged every
other day over 14 days with equal volumes of PBS (control), or Alternaria wild-type spores (5 X
104), or Alternaria antigens (50μg) PBS. Blood was collected from the retro-orbital plexus 24 hrs
after final challenge. Serum was separated by centrifugation and total IgE was measured by
enzyme-linked immunosorbent asay (ELISA) following the manufacturer’s instructions
(Biolegend). Asterisk (*) denotes statistically significant compared to untreated control. n = 4
per treatment. P<0.05
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Figure 2.6: A single intranasal challenge of Alternaria spores induces early signs of cachexia
and stimulates effector cell recruitment. Female Balb/c mice (8-12 weeks old) were
intranasally challenged with equal volumes of PBS (control) or 5 x105 A.alternata wild-type
spores. A) The mice were weighed prior to initial challenge and immediately before euthanasia
at indicated timepoints. B) Bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) was collected by washing the
lungs twice with DPBS. Total cell counts were assessed by staining with trypan blue and
counting on hemacytometer. n = 4/treatment group. P<0.05.
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Figure 2.7: Representative histopathological changes in lungs of naïve mice after a single
challenge with Alternaria spores. Representative histopathological changes of female BALB/c
mice (8-12 weeks old) challenged intranasally one time with PBS (A) or 5 X 105 Alternaria
wild-type spores (B - C). Lungs were removed 24 hours after the last challenge, inflated and
fixed in 10% formalin, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E).
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Figure 2.8: A single intranasal challenge of Alternaria spores stimulates inflammatory
cytokines production in lungs. Female Balb/c mice (8-12 weeks old) were intranasally
challenged with equal volumes of PBS (control), or 5 x105 A.alternata wild-type spores in PBS.
Mice were euthanized at indicated times after the challenge and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid
(BALF) was collected by washing the lungs twice with DPBS. The BALF was centrifuged at
500xg for 5 minutes and the cell-free supernatant was used for analyzing levels of KC (CXCL1)
and IL-13 by standard ELISA following the manufacturer’s instructions (Biolegend). N =
4/treatment group. P<0.05.
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Figure 2.9: Use of a Δalta1 Alternaria mutant gives a reduced cytokine response after a
single intranasal challenge, confirming effectiveness of model. Female Balb/c mice (8-12
weeks old) were intranasally challenged with equal volumes of PBS (control), or 5 x 105
A.alternata wild-type or Δalta1 spores in PBS. Mice were euthanized 24 hours after the single
challenge and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) was collected by washing the lungs twice
with DPBS. Total cell counts were determined by staining with trypan blue and counting on a
hemacytometer. N = 4/treatment group. P<0.05.
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Figure 2.10: Determination of optimal spore challenge. Female Balb/c mice (8-12 weeks old)
were intranasally challenged with equal volumes of PBS (control), or indicated amount of
A.alternata wild-type or Δalta1 spores in PBS. Mice were euthanized 24 hours after the
challenge and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) was collected by washing the lungs twice
with DPBS. The BALF was centrifuged at 500xg for 5 minutes and the cell-free supernatant was
used for analyzing levels of KC (CXCL1) by standard ELISA. Asterisk (*) indicates significance
against control; double asterisk (**) indicates significant difference from both control and wildtype treatment. N = 4/treatment group. P<0.05.
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Figure 2.11: An A.alternata Δalta1 fails to induce the cytokine TSLP after a single
intranasal challenge of spores at both early and late phase response. BALB/c mice (n = 2)
were lightly anaesthetized by isoflurane and then intranasally challenged with a single dose of 5
x 104 Alternaria alternata or A.alternataΔalta1 spores in PBS or PBS alone (control). At the
indicated timepoints, mice were euthanized and lungs were immediately washed with PBS. Cellfree BALF supernatant was used for ELISA quantification of TSLP following manufacturer’s
instructions (Biolegend). P<0.05.
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Chapter III
IRAK-1 attenuates the allergic immune response to
Alternaria in cell and mouse models
Abstract:

Fungal allergies and asthma pose a significant public health problem but the etiology of these
diseases remains poorly understood and little is known about the role of innate immune signaling
in the pathogenesis of these disorders. Significant research has shown that the ubiquitous
airborne fungus, Alternaria alternata, is clinically associated with acute and chronic human
airway disorders. However, our knowledge regarding the interaction between Alternaria and
innate immune response signaling is poorly understood. The signaling kinase IRAK-1 and its
negative regulator, IRAK-M, have been associated with controlling the innate signaling of proinflammatory cytokines. In this study we show changes in IRAK-1 and IRAK-M expression
levels in murine macrophage stimulated with Alternaria. We identify differences in the response
of key inflammatory molecules by comparing normal and IRAK-1-deficient (IRAK-1-/-) and
IRAK-M-deficient (IRAK-M-/-) macrophage cells upon A.alternata spore stimulation. Finally we
have developed a mouse model for the examination of allergic lung inflammation in IRAK-1deficient mice upon Alternaria challenge to investigate the role of this innate signaling gene in
the airway inflammatory response. We found that both IRAK-1 and IRAK-M function in innate
immune signaling to Alternaria and that deletion of IRAK-1 causes an aberrant and hyper
inflammatory response in an in vivo mouse model of Alternaria airway inflammation. Although
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our data shows IRAK-M expression decreases during Alternaria stimulation in normal
macrophage, we did not find that deletion of IRAK-M had any effect on the immune response in
either macrophage or mice. Our findings suggest that Alternaria is capable of stimulating a
significant innate immune response in both the airway and macrophage and that functional
IRAK-1 is required for perpetuating an inflammatory response to Alternaria.
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Introduction
Chronic airway inflammatory diseases, such as asthma and chronic rhinosinusitus (CRS), are
complex and multi-factorial disorders which represent a significant public health problem as
their incidence have significantly increased over the past 40 years (1, 2). It is now important to
investigate why a strong immune response is elicited by various ubiquitous fungi and pinpoint
where dysregulation may lead to chronic inflammation in response to these fungi. Since there is
increasing evidence for a strong link between the innate and adaptive immune systems, it is
imperative to investigate innate immune signaling in response to fungal stimuli(3–5).
Inflammatory airway disorders are thought to result from a maladaptive inflammatory
response to ubiquitous environmental proteins in genetically susceptible persons (6). These
disorders, including atopic asthma, allergic rhinitis, chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS), and airwayhyperreactivity disorder (AHR), have long been associated with exposure to environmental fungi
(7). Despite the clinical importance and worldwide abundance of fungi, relatively few
investigations have focused on the pathophysiology of fungal asthma (8).
Alternaria alternata is one fungal species which has been well characterized as a trigger
of allergic rhinosinusitus, severe asthma, and airway hyperreactivity (9). Even though the fungal
kingdom contains a number of species which produce a wide range of well defined protein
allergens, comparative genomics has found the allergen ortholog of A.alternata’s allergenic
protein, Alt a 1, to be present in only a limited number of species (10); these findings suggest
A.alternata may be a uniquely more powerful elucidator of airway inflammation than other
environmental fungi.
Even though A.Alternaria exposure has been epidemiologically described to have a
powerful association with airway disorders, few components of the induced molecular signaling
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cascades in the host have been investigated. The detailed etiology of fungal-induced airway
inflammation and hyper responsiveness is yet to be elucidated, but many reports support the
notion that specific inflammatory mediators, such as the production of cytokines, chemokines,
and transcription factors, directly affect the dysregulated innate immune response leading to
inflammation (11).
In a recent study using a mouse model of Alternaria induced asthma, a strong
inflammatory response was observed within the airway tissue (12). In this study, the allergic
response to Alternaria was characterized by increased serum IgE levels, increases in
inflammation-associated chemokines and cytokines, and a dramatic infiltration of effector cells
such as neutrophils, eosinophils, and macrophage into the airway epithelium. It is well
characterized that these effector cells produce cytokines and chemokines which further recruit
more cells to the site of inflammation. A chronic infiltration of these inflammatory cells leads to
a thickening of the mucosal lining and airway epithelial tissue remodeling (12). Eosinophils are
of particular interest in allergic airway disorders like asthma and CRS because of their strong
degranulation response to Alternaria (6). Two recent studies have shown Alternaria conidia
induce a strong EDN (eosinophil-derived neurotoxin) response in normal human eosinophils and
a stronger EDN release by eosinophils of asthmatic patients (7). The second study found the
eosinophils were activated and EDN production was stimulated by the fungal cell wall
component β-glucan, not chitin; furthermore, β-glucan induced the production of the
inflammatory cytokines IL-8, MIP-1a, and MCP-1 (6). These findings encourage a deeper
examination of the fungal-effector cell interaction at the molecular level.
Toll-like receptors (TLRs) are a class of membrane-spanning proteins which enable the
host to recognize a large number of structurally conserved pathogen-associated molecular
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patterns (PAMPs) such as bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS), viral RNA, CpG-containing DNA
and flagellin (13). They have also been shown to play a pivotal role in both the innate and
adaptive immune response by initiating a specific host defense response (13). TLR-dependent
signaling pathways result in the expression of effector molecules, such as cytokines and
chemokines, which contribute to the activation of the immediate innate immune response (14,
15).
Ten distinct TLRs have been described in humans, expressed in various combinations in
cells of the immune system as well as other cell types (16).The mRNA of all ten TLRs has been
described in human nasal airway tissue and 2005 study by Fransson et al. demonstrated an upregulation of TLR2, TLR3 and TLR4 in the nasal mucosa of patients with symptomatic allergic
rhinitis (17, 18)
The role of TLRs as a primary part of the host’s microbe defense system has been shown
in several studies, but their possible function as mediators in allergy and asthma remains to be
established. Several authors have recently suggested the significance of TLRs in the
pathophysiology of allergic rhinitis and asthma, thus indicating the importance to study their role
during allergic airway inflammation (3, 19). In several airway model systems, stimulation of
TLRs results in changes in the production of stimulatory molecules, such as cytokines and
chemokines, thereby affecting and further upgrading the airway inflammation (20).
There is accumulating evidence that fungi elicit the innate immune response through
TLR2/MYD88 dependent pathway (21). Interestingly, dectin-1, a major receptor for fungal βglucan, is highly expressed on the surface of alveolar macrophages and neutrophils and
collaborates with TLR-2 in the production of inflammatory mediatiors (22). It was also found
that zymosan (a crude mixture of glucans,mannan, proteins, chitin, and glycolipids extracted
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from the cell membrane of fungi) induces signaling through TLR2/6 and the receptor is also
recruited to the surface of zymosan-stimulated macrophages (23, 24). Further analysis showed
zymosan can induce NFκB activation through TLR2/6 signaling pathways (25). It is by this
knowledge we choose to investigate a key component of the signaling cascade from TLR2/6:
interleukin-1-receptor-associated-kinase-1.
The discovery of Toll-like-receptors (TLRs), with their role as initiators of the innate
immune response and associated inflammation, suggests they are likely involved in the
recognition of fungal allergens. Recently, interleukin-1-receptor-associated kinase-1 (IRAK-1)
has been shown to play a critical role in the regulation of the signaling cascade evolving from
Toll-like-receptors (TLRs). This kinase network ultimately produces transcription factors for
pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines. It is believed a disruption in a component of this
signaling cascade may lead to unregulated production of molecules which illicit a strong
inflammatory response. Furthermore, continued stimulation may cause the inflammatory
response to become chronic.
IRAKs are intracellular kinases that can be recruited to the TLR complex and mediate
diverse downstream signaling (26). Currently, the IRAK family consists of IRAK-1, 2, M, and 4.
The expression patterns of these members differ, but IRAK-1 and IRAK-4 have been found to be
expressed in all tissue types (27). It has been established that activation and/or disengagement of
the IRAK function leads to diverse signaling events which can alter the host inflammatory
response. This is supported by research which links genetic variations in human IRAK genes to
various inflammatory diseases (26).Thus, IRAKs play a critical role in the direction, persistence,
and regulation of the inflammatory response; further characterization of its role is essential for
understanding chronic inflammatory disorders such as asthma. While each member of the IRAK
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family has a distinct function, our study focuses on the role of IRAK-1 due to its strong
association with the regulation of pro-inflammatory transcription factors.
IRAK-1 was first described as a signal transducer for the pro-inflammatory cytokine
interleukin-1 (IL-1) and was later implicated in signal transduction of other members of the Tolllike receptor (TLR)/IL-1 receptor (IL-1R) family (28). Functioning through an intracellular
kinase cascade, IRAK-1 is one molecule which mediates the downstream production of nuclearfactor-kappa-B (NF-κB), a well characterized nuclear regulator of cytokine, chemokine, cell
adhesion molecule, growth factor, and immunoreceptor expression (29). However, it has been
shown that IRAK-1 phosphorylation is not strictly necessary for NF- B activation, as IRAK-1
knockout mice still produce NF- B (30). Despite this knowledge, it is well known that incorrect
regulation of NF-κB production has been linked to cancer, inflammatory and autoimmune
diseases, septic shock, viral infection, and improper immune development (31). Furthermore,
even though IRAK-1 does not exclusively regulate NF-kB production, abnormal IRAK-1
function has a strong association with chronic inflammatory disease.
It had been previous described that those with genetic variations in the human IRAK-1
gene exhibit an increased host inflammatory response (32). A 2007 study by Liu et al showed
that an IRAK-1 variant (Leu  Ser alteration at aa 532), exhibited increased NF-κB activity
(30). The study also showed autophosphorylation of the IRAK-1 variant was greater than that
found with wild-type IRAK-1, suggesting genetic alterations in the IRAK-1 gene may cause
altered downstream function. Additionally, the variant IRAK-1 had greater interaction with
TNFR-associated factor 6 (TRAF6) than the wild-type IRAK-1. These results demonstrate that
variant IRAK-1 is associated with alterations in multiple intracellular events that are likely to
contribute to altered NF-κB activation and resultant inflammatory responses.
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Population based studies have shown humans with variations in the IRAK-1 gene have an
increased severity of atherosclerosis and are at a higher risk for diabetes and hypertension (33).
Mutations have also been implicated in an increased rate of mortality in sepsis patients (34). It
has also been described that an IRAK-1 gene deletion in mice leads to an increased overall
susceptibility to infection (35). The genetic link between IRAK-1 gene variations and increased
severity and susceptibility to infection makes it an interesting target for further characterization
of airway inflammatory disease.
Signaling through TLRs 1, 2, and 5-9 are mediated by receptor-associated Myeloid
differentiation factor 88 (MyD88). MyD88-deficient mice have been generated and found to be
completely defective in their responses to IL-1 and the IL-1-related cytokine, IL-18 (36). The
response to LPS was also shown to be abolished (37). Furthermore, MyD88-deficient
macrophages were shown to be completely unresponsive to other immunostimulatory
components including peptidoglycan, lipoproteins, CpG DNA, flagellin, and imidazoquinolines,
demonstrating the essential role of MyD88 in the response to all TLR responses (38–42).
The MyD88-dependent pathway recruits IRAK-1 and IRAK-4 to the TLR/MyD88
complex. Both IRAK1/4 interact with MyD88 through their death domains. IRAK-4
phosphorylates IRAK-1 in its kinase activation loop, triggering IRAK-1 kinase activity. Once
activated, IRAK-1 likely autophosphorylates residues on its N-terminus. TRAF6 is also recruited
to the receptor complex via interaction with IRAK-1. Three TRAF6 binding motifs (Pro-X-GluX-X-aromatic/acidic residue) are found in IRAK-1, as well as one in IRAK-M and two in IRAK-2
(43). TRAF6 then activates transforming growth factor β-activated kinase 1 (TAK1), which then
activates the inhibitor kappa B kinases (IKK), Jun N-terminal kinases (JNK), and p38 (27). The
common result is the activation of NFκB and the transcription of co-stimulatory molecules.
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Toll-interacting protein (Tollip) is also another regulatory molecule in the TLR/IRAK-1
signaling cascade. In resting cells, Tollip forms a complex with members of the IRAK family,
thereby preventing NF- B activation (24). Upon activation Tollip/IRAK-1 complexes are
recruited to the cognate receptor, resulting in the rapid autophosphorylation of IRAK-1 and its
dissociation from the receptor. At the same time, IRAK phosphorylates Tollip, which may lead to
the dissociation of Tollip from IRAK-1 and its rapid ubiquitination and degradation. Tollip is
believed to function primarily to maintain immune cells in a quiescent state and to facilitate the
termination of IL-1R/TLR-induced cell signaling during inflammation and infection (44).
Although the kinase activity of IRAK-1 increases following IL-1 stimulation, IRAK-1
kinase activity is not required for its signaling function, because overexpression of a kinasedefective mutant of IRAK-1 is observed to strongly induce NF- B activation in cells otherwise
deficient for IRAK-1 (27).Other research has shown IRAK-1-deficient mice and cell lines
showed diminished cytokine production in response to IL-1 and LPS; nevertheless some response
remained, suggesting that IRAK-2 or IRAK-M might compensate to some extent for the lack of
IRAK-1 (45, 46). Even though IRAK-1 activity is not exclusively responsible for the production
of transcription factors, its regulation is clearly important for correct function of the signaling
cascade.
The components of the TLR/IRAK signaling pathway are unique to controlling
production of downstream pro-inflammatory mediators. By advancing our understanding of how
this signaling cascade responds to specific allergenic fungi such as A.alternata, we may be able
to identify potential novel therapeutic approaches for fungal induced airway disorders.
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Materials and Methods:
Fungal Materials
A.alternata (ATCC strain #66981) was cultured at 25°C on potato dextrose agar (Difco).
Conidia were gently harvested from 7-day-old plates with sterile inoculating loop and diluted
into sterile water, counted with hemocytometer, and concentration adjusted to 1 x 106
conidia/mL. Lyophilized culture filtrate extracts of A. alternata were obtained from Greer
Laboratories and resuspended in PBS at a concentration of 1mg/mL.

Isolation and culture of murine bone marrow-derived macrophages
Wild-type (C57BL/6) and IRAK-1−/−, and IRAK-M-/- mice with C57BL/6 background were
kindly provided by Dr. Liwu Li at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. Animals
were bred and maintained under specific pathogen-free conditions; all animal experiments were
done with the approval of and in accordance with regulatory guidelines and standards set by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University. Mice (8-weeks-old) were euthanized by cervical dislocation after brief
anesthetization by isoflurane. Bone marrow from tibia and femur was obtained by flushing with
DMEM. Bone marrow cells were cultured in a 125×50mm non-tissue-culture-treated dish with
50ml DMEM medium containing 30% L929 cell supernatant, 1mM Sodium Pyruvate, 50μM 2Mercaptoethanol and 2 mM glutamine. Samples were kept at 37°C, 5% CO2. On the third day of
culture, the cells were fed with additional 20ml fresh medium and cultured for additional three
days. Cells were harvested and washed with PBS, resuspended in DMEM supplemented with
10% FBS, plated at a density of 1 x 106 cells/well in six-well plates and allowed to rest overnight
before treatment.
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Macrophage Stimulation
Macrophages were treated with fresh Alternaria conidia at a 4:1 macrophage:conidia ratio or
50μg of Alternaria culture filtrate. Control macrophage samples were not inoculated with any
stimuli. Samples were kept at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 24hrs. Cell culture supernatant was collected,
and centrifuged for 15min. at 13,000 rpm. Cell-free supernatant was transferred to sterile
microcentrifuge tube and stored at -80°C until cytokine analysis. Cells were then washed twice
with DPBS and lysed in TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) and also stored at -80°C.

Morphological Analysis of Macrophage:
Macrophage culture samples were examined under light microscopy using the Olympus CKX41
inverted light microscope at the indicated time points post-inoculation. Images were taken with
the QImaging MicroPublisher 3.3 (Nikon) digital imager.

Mouse Model of Allergic Airway Inflammation:
Wild-type (C57BL/6) and IRAK-1−/−, and IRAK-M-/- mice (8 – 12 weeks old) were lightly
anesthetized with isoflurane and intranasally administered with 50 μl PBS or 50 μg Alternaria
culture filtrate every three days for six days (three challenges total). Mice were euthanized by
cervical dislocation 24hrs after the last challenge. After cannulating the trachea, the lungs were
lavaged with DPBS (1.0 ml). The supernatants of bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) fluids were
collected and stored at −80°C for cytokine assays. Whole lungs were homogenized in 1.0 ml
TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) and stored at -80°C.

Histopathology
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Lungs were excised, fixed in 10% buffered formalin, paraffin embedded, sectioned to 5um, and
stained with H&E. Slides were examined under light microscope for cell infiltration and changes
in alveolar structure.

Membrane Based Cytokine Assay:
The membrane based cytokine antibody array (RayBiotech Inflammatory Mouse Cytokines
Array 1) was completed to the manufacturer’s instructions for both macrophage and
bronchalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) samples. Membranes were blocked at room temperature and
then incubated with pooled samples (cell-free supernatant) overnight, shaking at 4°C.
Membranes were washed and incubated with biotin-conjugated-anti-cytokines. Following
another wash, membranes were then incubated with HRP-conjugated streptavidin antibodies.
The membranes were exposed for 30 seconds to BioMax Light x-ray film (Kodak). Film was
developed on SRX-101A (Konica) film developer. All steps, except overnight incubation, were
performed at room temperature. Film was visually examined for differences between
experimental and control samples.

mRNA Isolation and RT-PCR
Total mRNA was isolated from macrophage and lung homogenates using the TRIzol reagent
(Invitrogen) and following the manufacturer’s instructions. For cDNA synthesis, 1μg of total
RNA was reverse-transcribed using the Tetro cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bioline). For RT and realtime PCR reactions, 1μl of cDNA was used per reaction using the primers described in Table 1
and either the GoTaq Green PCR MasterMix (Promega) or iQ SYBR Green Supermix (BioRad). Results were normalized against the positive control gene GAPDH.
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Results:
IRAK-1 and IRAK-M expression in murine macrophage following stimulation with
Alternaria antigens
In order to investigate if IRAK-1 and IRAK-M may be involved in signaling in response
to Alternaria, we tested the expression level of each mediator in murine macrophages. Naïve
macrophages were harvested from the bone-marrow of wild-type (C57BL/6) and then stimulated
with Alternaria antigens or left unstimulated for 24hrs. The mRNA levels of IRAK-1 and IRAKM in the stimulated and unstimulated macrophages were then measuring by RT-PCR. As seen in
Figure 1, IRAK-M was reduced to a non-detectable level in the treated samples while IRAK-1
expression increased nearly three-fold.

Alternaria antigens stimulate pro-inflammatory cytokines in macrophages
Although changes in expression of both IRAK-1 and IRAK-M were detectable, we also
needed to establish that the experiment successfully induced changes in secreted cytokine levels
in the macrophage. This was essential to establishing the baseline of our experiments and for
later confirming the correlation between IRAK genes and cytokine production. By using a
cytokine antibody array, we were able to measure 84 cytokines from a sample of pooled cell
supernatant. This global analysis identified the chemokine CXCL1 and the cytokines MCP-1 and
M-CSF were induced by Alternaria. Thus we labeled these three as markers for our experiments
involving macrophage and Alternaria stimulation.

CXCL1 is produced by macrophage in a time-dependent manner in response to Alternaria
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We more deeply examined the production of chemokine CXCL1 in macrophage
stimulated with Alternaria antigens since it showed the greatest change in our global cytokine
antibody array. We measured the mRNA levels of CXCL1 in macrophage at 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, and
24 hours following Alternaria antigen stimulation. Figure 3 shows agarose gel analysis of RTPCR for CXCL1. Nearly absent before stimulation, CXCL1 is progressively more highly
expressed over time. The RT-PCR for the housekeeping gene GAPDH is shown as a standard
positive control.

IRAK-1-/- mice show increased expression of IL-13 in a mouse model of Alternaria induced
allergic airway inflammation
The ability to study the role of IRAK-1 and IRAK-M in vivo was possible by developing
a mouse model of allergic airway inflammation using IRAK-1 and IRAK-M deficient mice.
Wild-type mice of the C57BL/6 background were used since this is the background of the IRAK1-/- and IRAK-M-/- mice. The mice of each genotype were intranasally challenged with Alternaria
antigens every 3 days for a total of 3 treatments. Control mice were challenged with an equal
volume of DPBS. Lungs were excised 24hrs after the last challenge and mRNA was extracted
from homogenized lung tissue. Figure 4a shows the purity and integrity of the extracted mRNA
from each genotype and are representative of the 4 samples collected for each genotype group.
Since IL-13 is regarded as one of the most significant Th2 cytokine involved in allergic
airway inflammation (47) we examined the success of inducing an allergic airway response in
our mouse model by first measuring IL-13 expression in the murine lungs. Following cDNA
synthesis of equimolar amounts of mRNA, we measured IL-13 by RT-PCR as shown in Figure
4b. IL-13 mRNA was detected in the IRAK-1 deficient lung samples while both the WT and
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IRAK-M deficient mice showed negligible expression of IL-13 in response to Alternaria antigen
challenge. We also quantitatively measure IL-13 expression in the mRNA samples using realtime PCR shown in Figure 4C. IRAK-1-/- mice had a 35-fold change in IL-13 expression while
the WT and IRAK-M-/- had non-significant fold-changes of IL-13.

Deletion of IRAK-1 causes hyper-response of pro-inflammatory cytokines in lungs of mice
challenged with Alternaria
We also globally analyzed other cytokines known to have a role in allergic airway
inflammation including CXCL1, IFN-γ, IL-4, IL-5, and MIP-2α by real-time PCR. We did not
measure the levels in the IRAK-M-/- lungs samples since our macrophage and IL-13 results did
not indicate any differences between IRAK-M-/- and WT samples. The mRNA analysis of
various other cytokines indicates that IRAK-1 deficient mice show a “hyper” response to
Alternaria by expressing a greater number of cytokines. The greatest fold differences were
observed for IL-5 and MIP-2α transcripts. Although the other cytokines measured trended
towards higher levels in the IRAK-1, they were not found to be statistically significant.

Histopathological changes are evident in lungs of both WT and IRAK-1-/- mice treated with
Alternaria antigens
Following the same mouse model for allergic airway inflammation used for expression
analysis, lungs were also histopathologically examined for cell infiltration and changes in
alveolar structure. Figure 6 shows H&E stained sections of lung. The control samples, 6a and 6b,
show clear alveoli with smooth outer lining. There was minimal effector cell infiltration and only
a few resident macrophage and eosinophils present. However, the lungs of both WT and IRAK-
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1-/- mice in Fig. 6c and 6d show severe changes including narrowing of alveoli and excessive
eosinophil and macrophage infiltration. The lungs of IRAK-1 deficient mice also exhibited
structural changes in the alveoli such as columnar breakdown and mucosal thickening.
Furthermore, total effector cell count per lung area was greater for the IRAK-1-/- samples (data
not shown). Histopathological grading would result in both genotypes being severely inflamed
but the IRAK-1 deficient mice would score higher in overall severity.

IRAK-1-/- macrophage cannot effectively suppress Alternaria germination
An important quality of macrophage is their ability to limit fungal germination and thus
preventing a fungal infection. We examined the ability for Alternaria spores to germinate in the
presence of both WT and IRAK-1 deficient marcrophage. We visually imaged the cell culture at
1hr, 6hr, and 24hr following initial inoculation. Figure 7 indicates abnormal germination by
Alternaria in the presence of WT macrophage. This is noted by the lack of germ tubes visible
after 1hr in 7a and then abnormal germination signified by “bulbuous” growth in 6b. By 24hrs
the conidia were unable to germinate normally and multiple small germ tubes are visible on a
single spore in 6c instead of the 1-3 tubes that were more often observed . Nearly all of the
spores incubated with the IRAK-1 deficient macrophage began to germinate after 1hr (6d) and
continued to show normal growth at 6hr (6e) although some bulbousgrowth was evident.
Interestingly, by 24hr the spores showed the same abnormal conidiagenesis as the WT treated
samples (6f).
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Discussion:
Our results investigating the response of both wild-type (WT), IRAK-1-deficient (IRAK1-/-), and IRAK-M-deficient (IRAK-M-/-) macrophage to Alternaria challenge showed that
deletion of IRAK-1 caused a hyper-response to the fungus. An in vivo mouse model of allergic
airway inflammation also confirmed these results. Interestingly, deletion of IRAK-M appears to
have no different effect compared to the WT in both cell culture and mouse models but is clearly
down-regulated in WT macrophage in response to Alternaria, suggesting it may play a role in
signaling not detected in our studies. A recent study showed that IRAK-M did not regulate the
TLR-2-induced classical NFκB pathway as p65/RelA phosphorylation and nuclear translocation
were unchanged in wild-type and IRAK-M−/− cells and demonstrated that the observed inhibitory
effect of IRAK-M was primarily limited to the TLR2 ligand, instead of TLR4 (48). Furthmore,
there exists much stronger evidence for the involvement of TLR2 rather than TLR4 in fungal
allergy and asthma (49). Thus it seems that the role for IRAK-M may be more vital in the
alternative NFκB pathway rather than in the classical NFκB pathway as originally thought (50).
Identifying key downstream response mediators to Alternaria was an important goal of
our work. In order to effectively study the role of various components of signaling cascades,
reliable and strong markers need to be known. Our cytokine arrays were able to detect the key
mediators CXCL1, MCP-1, and MCSF produced from WT macrophage in response to
Alternaria. The strongest induction corresponded to CXCL1, a neutrophil chemoattractant which
has been implicated in allergic and inflamed airways (51–53). We also confirmed CXCL1
expression over time in response to Alternaria which showed a detectable level as early as two
hours post-exposure and continued through 24hrs. This type of prolonged and sustained CXCL1
expression would be likely with constant exposure to Alternaria.
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Numerous studies of fungal airway exposure have employed different animal exposure
and sensitization techniques, each with inherent advantages and disadvantages (54). Here we
have used a unique model which effectively measures the innate immune response after only
three intranasal exposures. We were able to measure IL-13, one of the most important mediator
of Th2 driven allergic inflammatory diseases (55), at surprisingly high levels in IRAK-1
deficient mice but not in WT or IRAK-M deficient lung tissue. This is likely due to the tight
control of innate signaling in normal mice which prevents this overt expression and the
alternative pathway for IRAK-M as described above. Thus the deletion of IRAK-1 causes an
unregulated, inducible IL-13 expression not normally found during such a short exposure to
fungi like Alternaria. Furthermore, histopathological evidence confirmed that deletion of IRAK1 caused greater effector cell infiltration into the lung tissue, another significant hallmark of
asthma (56). This increase could be explained by the increase in chemoattractant cytokines being
produced due to the IRAK-1 deletion; it has been hypothesized that dysregulation in TLR-related
pathways correlates with allergy and asthma development (57).
Macrophages constitute an important and primary line of defense against any infection
(58) and function as modulators of the immune response (59). Normally, macrophage are easily
able to engulf fungal spores such as Aspergillus fumigatus (60); however, Alternaria spores are
too large to be fully enveloped. Thus the macrophage must first break down or somehow inhibit
germination of the fungus in order to prevent infection (61). We found that IRAK-1 deficient
macrophage were slower and less effective at inhibiting Alternaria germination in vitro. Since
the macrophage of both WT and IRAK-1 deficient backgrounds were able to prevent
germination after 24hrs, we would conclude that IRAK-1 may play a role in preventing
germination in the early phase of exposure.
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In summary, our data strongly indicates that IRAK-1, but not IRAK-M, helps regulate the
innate immune response to Alternaria. The deletion, or dysregulation, of TLR-IRAK-1 signaling
may lead to a hyper response to the fungus and thus greater or more frequent allergic and/or
asthmatic symptoms. By better understanding this signaling cascade we can provide a novel
mechanism for future therapeutic strategies in asthmatic patients.

Future Studies
Investigating the role of IRAK-1 in the downstream production of pro-inflammatory mediators
following A. alternata spore challenge will be immensely useful in further characterization of the
possible TLR pathway leading to or contributing to airway inflammation; furthermore, the
construction of a mouse model will aid in future functional studies of the interaction between
IRAK-1 and chronic airway inflammatory disorders.

Characterize the downstream production of inflammatory cytokines in both WT and
IRAK -/- cell lines in response to A.alternata challenge:
Our preliminary data shows Alternaria conidia do elicit a response from WT and IRAK-/macrophages, but these did not determine the full range of cytokines which are being produced
in response to Alternaria. Additionally, recent research has shown that eosinophils may play the
largest role in the airway inflammatory response. Increased levels of both neutrophils and
dendritic cells have also been found in the airways of asthmatic patients. In order to form a better
understanding of each cell type’s role during Alternaria stimulation as well as the function of
IRAK-1, it would be beneficial to harvest naïve eosinophils, dendritic cells, and neutrophils from
the bone-marrow of the WT, IRAK-1-/-, and IRAK-M-/- mice to study the response of each
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individually. Both time and dose dependent studies would give additional information regarding
the role of IRAK-1 and IRAK-M in the innate immune response. A more thorough global
cytokine analysis, such as a microarray with a greater number of targets, should be performed to
identify more response targets to be measure. ELISA or other quantitative analysis of response
proteins should be utilized to gauge differing levels between genotypes. Most importantly,
experiments should utilize both the Alternaria antigen preparation and whole spores. By
stimulating with both Alternaria whole conidia and extract, we can determine differences
between each approach. A previous study successfully elucidated an allergic inflammatory
response in normal female BALB/c mice; however, researchers used a spore extract, which
likely exasperated the response due to the high concentration of fungal proteins (8). The group’s
follow-up study did try to establish a model using whole conidia, but intranasal administration of
[2 X105] conidia induced cachexia after five weeks and treatment was discontinued (12). These
in vitro studies will provide valuable data to be applied to the future mouse models of allergic
airway inflammation.
Following preliminary characterization through in vitro studies, a new mouse model can
be developed to elucidate the role of IRAK-1 in vivo during Alternaria mold challenge. This
would include improving the current model to show both an early innate response and a chronic
(sensitized response). By examining all aspects of allergic airway inflammation in the WT and
IRAK-1-/- and IRAK-M-/- mice including bronchoalveolar lavage fluid for cell types and
cytokines, histopathological analysis of lung tissue, cytokine expression in the airway, and serum
IgE levels, a comprehensive understanding of the role IRAK-1 and IRAK-M in Alternariainduced airway inflammation can be assessed.
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Figure 3.1: Alternaria antigens induce expression of IRAK-1 and down-regulation of
IRAK-M. Bone marrow derived macrophages were harvested from the femurs and tibias of
C57BL/6 mice. BMDMs were plated at a concentration of 1 X106 cell per well, serum starved
for 24hrs, and then incubated with either PBS (control) or 50μg Alternaria antigens for 24hrs.
Quantification of IRAK-1 and IRAK-M mRNA normalized to GAPDH levels. ND, not detected.
Asterisk (*), statistically significant compared to untreated control. (n = 6).
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Figure 3.2. Alternaria antigens stimulated production of pro-inflammatory cytokines in
murine BMDMs. Macrophage were harvested from the tibias of 8-week old C57BL/6 mice,
cultured, and plated at 1 x106 cells/well in 6-well plates. Samples were treated with 50μg of
Alternaria antigens for 24hrs. Cell-free supernatants were pooled from six samples and applied to
Inflammatory Mouse Cytokines Array 1 (RayBio) and changes in cytokine levels were visually
assessed.
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Figure 3.3. Expression of CXCL1 in BMDMs increases over time following Alternaria
stimulation. BMDMs were seeded at a density of 1 x 106 cells/well in 6-well plates. Following a
24hr serum starvation, cells were treated with 50μg of Alternaria antigens. Cells were collected
in TRIzol at the times indicated following initial treatment. Following mRNA extraction, cDNA
was synthesized, and RT-PCR was performed with CXCL1 specific primers. Reactions were
separated on a 1% agarose gel and visualized by ethidium bromide.
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Figure 3.4: IRAK-/- mice have increased expression of IL-13 in response to Alternaria.
Wild-type (C57BL/6), IRAK-1-/-, and IRAK-M-/- mice were intranasally challenged with 50ug
Alternaria antigens every 3 days for 6 days. Control mice were challenged with an equal volume
of sterile DPBS. Lungs were excised 24hrs after last challenge and homogenized in TRIzol.
Purity of mRNA (A) and RT-PCR of cDNA for IL-13 (B) was examined on 1% agarose gel
stained with ethidium bromide. (C) Real-time PCR analysis of IL-13 was normalized to GAPDH
(n = 4).
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Figure 3.5: IRAK-/- mice exhibit higher levels of pro-inflammatory mediators in response to
Alternaria. Wild-type (C57BL/6) and IRAK-1-/-mice were intranasally challenged with 50ug
Alternaria antigens every 3 days for 6 days. Control mice were challenged with an equal volume
of sterile DPBS. Lungs were excised 24hrs after last challenge and homogenized in TRIzol.
RNA was extracted and reverse-transcribed. The resulting cDNA was used for real-time PCR for
the indicated cytokines with quantification normalized to GAPDH (n = 4).
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Figure 3.6: Histopathological analysis indicates greater effector cell infiltration into lungs
of IRAK-/- mice after Alternaria challenge. Wild-type (C57BL/6) and IRAK-1-/- mice were
intranasally challenged with 50ug Alternaria antigens every 3 days for 6 days. Control mice were
challenged with an equal volume of sterile DPBS. Twenty-four hours after the last intranasal
challenge, the lungs were excised, fixed in 10% buffered formalin, paraffin embedded, sectioned
to 5um, and stained with H&E. Panels A and B are control samples and C and D are treated
samples, WT and IRAK-1-/- respectively. Images are representative of group (n=4/group).
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Figure 3.7. IRAK-1-deficient macrophage show less anti-fungal activity. Macrophage were
harvested from the tibias of 8-week old wild-type (C57BL/6) and IRAK-1-/- mice, cultured, and
plated at 1 x106 cells/well in 6-well plates. Cells were treated with 5 x 104 A.alternata conidia.
Cultures were images using an inverted microscope at the indicated time points.
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Chapter IV
Major allergen Alt a 1 modulates the innate immune
response to the ubiquitous airborne fungus, Alternaria
alternata in human airway epithelial cells
ABSTRACT
Exposure to the ubiqutious airborne fungus, Alternaria alternata, has long been associated with
an increased risk of developing atopic or allergic asthma, chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS), or
exacerbation of a preexisting asthmatic condition. Alt a 1 is the major allergen secreted by A.
alternata due to its IgE-specific reactivity with sera from atopic Alternaria patients yet no known
immunological activity has been assigned to this clinically relevant protein. In order to elucidate
the overall importance of Alt a 1 in immune response to Alternaria, we utilized an A. alternata
(Δalta1) deletion mutant and an A. alternata (Alta1+) overexpression mutant in human airway
epithelial cell studies. Although the mutants have analogous phenotypes regarding growth rates,
and conidial and hyphal morphology compared to the wild-type, the Δalta1 mutant exhibits a
significantly reduced ability to stimulate the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-6, IL-8, and MCP-1
in the human bronchoalveolar epithelial cell line BEAS-2b. In addition, cells exposed to the
Alta1+ overexpression mutant dramatically increased cytokine production compared to the wildtype, suggesting that this single protein may play a major role in inducing the innate immune
response in the airway epithelium at the organismal level. Importantly, the effect of deletion or
overexpression of Alt a 1 in cell cultures was confirmed using normal and diseased primary
human bronchial cells. These findings have important implications regarding the importance of
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Alt a 1 in the innate immune response to Alternaria and further confirm Alt a 1 as a potential
therapeutic target for Alternaria allergy.
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Introduction
Chronic airway inflammatory diseases, such as asthma and chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS),
are complex and multi-factorial disorders which represent a significant public health problem as
their incidence have significantly increased over the past 40 years (1, 2). Considerable research
has shown that the ubiquitous airborne fungus, Alternaria alternata, is clinically associated with
acute and chronic human airway disorders including epidemiological studies indicating that up to
70% of mold-allergic patients have skin test reactivity to Alternaria (3, 4). Sensitivity to
Alternaria has been shown to not only be a risk factor for asthma, but can also directly lead to the
development of severe and potentially fatal asthma often more than any other fungus (5). In a
recent survey by the National Institute of Environmental Health & Safety (NIEHS) of 831 homes
containing 2456 individuals, the prevalence of current symptomatic asthma increased with
increasing Alternaria concentrations and higher levels of Alternaria antigens in the environment
significantly raised odds of having had asthma symptoms during the preceding year more so than
other examined antigens (6). Additionally, Alternaria sensitization has been identified as one of
the most important factors in the onset of childhood asthma in the southwest deserts of the U.S.
and other arid regions (7, 8). Despite this evidence showing the global correlation between
Alternaria and airway disorders, few studies have examined the interaction between Alternaria
spores and the human airway.
Our knowledge regarding the communication between Alternaria spores and host cells in
regards to the innate immune response has been limited by the fact that most studies have
employed potent fungal extracts in their experimentation rather than the organism itself (9–12).
These fungal preparations do not adequately mimic natural host-fungal interactions and are
highly variable resulting in markedly different biochemical properties such as protease activity
and diverse chitin and glucan content (13). Furthermore, these protease-heavy extracts may be
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pathologically irrelevant in some regards and cause additional damage to the epithelium (14)
thereby enhancing the response phenotype in both in vitro and in vivo models. Most importantly,
the concentration of specific allergens across different commercially-available extracts varies
widely (15, 16).
The discovery of Alternaria allergens to date has only identified three major and five
minor allergenic proteins (17, 18) Most of these allergens are fairly conserved proteins with
known function such as enolase, ribosomal proteins, nuclear transport factor, and aldehyde
dehydrogenase (19–21). However the biological role of the Alternaria major allergen, Alt a 1,
has not been established. Alt a 1 is defined as the major Alternaria allergen due to its specific
binding to IgE antibodies in sera from patients who are sensitive to Alternaria as demonstrated
by skin prick or RAST testing (22, 23); Alt a 1 is a relatively small protein (157 amino acids)
and forms a dimer of 28 kd, which dissociates into 14.5-kd and 16-kd subunits under reducing
conditions yet has no known function in fungal metabolism or ecology (22, 24). The Alt a 1
protein is secreted and highly abundant in dormant spores and hyphae and predominantly
localized in the cell wall (25, 26). In addition, it is released during spore germination and
hyphael growth (27, 28). Native and recombinant forms of Alt a 1 are reported to have esterase
enzymatic activity (29). Although Alt a 1’s basic biochemical properties have been
characterized, no work has elucidated its ability to stimulate the innate immune system.
The airway epithelium acts not only as a physical barrier against fungal allergens, but
also plays a crucial role in initiating and augmenting the airway host defense mechanism (30).
When an allergen comes in contact with the epithelium it can trigger multiple events including
disruption of tight junctions, activation of mucous metaplasia, and stimulate production of proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines (31). Specific innate immunity cytokines and
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chemokines which have been detected from the epithelium after stimulation with allergenic fungi
include IL-6, IL-8, MCP-1, and RANTES (32–34). This allergen activation of the airway
epithelium can provide polarizing conditions for an aggressive Th2 response (35). Additionally,
damage to the epithelium leads directly to disruption of tight junctions (36) and eventual airway
remodeling, both hallmarks of chronic airway disorders including allergen induced asthma (37–
41).
In this present study we advance our understanding of the biological role of the major
allergen, Alt a 1, in stimulating the mammalian innate immune response. By construction and
utilization of an Alt a 1 deletion mutant (∆alta1) and an Alt a 1 overexpression mutant (Alta1+)
we show for the first time that the production and release of Alt a 1 influences the innate immune
response to A.alternata spores in human airway epithelial cells.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fungal strains and growth conditions:
Alternaria alternata strain ATCC 66981 was used for all molecular manipulations. Except where
indicated, strains were propagated on potato-dextrose -agar (PDA) (0.4% potato starch, 2%
dextrose, 1.5% agar) or in glucose-yeast extract broth (GYEB) (1% glucose, 0.5% yeast extract).
Both solid and liquid cultures were growth at 25°C and in the dark.
For cell stimulation experiments, conidia were harvested into sterile water from a 7-day
old PDA plate supplemented with 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Hyclone).
Conidial suspensions were standardized to equal concentrations after counting on a
hemocytometer and then used immediately in assays.

Tissue culture:
The human bronchial epithelial cell line BEAS-2B, derived from human bronchial epithelium
transformed by an adenovirus 12-SV40 virus (81) was cultured in RPMI: 1640 medium
(Hyclone) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Atlanta Biologicals), 100 U/ml penicillin,
and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Hyclone) at 37°C and 5% (v/v) CO2 in 75cm2 tissue culture flasks.
Cells were routinely subculture by trypsinization at 80% confluence.
The primary normal bronchial epithelial cells (NHBE) were purchased from Lonza. The
primary diseased human bronchial epithelial cells (DHBE) from an asthmatic donor were a gift
from Dr. Hirohito Kita, Department of Immunology, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN. NHBE and
DHBE cells were grown in 75 cm2-plastic flasks in bronchial epithelial basel medium (BEBM,
Lonza)) supplemented with bovine pituitary extract (52 μg/ml), hydrocortisone (0.5 μg/ml),
human recombinant epidermal growth factor (0.5 ng/ml), epinephrine (0.5 μg/ml), transferrin (10
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μg/ml), insulin (5 μg/ml), retinoic acid (0.1 μg/ml), triiodothyronine (6.5 μg/ml), gentamicin (50
μg/ml) and amphotericin B (50 μg/ml). The medium was changed every other day until cells
were 60-80% confluent.

Recombinant Alt a 1:
Purified recombinant Alt a 1 (rAlt a 1) was purchased from Indoor Biotechnologies
(Charlottesville, VA). For use in immunological experiments, endotoxin was removed by
filtering through Detoxi-Gel Endotoxin Removal Columns (Pierce) following the manufacturer’s
instructions. The protein was then concentrated using a 3kDa Amicon Ultra-4 Centrifugal Filter
(Millipore) and resuspended in phosphate buffered saline (pH 7.4) at a concentration of 1mg/mL.

Construction of alta1 deletion and overexpression constructs, fungal transformation, and
complementation in A. alternata:
The Alt a 1 deletion mutant (Δalta1) was generated by cloning the flanking region of Alt a 1
(1000 bp upstream and downstream of Alt a 1 gene locus) into the plasmid pCB1636 containing
the antibiotic resistance gene HygB for selection as previously described (42, 65). Using the
wild-type A.alternata genomic DNA sequence, primers with a restriction enzyme site at each end
were designed in order to amplify the 1kb flanking regions of Alt a 1 gene locus. The primers
used for the 1kb region upstream and downstream of the Alt a 1 gene are described in
Supplementary Table 1. The PCR products were digested and sequentially cloned into the fungal
transformation vector pCB1636 (82). The plasmid construct was transformed in E. coli DH5α
competent cells and sequence verified for the insert and HygB cassette. The plasmid was used as
the template for PCR amplification using M13 forward and M13 reverse primers. The PCR
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product was purified with PCR Cleanup kit (Qiagen) and further concentrated to 1 mg/ml under
vacuum before fungal transformation. The fungal transformation of protoplasts was performed as
we have described previously (65). Individual transformants were selected and transferred to a
fresh PDA + hygromycinB (30µg/mL) plate between 7 – 14 days after transformation. The
transformants were further isolated by transferring a single spore to a fresh PDA + HygB plate.
For creation of the complementation mutant (Δalta1-rec), coding regions of the Alt a 1
wild-type gene were reintroduced into the ∆Alt a 1 mutant background along with approx 1kb
long native promoter sequence and a nourseothricine resistance cassette (NAT). Genomic DNA
from A. alternata was used as a template to amplify a 1.4 kb fragment using the primers
described in Supplementary Table 1. Again M13 reverse and M13 forward set of primers were
used and the fragment obtained was transformed into the ∆Alt a 1 mutant following the same
protocol (65). Transformants were selected on PDA + nourseothricine (50µg/mL) and further
isolated as described above.
For the overexpression mutant (Alta1+), the strong constitutive promoter from
Pyrenophora tritici-repentis, ToxA, was fused to wild type Alt a 1 gene (123). The ToxA
promoter was cloned at the 5’ of the Alt a 1 coding sequence in the pCB1636 vector. Primers
used for addition of the ToxA promoter are described in Supplementary Table 1. The final
construct was transformed into wild-type A.alternata as described (65).
Transformants of the Δalta1 mutant was confirmed by Southern blot analysis and the
Δalta1-rec and Alta1+ transformants were confirmed by PCR of genomic DNA using the
primers listed in Supplementary Table 2.

Preparation of A. alternata nucleic acids:
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Total DNA and RNA were isolated from each strain as previously described (63, 64). Briefly,
mycelium grown for 7 days in GYEB medium was ground under liquid nitrogen and the
resulting powder was used for DNA and RNA extraction. DNA was extracted using the DNeasy
Plant Kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s fungal DNA extraction protocol. RNA was
extracted using the RNeasy Plant Kit (Qiagen) plus on-column DNase digestion. Concentration
and purity was measured by absorbance at 280nm using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer (ND1000).

Southern Blotting
A total of 3µg genomic DNA was digested from each fungal strain with restriction enzymes
BamH1 and EcoRV (New England Biolabs) and separated on a 0.8% agarose gel. The DNA was
transferred to a Hybond N+ nylon membrane (Amersham) and then U.V. cross-linked at 120 mJ
(Spectronics corporation) to the membrane. The DNA probes for Alta1 and HygB were
synthesized using a PCR DIG Probe Synthesis Kit following the manufacturer’s protocols
(Roche). The hybridization of membrane was performed at 50ºC using the Block and Wash
Buffer Kit (Roche). The blot was first hybridized with the Alta1 specific probe. The same blot
was subsequently stripped and hybridized with HygB probe. The membrane was washed in a
final solution of 0.1× SSC (0.15M NaCl, 0.015M sodium citrate) and 0.1% sodium
dodecylsulfate (SDS) at 68ºC. Visualization of the blot was performed using the DIG
Luminescent Detection Kit for Nucleic Acids (Roche).

Determination of fungal growth rates:
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Hyphal growth rates were compared by measuring radial growth on various carbon sources
including potato dextrose agar (PDA), glucose minimal media (GluMM) (83), or galactose
minimal medium (GalMM) which was identical to GluMM except for substitution of glucose
with an equimolar amount of galactose. For each strain, a 1cm3 plug was aseptically obtained
from the outer boundary of a 7-day old PDA plate and placed mycelium side up in the center of
the indicated solid media. Plates were incubated under normal conditions (25°C, in the dark) and
the colony diameters were measured once a day over 7 days. Values are average radial growth
from three plates per experiment and the experiment was repeated twice.

Conidial morphology:
Conidia were collected in sterile water from 7-day old PDA plates, placed on glass slides, and
examined and imaged on a Zeiss Axioskop 2 microscope with the Axiovision 3.0 software
microscope at 10X to 40X magnification.

Preparation of Fungal Culture Filtrate:
Conidia from each strain were harvested from a 7-day old PDA plate by addition of 5mL
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) to the plate and gentle agitation with the back of a cell lifter.
Conidial concentration in the preparations was quantified by counting on a hemocytomer and 5 x
106 conidia were inoculated into 25mL GYEB. Cultures were grown for 7 days at 150rpm, 25°C,
and in the dark. Mycelia and conidia were removed by successive vacuum filtration across
0.8µm, 0.45µm and 0.2µm nitrocellulose filters. The collected filtrate was reduced 4x to a using
a 3 kDa Amicon Ultra-4 Centrifugal Filter (Millipore). Total protein concentration was assayed
by the BCA Assay (Pierce) following the manufacturer’s instructions.
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Detection of Alt a 1 in Culture Filtrate:
A total of 50µg of total protein from the fungal culture filtrates were separated on a 12% SDSPAGE gel as previously described by Laemmli (84). The samples were electrophoretically
transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane (Immobilon) and probed with anti-Alt a 1 antibody
(Indoor Biotechnologies). Bound antibodies were detected with HRP-conjugated anti-mouse IgG
(Promega) and membranes were developed using the ECL Detection Reagent (GE Healthcare).
The amount of Alt a 1 in the culture filtrates was further quantified using a commercially
available Alt a 1 ELISA Kit (Indoor Biotechnologies) following the manufacturer’s instructions.

Epithelial Cell Stimulation:
Epithelial cells (BEAS-2b) were seeded (1 × 106 cells/well) in six-well tissue culture
plates (BD) and allowed to adhere overnight. Monolayers were washed once using Dulbecco’s
Phosphate Buffered Saline (Ca++/Mg++ free) (DPBS-/-; Hyclone) and serum-starved for two hours
in RPMI: 1640 medium without supplements. Cells were washed twice more with DPBS-/- and
cultured in a final volume of 1.5mL RPMI: 1640 without supplements.
The normal human bronchial epithelial (NHBE) primary cells were dissociated with
trypsin/EDTA and cultured in BEBM media (Lonza) containing the same supplements as above
but with the exception of the anti-fungal amphotericin B. The cells were seeded at a density of (1
× 105 cells/well) in six-well dishes and allowed to grow until 80% confluency. Cells were
washed with Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) and cultured in 1.5mL of BEBM media
with normal supplements except amphotericin B.
Both BEAS-2b and the primary cells were inoculated with the indicated number and
appropriate strain of A.alternata wild-type or mutant spores, rAlt a 1, or left untreated (control)
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and incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 24 hours. Following treatment, the supernatants were
collected and debris was removed by centrifugation (2500xg, 5min, 4°C) before storing at -80°C.
The cells were then washed twice with DPBS-/- before RNA was extracted. All cell stimulation
experiments were done in triplicate and repeated twice.

RNA Extraction and qRT- PCR:
Total RNA was purified from the treated and untreated BEAS-2b cells by addition of TRIzol
(Invitrogen) directly to the cells and then following the manufacturer’s protocol. RNA was
further purified and genomic DNA eliminated by using the RNeasy Cleanup Kit (Qiagen) with
on-column DNase digestion. First-strand synthesis was performed from 1μg total RNA with the
Tetro cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bioline) using random primers. Real-time PCR using an iCycler
following the manufacturer’s instructions (Biorad) was then completed using the SYBR Green
Supermix (Bio-Rad) and primers listed in Supplementary Table 3. Reactions were performed in
duplicate and gene expression was normalized to the housekeeping gene glyceraldehydes-3phosphate dehydrogenase using the formula 2ΔΔCt, where ΔΔCt =[(Cttarget gene)sample
(CtGAPDH)sample]/[(Cttarget gene)reference-(CtGAPDH)reference].

Human Antifungal Response PCR Array:
The RT2 Profiler PCR Array (SABiosciences) was performed with total RNA from treated and
untreated BEAS-2b cells as described above. The first-strand cDNA was generated using the
RT2 First-strand Kit (SABiosciences) and 84 genes related to the human antifungal response
markers were measured following the manufacturer’s instructions.
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Cytotoxicity Measurement:
The primary normal (NHBE) and diseased (asthmatic) (DHBE) human airway epithelial cells
were plated and stimulated as described above. At the indicated timepoints, 50 μl of cell culture
supernatant was aseptically removed the level of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) was determined
using the CytoTox 96 Non-Radioactive Assay Kit (Promega). Positive and negative control cells
were treated with either 100 μl of 10% Triton X-100 (1% v/v final concentration) or PBS
respectively. Samples were incubated with LDH substrate for 5 minutes and then the absorbance
was read on a microplate reader at 490 nm.

ELISA:
The release of IL-6, IL-8, and MCP-1 in the cell culture supernatants was quantified by ELISA
according to the instructions provided by the manufacturer (eBiosciences).
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RESULTS:
Generation of Alt a 1 deletion and overexpression mutant strains
For these studies we utilitzed previously created mutants in our lab (Babiceanu 2010). However,
their construction will be described again for ease of reading. In order to investigate the
importance of Alt a 1 in fungal development and pathogenesis we created three classes of A.
alternata mutants, including a deletion mutant (∆alta1), a complemented mutant (Δalta1-rec),
and an Alt a 1 overexpression mutant (Alta1+) using the gene targeting strategy described in
Figure 1. The deletion of Alt a 1 was completed by fully replacing the Alt a 1 gene with the
Hygromycin B phosphotransferase (HygB) gene using a linear replacement construct (Figure
1A) through a process that relies on two homologous recombination events described in our
previously published methods (42). In order to verify the observed phenotypes were in fact due
to deletion of Alt a1, the Δalta1 mutant was complemented by reintroduction of the wild-type Alt
a 1 gene into the Δalta1 background (Figure 1B). The overexpression mutant was created by
fusing the strong constitutive promoter, ToxA, from Pyrenophora tritici-repentis, to the wild
type Alt a 1 gene (Figure 1C) (43) . Deletion of Alt a 1 was confirmed by Southern blot analysis.
As shown in Figure 2A, the probe for the alta1 detected the gene in the wild-type (~650bp size)
but not in any of the five Δalta1 mutants. Instead, the probe for the hygromycin B, HygB, gene
(~550bp size) detected the presence of the resistance gene in the deletion mutants but not in the
wild-type. Re-integration and overexpression of Alta1 was confirmed by PCR using Alta1 and
HygB specific primers using extracted genomic DNA of each strain as a template (Figure 2B).
The amplification of the Alternaria actin gene was used as a positive control for the PCR
reactions.

Alt a 1 production in Alta1-deficient and overexpression strains:
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Next, the mRNA expression and secreted Alt a 1 protein levels in the wild-type and mutant
strains were evaluated. All strains were cultivated in GYEB under normal conditions for 7 days
before mRNA and protein levels were measured. As shown in Figure 3A, mRNA transcripts
were detected by semi-quantitative RT-PCR. Expression of Alt a 1 was not found in the Δalta1
mutant while transcript levels in the Δalta1-rec mutant were similar to the wild-type.
Additionally, the Alta+ mutant had more copies of the Alt a 1 transcript compared to the wildtype and complement. We confirmed Alt a 1 secretion from germinating conidia by Western
blot. Figure 3B shows the detection of Alt a 1 in the GYEB culture supernatant by ant-Alta1
antibody. As expected from the mRNA data, we found complete absence of Alt a 1 protein in
culture filtrates of a deletion mutant and higher levels of secreted Alt a 1 in the overexpression
mutant while the complement showed comparable levels to wild type. We also utilized an Alt a 1
specific ELISA to quantify the total amount of Alt a 1 in the culture filtrates (Figure 3C). The
results of the ELISA directly supported and confirmed the results of the Western blot.

Effects of deletion or overexpression of Alt a 1 on growth rate and conidial morphology
To exclude the implication that deletion of Alt a 1 alters the normal germination and growth of
A.alternata, we utilized growth experiments and visually examined fungal morphology. Analysis
of growth characteristics and conidial morphology of the Δalta1, Δalta1-rec, and Alta1+mutants
indicated that they were indistinguishable from the wild-type. We calculated average radial
growth rates by measuring the colony diameter of each strain on various carbon sources (Figure
4A). The rate of growth for each strain was determined by averaging growth on three separate
plates for each strain during three separate experiments. A paired t-test was performed for each
mutant in comparison with the wild type A. alternata. The probability of t-test was also
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calculated with p<0.05 considered significant. On normal solid media (PDA) there was no
difference in growth rate measured between the wild-type and mutants. To assess if deletion or
overexpression gave the fungus an increased or decreased ability to grow under nutrient stress,
we measured growth on glucose minimal media (GluMM) and galactose minimal media
(GalMM). Again, no variation was seen in the growth rates of the mutant strains compared to the
wild-type. Moreover, we observed no changes in colony morphology, pigmentation, or elevation
on different solid media (Figure 4B). Conidial morphology and hyphal germination were visually
examined by light microscopy at 10x and 40x magnification (Figure 4C). Hyphal fragmentation
and septal branching patterns appeared normal in all mutants. Conidial structure including cell
wall profile, segmentation, and chain formation of all mutants were also all observed as
representative when compared to the wild-type. Overall, there was no indication of gross
morphological or growth related differences between the wild-type and mutants that may
contribute to phenotypic changes in host response during infection.

Both A.alternata spores and Alt a 1 protein alone can induce pro-inflammatory cytokines
The ability of A.alternata spores and Alt a 1 protein itself to induce common pro-inflammatory
cytokines in human airway cells was examined. BEAS-2b bronchoalveolar cells were treated
with either 50μg/mL rAlta1 or 5 x 105 wild-type A.alternata spores or left untreated (control) for
24hrs. The levels of IL-6 and IL-8 in the cell culture supernatant were measured by ELISA
(Figure 5). The wild-type A.alternata spores were able to induce a significant increase in both
cytokines. Interestingly, the rAlt a 1 protein was also able to stimulate IL-6 and IL-8 to levels
greater than 50% of the spores alone. This is surprising since multiple components of the fungal
cell wall such as chitin and beta-glucan as well as proteases have been implicated in Alternaria’s
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ability to stimulate the immune response (44–46). Additionally, we removed any residual
endotoxin present in the rAlta1 preparation to ensure the response was a result of the Alt a 1
protein and not contaminants from production in E.coil. The cell culture supernatant was also
tested for the presence of cytokine markers IL-33, TSLP, TNF-a, and GM-CSF; however, none
of these were found to be induced in airway epithelial cells by Alternaria conidia or rAlt a 1 (data
not shown).The results indicate that secretion of Alt a 1 by A.alternata play a significant role in
the response of the epithelium to the conidia.

Alt a 1 mediates stimulation of human airway epithelial cells to Alternaria conidia
Since pulmonary epithelial cells are conceptually the first cell type to release cytokines and
chemokines in response to an allergen (14, 30, 47–49) we treated human airway epithelial cells
with the various strains of A. alternata to explore the role of Alt a 1 in stimulating IL-6, IL-8 and
MCP-1. BEAS-2b cells were treated with an equal number of spores of the same age from the
wild-type, or Δalta1, Δalta1-rec, and Alta1+ mutants. As described in Figure 6, stimulation of
the cells with the Δalta1 strain resulted in markedly reduced induction of IL-6, IL-8 and MCP-1
as compared to the wild-type and complemented strains while the Alt a 1 overexpression strain
caused a notable increase in these three inflammatory markers compared to the wild-type.

Effects of deletion and overexpression of Alt a 1 is confirmed in primary human airway
epithelial cells
In order to explore the implications of deletion or overexpression of Alt a 1 in a human model,
we utilized primary human epithelial cells from a normal (non-diseased) donor to more closely
assess the potential in-vivo response of epithelial cells to Alternaria. The experiment was
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conducted in triplicate, with each sample receiving 5 x 105 conidia or left as an untreated control.
The release of IL-6, IL-8 and CXCL10 into the cell culture supernatant was measured by ELISA
(Figure 7). For cells treated with the wild-type or complemented mutant, we found an increase of
67%, 85%, and 65% for IL-6, IL-6, and CXCL10 respectively. In cells treated with the Alt a 1
deletion mutant, we saw a decrease of 32%, 25%, and 50% for IL-6, IL-8, and CXCL10
compared to the wild-type and complement treated samples. The overexpression mutant induced
IL-6, IL-8, and CXCL10 at levels 35%, 15%, and 59% greater than the wild-type and
complement treated samples. All increases or decreases in the levels of these three cytokines
were statistically significant p<0.05 using a student’s t-test. We also calculated cytotoxicity of
the treatments by measuring LDH release to confirm the differences in immune response was not
being caused by cell death. The LDH assay was conducted as described in the Material and
Methods. The results, shown in Figure 7B, illustrate that cell viability was reduced by less than
2% in all cell samples treated with conidia. Although this is higher than the untreated control,
there was no statistical difference in the percentage of cell death between treated samples. We
also include images in Figure 7C depicting the epithelial cell culture treated with conidia for 24
hours. The conidia have all germinated at visibly equal amounts and the epithelial cells do not
appear to be impacted by treatment as demonstrated by normal morphology (pseudopodial) and
no evidence of chromatin condensation or cytoplasmic blebbing compared to the untreated
control. Collectively, the results of our primary airway epithelial cell model suggest that the
secretion of Alt a 1 significantly influences the response of the human airway to A.alternata and
that cell death is not a factor in the observed response.

Alt a 1 is involved in activation of multiple innate immune pathways
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We also investigated the role of Alt a1 in the activation of antifungal markers in human airway
cells. Total RNA was prepared from BEAS-2b cells treated with wild-type or Δalta1 spores as
well as untreated (control) cells and applied to the RT2 Profiler PCR Array (SABiosciences)
which contained markers for 84 antifungal genes. Full results of the array can be found in
Supplementary Table 3. In summary, the array detected the same response for IL-6, IL-8, and
MCP-1 (CCL2), thus confirming the previously conducted ELISA analysis from cell culture
supernatants. Additionally, the array detected a host of other genes including CXCL1, CXCL10,
CASP1, IL-1b, IL-23a, PTPN6, CD14, MAP kinases, PTX3, TLR3, TLR4, and TIRAP in the
wild-type treated samples but were induced at much lower levels in the Δalta1 treated samples.
Interestingly, transcripts for common markers associated with airway disorders, including
RANTES (CCL2), CCR1, and CXCL2 were not detected following either of the treatments.
Following normalization against the untreated control, 10 targets which were found to be most
significantly different between the wild-type and Δalta1 treated samples were chosen for further
analysis. The genes selected were IL-6, IL-8, MCP-1, CXCL1, CXCL10, CXCL11, CASP1,
STAT1, MyD88, MAPK14, CD14, TLR3, and TLR4. Primers were designed from the cDNA
coding sequence of each gene and are described in Supplementary Table 3. For comparison,
qRT-PCR was conducted on triplicate RNA samples to confirm array results of the wild-type and
Δalta1 treated samples as well as samples from Δalta1-rec and Atla1+ treated cells. The results
for fold-change differences of each gene when normalized to GAPDH are shown in Figure 8.
Again, the Alt a 1 deletion mutant had markedly less influence on the response of the human
airway cells for multiple gene targets involved in innate immune pathways and cytokine
production including IL-6, IL-8, MCP-1, CXCL10, CXCL11, STAT1, MyD88, and CASP1
while the overexpression induced a greater response. The targeted qRT-PCR did not find marked
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differences between the deletion or overexpression mutants and wild-type for MAPK14,
CXCL1, CD14, or TLR4. There was a slightly reduced response in TLR3 expression in the
Δalta1 samples and a slightly higher response in the Alta1+ samples. The differences between
the Superarray and follow-up qRT-PCR can be attributed to the nature of the Superarray results
only comparing a single wild-type and Δalta1 treated RNA sample while the qRT-PCR
contained three biological replications and two technical replications. The results of the RT2 PCR
Array and subsequent confirmation by qRT-PCR not only confirm previous ELISA results for
IL-6, IL-8, MCP-1, and CXCL10 but also reveal the involvement or lack thereof for many other
molecules involved in innate immune signaling.
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DISCUSSION:
The significance of Alternaria sensitization in correlation with airway disorders has been well
established (50–53). Additionally, the major allergen from A.alternata has been identified as Alt
a 1 for its substantial reactivity with sera from sensitized individuals and a documented IgE
binding domain (54, 55); however, no known function or role in pathogenesis has been found for
this pertinent protein. Despite evidence based on assays involving potent Alternaria extracts (56–
59), there is limited data showing the interaction of actual Alternaria spores with the human
immune system.
As the first physical barrier to inhaled organisms and allergens, the epithelium is now
recognized to play a central role in the regulation of airway inflammatory status, structure, and
function in normal and diseased airways (48). More specifically epithelial cell activation can
result in the release of proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines that attract inflammatory
effector cells like neutrophils, macrophages, eosinophils, and lymphocytes. The production and
release of cytokines and chemokines have been of particular interest in allergic conditions such
as asthma and allergic rhinitis (60). In this manuscript we present convincing evidence for the
role of Alt a 1 in the response of human airway epithelial cells to Alternaria alternata conidia.
We first established an in-vitro bronchoalveolar cell model for investigating the
interaction between Alternaria conidia and the airway epithelium and compared these to similar
results using the traditional Alternaria extract (data not shown). We also utilized rAlt a 1 to show
the response of epithelial cells to the protein was similar to the wild-type conidia. Both the
conidia and Alt a 1 protein induced IL-6, IL-8, and MCP-1 three well classified cytokines linked
Alternaria and other fungal allergens (61, 62)
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Once we determined the ideal conditions for induction of a response by A.alternata, we
set out to explore if secreted Alt a 1 from germinating conidia can modulate the epithelial
response to whole spores. To do this, we constructed an A.alternata ∆alta1 deletion mutant, a
∆alta1-rec complemented mutant (reintroduction of the wild type Alt a 1 gene in the ∆alta1
deletion mutant background), and an Alta1+ (Alt a 1 overexpression) mutant. The deletion and
complementation transformations were conducted using well established methods from our lab
(42, 63–65) which uses homologous recombination of linearized DNA to completely replace the
target gene with a resistance gene. The overexpression strain was created by fusing the
constitutive promoter ToxA to the 5’-end of Alt a 1. The mutations were successfully confirmed
by Southern blot and PCR and subsequently Alt a 1 production was measured and quantified
from the culture filtrates of each strain by Western blot and ELISA using an anti-Alta1 antibody.
Alt a 1 was not detected in the deletion mutant at either the mRNA and protein level while the
overexpression had an excessive abundance of Alt a 1 transcripts and protein secretion compared
to the wild-type. We used these three mutants along with wild-type A. alternata to assess the
role of Alt a 1 in inducing hallmarks of innate immunity in human airway epithelial cells due to
the presence or absence of Alt a 1.
We took measures to establish that the mutants had similar growth and condial
morphology compared to the wild-type. We found no indication that deletion or overproduction
of Alt a 1 altered the normal phenotype or the conidia or hyphae. Growth rates on normal solid
media (PDA) and nutrient-depleted media (GluMM and GalMM) were similar for all mutants
compared to the wild-type. We also visually examined the conidia and hyphae of each strain and
found no difference in cell wall formation, hyphael fragmentation, or septal branching.
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Despite the markedly similar phenotype of the Δalta1 and Alta1+ mutants, their ability to
stimulate host epithelial cells was dramatically unlike the response elicited from wild-type
spores. The ∆alta1 mutant had impaired ability to induce the pro-inflammatory markers IL-6, IL8, and MCP-1 in human airway cells. Whereas the Alta1+ overexpression mutant significantly
increased levels of IL-6, IL-8, and MCP-1 compared to the wild-type. The secretion and effect of
pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines in promoting a significant inflammatory response
are well defined (47, 66-67). The presence of all three molecules has been linked to patients
diagnosed with fungal allergen sensitivities (68–70). We also confirmed the results of the
epithelial cell line used in initial experiments by also treating primary human airway epithelial
cells with wild-type and mutant conidia. We show a nearly identical response in the primary cells
compared to the transformed cell line for differences between the Alt a 1 deletion and
overexpression mutants in their ability to induce production of IL-6, IL-8, and MCP-1. This data
confirms the epithelial cell response in the immortalized cell line was similar to what would
likely be seen the in-vivo response. Furthermore, by quantitatively measuring the release of
lactose dehydrogenase (LDH), a stable cytosolic enzyme that is released upon cell lysis, we
showed that there is no difference in cytotoxicity between the wild-type, Δalta1, Δalta1-rec, and
Alta1+ strains. This confirms our immunological data is a result of the difference in the conidial
genotype and not that one strain is more or less cytotoxic. Since Alternaria is ubiquitous in
nature and at presumably high levels in some homes and climates (71–74) it can be suggested
that constant inhalation of Alternaria spores could contribute to a persistently activated
epithelium. Furthermore, we can conclude by our data that Alt a 1 may be the major factor from
the inhaled fungal spores which is influencing the epithelium’s response.
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Deletion of Alt a 1 also attenuated the induction of key innate signaling molecules in a
global transcriptional analysis of multiple pathways. The profiling experiments highlight the
participation of key innate immune signaling pathways in response to Alternaria. Our Superarray
analysis found over twenty targets involved in the anti-fungal immune response which were not
induced by the Alt a 1 deletion mutant including the small inducible cytokine CXCL1, the
chemoattractant chemokine CXCL10, the inflammatory precursor CASP1 and its substrate IL1b, the pro-inflammatory and T-cell differentiating cytokine IL-23a, the protein tyrosine
phosphatase PTPN6, the pattern recognition receptor CD14, the protein kinase cluster of MAPK
genes, the inflammatory response pentraxin-related protein PTX3, and the receptors TLR3 and
TLR4 their adaptor molecule TIRAP. The subsequent qRT-PCR showed that IL-6, IL-8, MCP-1,
CXCL10, CXCL11, CASP1, and TLR3 were most closely controlled by the presence of Alt a 1.
CXCL10 is another chemokine involved in airway hyperreactiviy and inflammation (75) while
CASP1 has been implicated in both the inflammatory response to mite allergen and cigarette
smoke in the airway (76, 77). The small IFN-γ, inducible chemokine, CXCL11 defined as a
CCR3 antagonist and may play anti-inflammatory role or at least assist in balancing the Th2skewed response (82). Intriguingly, certain genes, which have been previously shown to be part
of the inflammatory airway response, were not detected including RANTES, CCR1, TLR4,
MAP14K, CD14, and CXCL1 (83–85). Additionally, STAT1 and MyD88, components of two
separate innate immune signaling cascades, were both found to be somewhat affected by the
presence or absence of Alt a 1. Although these expression results are only from one cell type, the
findings give multiple targets for further exploration as to their involvement with interacting with
A.alternata spores and the allergen Alt a 1. Future experiments could examine other cell types
and their response to conidia and/or allergen protein as opposed to potent fungal extracts which
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contain intracellular proteins, carbohydrates, and toxins which are not normally secreted by the
fungus after inhalation and germination and thus would differentially induce other target genes.
In conclusion, our results provide substantial evidence that Alt a1 is responsible for a
significant portion of the innate inflammatory response to A.alternata spores in human airway
cells. Most notably we show for the first time in-vitro experimentation utilizing airway epithelial
cells and the actual the fungal organism as opposed to prepared extract or a single fungal
component. Furthermore, we, to the best of our knowledge, are the first to show an attenuated
response to an entire organism by deletion of its major allergen including work done with the
other major allergenic fungi, Aspergillus, Penicillum, and Cladosporium. It is likely that the
secretion of Alt a 1 by inhaled conidia induces the initial pro-inflammatory cytokines and
chemokines as well as disruption of the epithelial barrier. Over time, this stimulation could lead
to more distinguishing symptoms of allergy and asthma such as mucous production, effector cell
infiltration, and airway remodeling. It is now essential to further characterize the biochemical
properties of the Alt a 1 protein and its interaction with the epithelium as an avenue to potential
therapeutic targets.
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Figure 4.1: Deletion, complementation, and overexpression of Alt a 1 in A.alternata.
Schematic representation of the Alta1 wild-type gene locus and replacement insert used for
replacement (A), complementation (B) and overexpression (C) of Alta1 in A.alternata. The light
gray arrows represent the 1kb flanking regions of the Alt a 1 gene. HygB, hygromycin B
resistance gene; NTC, nourseothricin resistance gene; ToxA, constitutive promoter gene from
Pyrenophora tritici-repentis. Homologous recombination events are shown with a large “X”
between target genomic locus.
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Figure 4.2: Southern blot and PCR verification of Δalta1 mutant. (A) For the Southern blot
analysis, genomic DNA (3 μg per well) was digested from the wild-type and five individual
transformants with BamH1 and EcoRV, blotted, and hybridized with a DNA probe for HygB
(Panel A) and Alta1 (Panel B). Lane 1: 100bp ladder, Lane 2: A.alternata wild-type, Lane 3 – 7:
Δalta1 transformants, Lane 8: A. alternata wild-type, Lane 9 – 13: Δalta1 transformants. (B)
Presence of Alt a 1 following transformation was confirmed in the Δalta1-rec and Alta1+ strains
by PCR on genomic DNA using Alt a 1 specific primers as described in Supplementary Table 2.
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Figure 4. 3: Detection of Alt a 1 production levels in wild-type and Alt a 1 mutant strains.
The wild-type and mutant strains were grown for 7-days in GYEB. Mycelium was collected,
dried, and ground in liquid nitrogen. The culture filtrate (25mL) was filtered, concentrated in a
3kDA ultrafiltration unit, and total protein concentration was assessed by the BCA Assay.
(A) The mRNA expression levels of Alt a 1 in the mycelium were measured by quantitative realtime (qRT-PCR) after synthesis of cDNA from RNA of each strain. Lane 1: 100kB ladder, Lane
2: wild-type A.alternata, Lane 3: Δalta1, Lane 4: Δalta1-rec, Lane 5: Alta1+. (B) Secretion of
Alt a 1 into the GYEB culture supernatant was visualized by Western blot using Alt a 1 specific
antibody. Lane 1: wild-type A.alternata, Lane 2:Δalta1, Lane 3: Δalta1-rec, Lane 4: Alta1+.
(C) Quantitative measurement of Alt a 1 in the culture filtrates was assessed by Alt a 1 specific
ELISA (ug/mL). Filtrates were prepared as described in (B). ND: not detected. Asterisks (*)
indicates statistically significant from wild-type. p<0.05.
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Figure 4.4: Analysis of growth and conidial morphology of Alternaria mutants. (A)
Pigmentation and radial growth of mutant and wild-type strains were similar on various carbon
sources. A 1cm3 plug of each strain was placed on the indicated media and incubated at 25°C for
7 days. PDA: potato dextrose agar, GalMM: galactose minimal media, GluMM: glucose minimal
media. (B) Light micrographs of 7-day-old conidia and hyphae of A. alternata wild-type and
Δalta1, Δalta1-rec, and Alta1+ mutants taken at 40x magnification. Bars = 100 µm. No
difference in conidiation or hyphal fragmentation was observed. (C) Average growth rates of the
Δalta1, Δalta1-rec, and Alta1+ strains were compared to the wild-type (WT) A.alternata. Strains
were incubated on various carbon sources including dextrose (PDA), glucose (GluMM), and
galactose (GalMM) at 25°C and radial growth was measured once a day for 7 days. No
significant difference in growth rate between the mutants and the wild-type were detected. The
experiment was conducted in triplicate and repeated twice. (D) Germination of fresh conidia
from the wild-type, Δalta1, Δalta1-rec, and Alta1+ strains was assessed on PDA. For each time
point, 100 conidia were counted. Data presented is the mean +/- standard deviation of two
separate experiments conducted in triplicate.
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Figure 4.5: The Alt a 1 allergen protein can induce pro-inflammatory cytokines. Release of
IL-6 and IL-8 into culture supernatant was measured by ELISA after a 24hr incubation of BEAS2b cells treated with 5 x 105 wild-type A.alternata spore or 50µg of endotoxin-free rAlta1, or left
untreated (control). Results are from three independent experiments done in triplicate, p< 0.05.
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Figure 4.6: Alt a 1 is required for release of IL-6, IL-6, and MCP from human airway
epithelial cells stimulated with A.alternata conidia. The levels of IL-6, IL-8, and MCP-1 were
quantified by ELISA from the culture supernatants of BEAS-2b epithelial cells treated with the
wild-type and mutant fungal strains. For each cytokine, (A) comparison of cytokine levels
between control, wild-type, Δalta1, and Δalta1-rec. (B) comparison of conidia overexpressing
Alt a 1 (Alta1+) to wild-type conidia. All results indicate the mean ± standard error. All
experiments were performed in triplicate on three separate occasions. For all panels, single
asterisk indicates significantly reduced or enhanced epithelial cell response compared to the
control; a double asterisks signifies difference from A.alternata wild-type and Δalta1-rec strains,
p< 0.05.
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Figure 4.7: Primary human bronchial epithelial cells respond to deletion or overexpression
of Alt a 1. Normal (non-diseased) human primary epithelial cells (NHBEs) were treated with
wild-type and Δalta1, Δalta1-rec, and Alta1+ conidia for 24hrs. (A) The levels of IL-6, IL-8 and
MCP-1 were measured from the cell culture supernatant following treatment. (*) = statistically
significant compared to untreated control; (**) = statistically significant against wild-type and
Δalta1-rec at 95% confidence. (B) The cell culture supernatant was assayed for LDH to
determine cytotoxicity. Positive control cells were lysed with 1% Triton X-100 prior to sampling
and negative control cells were treated with PBS. p<0.05. (C-F) Germinating conidia from
A.alternata wild-type, Δalta1, Δalta1-rec, and Alta1+ mutants respectively in presence of human
airway epithelial cells. Normal human bronchial epithelial cells were incubated with live conidia
for 24 hours under normal conditions. Cultures were imaged using a inverted phase-contrast
microscope. Magnification: 40X.
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Figure 4.8: Expression of innate antifungal immunity genes in response to A.alternata
conidia is controlled by present of Alt a 1. Transcript levels of antifungal genes from BEAS-2b
cells treated with conidia from A. alternata wild-type, Δalta1, Δalta1-rec, and alta1+ mutants.
Fold differences in the expression of each gene of the treated samples were normalized against
the untreated control (set to transcript level 1). Data are mean ± SD of two independent
experiments completed in triplicate.
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Table 4.1: Primers used for construction of Δalta1, Δalta1-rec, and Alta1+ mutant strains
Primer name
Sequence (5’  3’)
Δalta1
5’Kpn_before_alta1

AGGGTACCGCAATGCACTCACGGCTCAAAGTTCCATCATCT

3’ Xho1_before_alta1

AGCTCGAGGAGGTTGAAGAATAGAGTTTTGGTAGTTGAGTAGTTG

5’HindIII_after_alta1

AGAAGCTTGCGATAGTTGGTCGAGCATATAAGAAGCATCAACTTC

3’ BamH1_after_alta1

AGGGATCCGTACTCACCCTAGCCTTCCTGTAACATTGGAAAG

Δalta1-rec
5’Apa1_alta1(500)_pNat

GGGCCCATCATAATGGACGTCACATCTCGTATA

3’Sal1_alta1(500)_pNat

GTCGACGTGATGGTGATGGTGATGAGAGCT

Alta1+
5’ ToxA_HindIII

AGAAGCTTGATCGAGACTACTATAGGGCG

3’ToxA_ EcoRV

AGGATATCGGCCTATAT TCATTCATTGT

5’EcoR1_Alta1

GAATTCATGCAGTTCACCACCATCGCCTCTCTCTTC

3’Pst_Alta1

AACTGGAGTTAAGAGCTCTTGGGGAGAGTGACGAGGGTGAT

Table 4.1: Oligonucleotides used for generation of replacement, complementation and
overexpression of Alt a 1 in A.alternata. Primers were generated from genomic DNA sequence
of Alternaria alternata [http://alternaria.vbi.vt.edu/lannot/index.shtml].
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Primer name:

Sequence (5’  3’)

5’Alt_a_1

ATGCAGTTCACCACCATCGCCTCTCTCTTC

3’ Alt_a_1

TTAAGAGCTCTTGGGGAGAGTGACGAGGGT

5’ HygB_forward

CGTTAACTGATATTGAAGGAGC

3’ HygB_reverse

AAAGGAATAGAGTAGATGCCGA

5’ Actin_forward

ATGACACAGATTGTTTTCGAGACCTT

3’ Actin_reverse

GCTCTGCAGGATTGTAGCATGTAACA

Table 4.2: PCR Primers used for construction of Southern hybridization probes and PCR
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Table 4.3: Primers used for qRT-PCR of selected antifungal makers.
Gene:
Forward Primer:
Reverse Primer:
MCP-1

TGTCCCAAAGAAGCTGTGATC

ATTCTTGGGTTGTGGAGTGAG

CD14

CAGAGGTTCGGAAGACTTATCG

TTCGGAGAAGTTGCAGACG

CASP1

TTTCTGCTCTTCCACACCAG

AATGAAAATCGAACCTTGCGG

CXCL1

AACCGAAGTCATAGCCACAC

CCTCCCTTCTGGTCAGTTG

CXCL10

CCTTATCTTTCTGACTCTAAGTGGC

ACGTGGACAAAATTGGCTTG

TLR4

TGCGTGAGACCAGAAAGC

TTAAAGCTCAGGTCCAGGTTC

MAPK14

TCAGTCCTTTGAAAGCAGGG

ACAGTGAAGTGGGATCAACAG

TLR3

TCAACTTTCTGATAAAACCTTTGCC

AGATGACAAGCCATTATGAGACA

IL-8

TCCTGATTTCTGCAGCTCTG

GTCCACTCTCAATCACTCTCAG

IL-6

GACAGCCACTCACCTCTT

TGTTTTCTGCCAGTGCC

GAPDH

CTCTGACTTCAACAGCGAC

TGGTCCAGGGGTCTTACT

Table 4.3: Primers used for qRT-PCR of selected antifungal makers. All primers were
generated from the RefSeq sequence for each gene.
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Table 4.4: Profile of transcriptional differences in human antifungal genes from human
airway epithelial cells in response to wild-type and Δalta1 A.alternata
Gene
BCL10
C3
C5AR1

Wild-type

Δalta1

Gene

Wild-type

Δalta1

Δalta1

FCGR3A

-1.3755

-2.2346

NLRP3

7.1602

4.4076

2.5315

1.2658

NPTX1

-1.3755

-2.2346

32.8996

PLCG2

1.6702

1.0281

2.2038

-1.0425
5.063

6.2333

2.7132

FOS

65.7993

IFNG

-1.3755

-2.2346

PTGS2

-1.3755

-1.2834

1.5583

-1.3755

PTPN6

122.7858

32.8996

-1.3755

-2.2346

PTX3

398.9323

114.5632

FCN1

5.8159

2.0562

CASP1

526.3943

186.1085

CASP8

61.3929

23.2636

IL10

1209.3365

372.217

IL12A

2.2038

1.181

16.4498

5.4264

IL12B

-1.3755

-2.2346

CCL20

Wild-type

14.3204

CARD9

CCL2

Gene

-51776.147

IKBKB

PYCARD
RAF1
SCARF1

13.3614

5.4264

-202.2506

-867.0672

CCL5

-18305.632

IL18

4.724

2.362

1.3566

-1.815

CCR1

4.4076

2.7132

IL1A

20.2521

12.4666

SFTPD

-8.3397

2.7132

CD14

122.7858

70.5219

SOCS3

1.5583

1.5583

3.3404

1.3566

ST3GAL5

1.1019

-1.1975

-1.3755

-2.2346

STAT1

20.2521

10.8528

186.1085

49.8665

IL1B

CD207

-1.3755

-2.2346

IL1R1

CD209

-1.3755

-2.2346

IL2

CD36

1.1019

-2.0849

IL23A

122.7858

24.9333

SYK

-1.3755

-2.2346

CD40

5.4264

1.6702

IL6

61.3929

40.5042

TIRAP

61.3929

43.4113

CD5

-1.3755

-2.2346

IL8

1488.8679

372.217

TLR2

7.6741

2.362

CD83

43.4113

18.8959

IRAK1

1.7901

1.0281

TLR4

65.7993

14.3204

CHIA

-1.3755

-2.2346

IRAK4

-1.0425

-1.4743

TLR9

3.5801

-2.2346

CLEC6A

-1.3755

-2.2346

ITGAM

-1.3755

-2.2346

TNF

4.4076

1.0281

CLEC7A

-1.3755

-2.2346

ITGB2

-1.3755

-2.2346

TRAF6

-704.2774

-3983.9947

COLEC12

-1.3755

-2.2346

JUN

7.6741

3.8371

B2M

1.454

-1.0425

9.4479

4.1125

LYN

4.1125

2.2038

HPRT1

-2.7511

-1.2834
-1.1975

CSF2
CSF3

-1.3755

-2.2346

MALT1

5.063

2.9079

RPL13A

1.2658

CXCL1

564.1754

75.5835

MAP2K4

491.1432

173.6454

GAPDH

1.7901

1.454

CXCL10

199.4661

86.8227

MAP3K7

564.1754

229.1264

ACTB

-1.1975

1.1019

CXCL11

32.8996

20.2521

MAPK14

1209.3365

491.1432

HGDC

-1.3755

-2.2346

CXCL2

8.8152

4.4076

MAPK8

199.4661

106.8913

RTC

1.9185

2.5315

CXCL9

4.724

2.2038

MBL2

-1.3755

-2.2346

RTC

916.5057

694.5814

18.8959

8.8152

MRC1

-1.3755

-2.2346

RTC

-404.5012

-613.1091

F2RL1
F3

213.7825

86.8227

MYD88

4.1125

2.9079

PPC

-62.2499

-133.4356

FCGR1A

2.0562

-2.2346

NFKB1

1.7901

1.0281

PPC

-176.0694

-404.5012

FCGR2A

17.6305

5.8159

NFKBIA

3.1167

2.362

PPC

-572.051

-1067.4849

Table 4.4: Profile of transcriptional differences in human antifungal genes from human
airway epithelial cells in response to wild-type and Δalta1 A.alternata. Transcriptional levels
of 84 antifungal- related genes were assessed by qRT-PCR using the RT2 Profiler Superarray
(SABiocsiences). BEAS-2b epithelial cells were left untreated (control) or treated with
A.alternata wild-type or Δalta1 conidia for 24hrs. Relative fold change in the expression of each
gene between the wild-type and Δalta1 samples were normalized against the untreated control.
Red indicates a significant difference between wild-type and Δalta1 treatment. Results are from
two independent experiments where RNA was pooled from three separate treatments on each
occasion.
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Chapter V
Purification and assesment of key biochemical properties of
Alternaria major allergen Alt a 1
ABSTRACT
Allergic airway hyperreactivity disorders pose a significant health risk for which few
reliable therapies exist. Alt a 1 is the major allergen secreted by the fungus A. alternata, due to
its IgE-specific reactivity with sera from atopic Alternaria patients yet no known innate
immunological activity has been assigned to this clinically relevant protein. Alt a 1 is predicted
to have esterase activity in addition to a unique lipid-binding motif (RXLR) that facilitates entry
of many pathogenic proteins including those from fungi. In this present study we have utlized
recombinant protein production statgegies to study the lipid binding capacity and esterase
acitivity of Alt a 1 and how these properties influence the mammalian innate and adaptive
immune responses. We established that Alt a 1 itself is immunogenic in both airway epithelial
cells and an in vivo mouse model by its ability to induce production of pro-inflammatory
cytokines and effector cell recruitment. In order to study the biochemical properties of Alt a 1,
mutations to the single histidine and predicted RXLR motif were introduce and fusion proteins
with or without fluourscent tags were purified. We confirm Alt a 1 possesses esterase activity
which requires a functional histidine. Notably, we found that the putative RXLR-motif is
required for preferential binding to the phospholipid, phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate PI3P and
entry into human airway cells. However, Alt a 1 enzymatic activity is required for disruption of
epithelial cell membrane integrity and IL-13 production in a sensitized host. These noteworthy
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results provoked our intensive design of a production and purification strategy for Alt a 1 fusion
proteins which resulted in ultra-pure and endotoxin free protein for future immunological
studies.
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Introduction:
Human airways are constantly exposed to aeroallergens produced by fungi, often at
higher levels and for longer duration than other allergens including pollens1,2. Unfortunetly, the
past few decades have resulted in few clinically viable therapies to treat airway diseases3.
Chronic exposure to the ubiqutious fungus, Alternaria alternata, has been associated with an
increased risk of developing atopic or allergic asthma, allergic rhinitis, chronic rhinosinusitis
(CRS), or exacerbation of a preexisting asthmatic conditions4–6. The mechanisms involved in the
inflammatory response evoked by Alternaria are poorly understood, but recent data indicates that
the innate immune functions of the airway epithelium play an important role7,8.
Diagnosis of A. alternata sensitization is often hampered by the variability and
complexity of fungal extracts, and thus simplification of the diagnostic procedures with purified
allergens has been investigated9. The majority of the known Alternaria allergens are intracellular
proteins with predicted activities of enolase, ribosomal proteins, nuclear transport factor, and
aldehyde dehydrogenase10–12. Numerous clinical studies suggest that Alt a 1 is the major
Alternaria allergen since it elicits the most intense and consistent IgE-mediated reaction in
Alternaria-sensitized individuals13,14 Alt a 1 is stored in the cell well of the fungus and readily
secreted during germination15–18. Alt a 1 is a relatively small protein (157 amino acids) and forms
a dimer of 28 kd, which dissociates into 14.5-kd and 16-kd subunits under reducing conditions19–
21

. Additionally, the Alt a 1 protein has been shown to possess esterase enzymatic activity22.

Inspection of the Alt a 1 amino acid sequence shows only one histidine (at position 84) which
would be required for formation of the catalytic triad of an esterase. Pure Alt a 1 protein
produces a similar reaction as total allergen extracts in the majority (80-90%) of subjects by skin
prick tests (SPT)23,24. Thus, Alt a 1, either in its natural or recombinant form, is likely to be
sufficient for a reliable diagnosis of A. alternata sensitization and to induce skin prick reactivity
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comparable with that produced by commercially available A. alternata extract. However, apart
from its reactivity to serum IgE, no other immunological activity has been assigned to Alt a 1.
Since allergens themselves do not contain any known structural characteristics defining them as
allergens25, we currently cannot predict how Alt a 1 acts as a stimulant. Thus, there is clearly a
need to elucidate exactly by what mechanism Alt a 1 interacts with the immune system leading
to the advancement of allergic diseases.
Many pathogens secrete effector proteins which assist in their ability to avoid, suppress
or modulate an immune response towards an antagonistic pathway. There is overwhelming
evidence that many of these effectors manipulate membrane lipids to gain entry into various host
cell types26. Specific amino acid sequence motifs have been implicated as necessary for this
lipidome exploitation. One of the best characterized lipid binding motifs in fungi is the RXLR
motif known to be important in the entry mechanism of plant pathogen effectors27,28. Evidence
suggests that the RXLR motif binds phosphoinositides present on the host cell surface to trigger
lipid raft-mediated endocytosis and uptake29. The preceding study also proved that the lipid
phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate (PI3P) is nearly ubiquitous on the surface of human airway
cells29. This exposes a potential mechanism by which other proteins containing RXLR-motifs
can bind and enter. There is an established set of rules for what substitutions are possible in the
motif that still result in a functional RXLR. The arginine at position 1 can be substituted by
another positively charged residue (K or H) and leucine at position 3 can be substituted with a
large hydrophobic residue (I, M, F, Y, or W), while the fourth position can accept many
substitutions30. Examination of the Alt a 1 amino acid sequence reveals a unique RXLR-like
motif of KWYS at position 85 – 88. However there is no current information available regarding
Alt a 1’s ability to enter airway cells or if this motif has any function in vivo.
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The airway epithelium is a critical component of the innate immune response in addition
to assisting in directing the adaptive immune response31,32. Once disregarded as important in
guiding the Th2-driven allergic response, there is now increasing evidence that the epithelium
can generate a full repertoire of cytokines and lipid mediators, and recruit effector cells 33.
Alternaria has been shown to have the powerful ability to activate the airway epithelium and
direct production of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 and IL-834–37. Although these
studies did not examine if the Alt a 1 allergen plays a role in the epithelial cell response, reports
of other individual allergen protein molecules activating the epithelium are readily available38–41.
It has been reported that allergens of many types are readily transported across the airway
epithelium42,43. Common non-proteolytic allergenic proteins, such as birch tree allergen Bet v 1
and grass pollen Phl p 1, can bind and permeate the epithelial barrier44–46. Allergic patients also
have an increased ability in allergen capture and processing by antigen presenting cells (APC)47.
This disease characteristic is potentially due to underlying damage to the epithelial layer leading
to a polarized airway. Under normal circumstances tight junctions prevent inhaled particles and
allergens from accessing the subepithelial mucosa48,49. In the case of allergens, transepithelial
delivery or disruption would likely facilitate the passage of allergens and increase their detection
by dendritic cells, T cells, mast cells, and other effector cells contributing to hallmarks of
asthma49,50. There are current studies suggesting this transport is mediated by interaction with
lipids on the cell surface51. Unfortunately, a molecular mechanism by which the allergen can
bind surface lipid and enter epithelial cells has not yet been discovered.
We show here that Alt a 1 is itself an immunogenic protein with the ability to induce proinflammatory cytokines and effector cell recruitment in epithelial cells and murine model. We
have also identified a unique-RXLR-like motif which mediates Alt a 1’s capacity to bind
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phospholipid PI3P and enter human airway cells. We confirmed Alt a 1 is indeed enzymaticallly
active possessing esterase activity. Moreover, the protein’s single histidine residue is required for
its enzymatic activity. Both of these characteristics appear to play a role in the immune response
to the allergen. Finally, we describe in detail a production and purification strategy for
recombinant Alt a 1 with selected mutations to further study Alt a 1’s structural characeristics.
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Materials and Methods:
Recombinant Alt a 1:
Purified recombinant Alt a 1 (rAlt a 1) was purchased from Indoor Biotechnologies
(Charlottesville, VA). For use in immunological experiments, endotoxin was removed by
filtering through Detoxi-Gel Endotoxin Removal Columns (Pierce) following the manufacturer’s
instructions. The protein was then concentrated using a 3kDa Amicon Ultra-4 Centrifugal Filter
(Millipore) and resuspended in phosphate buffered saline (pH 7.4) at a concentration of 1mg/mL.

Epithelial Cell Stimulation:
Human airway cells (A549) were seeded (1 × 106 cells/well) in six-well tissue culture
plates (BD) and allowed to adhere overnight. Monolayers were washed once using Dulbecco’s
Phosphate Buffered Saline (Ca++/Mg++ free) (DPBS; Hyclone) and serum-starved for two hours
in RPMI: 1640 medium without supplements. Cells were washed twice more with DPBS and
cultured in a final volume of 1.5mL RPMI: 1640 without supplements. Cells were treated with
50μg of rAlt a 1 or the Alt a 1 fusion proteins prepared in house as indicated in figure legends.
For spore stimulation experiments, Alternaria alternata strain ATCC 66981 was used. Spores
were harvested into sterile water from a 7-day old PDA plate supplemented with 100 U/ml
penicillin, and 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Hyclone). Spore suspensions were standardized to 1 x
103 spores/μl after counting on a hemocytometer and then used immediately in assays. In all
assays, control cells were treated with DPBS. Cells were incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 24
hours before the supernatants were collected and debris was removed by centrifugation (2500xg,
5min, 4°C) and stored at -80°C. The cells were then washed twice with DPBS before RNA was
extracted.
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RNA Extraction and qRT- PCR:
Total RNA was purified cells by addition of TRIzol (Invitrogen) directly to the cells and
then following the manufacturer’s protocol. RNA was further purified and genomic DNA
eliminated by using the RNeasy Cleanup Kit (Qiagen) with on-column DNase digestion. Firststrand synthesis was performed from 1μg total RNA with the Tetro cDNA Synthesis Kit
(Bioline) using random primers. Quantitative real-time PCR for IL-6 was completed using the
SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad) and gene specific primers for IL-6, (Forward: 5’GACAGCCACTCACCTCTT -3’, Reverse: 5’- TGTTTTCTGCCAGTGCC -3’). Reactions were
performed in duplicate and gene expression was normalized to the housekeeping gene
glyceraldehydes-3-phosphate dehydrogenase using the formula 2ΔΔCt, where ΔΔCt =[(Cttarget
gene)sample

(CtGAPDH)sample]/[(Cttarget gene)reference (CtGAPDH)reference].

Membrane-based Cytokine Profile Assays:
Cell-free supernatant was applied to the membrane based cytokine antibody array (RayBiotech
Inflammatory Human Cytokines Array 1) and assay was completed to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Membranes were blocked at room temperature and then incubated with samples
(cell-free supernatant) overnight, shaking at 4°C. Membranes were washed and incubated with
biotin-conjugated-anti-cytokines. Following another wash, membranes were then incubated with
HRP-conjugated streptavidin antibodies. The membranes were exposed for 30 seconds to
BioMax Light x-ray film (Kodak). Film was developed on SRX-101A (Konica) film developer.
All steps, except overnight incubation, were performed at room temperature. Film was visually
examined for differences between experimental and control samples.
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Murine Models:
Female BALB/c mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). All
mice were 8 - 12 weeks old at time of experiments. The procedures and handling of the mice
were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (IACUC approval number 08-211BIOL).
Mice were housed in filter-top cages and provided food and water ad libitum.
For intranasal challenges, mice were lightly anaesthetized with isofluran (Abbott
Laboratories) in individual chambers of a rodent anesthesia unit with precision vaporizer
(Impac6, VetEquip Inc.) at a concentration of 2 - 3% and oxygen at 2 L/min. When the mice
were unresponsive but breathing comfortably, the protein or spore solution was applied to the
nostrils. Control mice were treated with 50μl of DPBS. The animals were allowed to slowly
inhale the liquid and then to recover in a supine position under a heat lamp.
In the chronic model, intranasal exposure was repeated every other day over 14 days for a
total of 8 challenges. Changes in total body weight of each animal were assessed by weighing
immediately before initial challenge and then again directly before euthanasia. In the sensitized
model, mice were sensitized by intraperitoneal injections of native Alt a 1+ aluminum hydroxide
adjuvant (Imject, Pierce) on Days 1 and 14. Intranasal challenges were conducted every day for
three days on Days 21 -23. In both models, samples were collected 24 h following the last
challenge.

Serum IgE and Bronchoalveolar Lavage:
Terminal blood was collection was completed by cardiac puncture. Briefly, a 22 gauge
needle attached to a 1mL syringe was inserted into the heart at a 30 degree angle towards the
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chin. The plunger was slightly withdrawn to create a vacuum and the maximum amount of blood
was retrieved. Mice were then immediately euthanized by cervical dislocation. Serum was
separated via centrifugation at 1000 x g for 10 min in a tabletop centrifuge. Serum was removed
to a fresh microcentrifuge tube at stored at -80°C until analysis.

Bronchoalveolar lavage
The trachea was exposed and incised. An 18 gauge blunt-end needle was inserted into the
trachea and BAL fluid was harvested by washing the lungs twice with 1 ml of DPBS. BAL was
centrifuged at 500xg, red-blood cells were lysed by addition of ACK lysing buffer, cells were
again pelleted by centrifugation, and the cell pellet was resuspended in RPMI media. The cellfree supernatant was stored at -80°C prior to ELISA analysis. For total cell counts, an aliquot of
cells were diluted into a trypan blue/DPBS solution and counted on a hemacytometer.

Histopathological analysis
Following collection of BAL fluid, the lungs were inflated with 10% buffered formalin,
latter embedded in paraffin, and then sectioned (5 µm) and stained with hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E) for examination of pulmonary architecture.

ELISA:
Cytokine levels in the cell-free BAL or culture supernatant were quantified by standard
ELISA per manufacturer’s instructions.

Synthetic DNA:
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Sequences for native Alt a 1 and the mutants Alt a 1_His84- (nKWYS), Alt a
1_85RXLR88- (HqvvS), (HqWYS), (HKvvS), and (HKWvS) were designed and synthesized by
GenScript Corporation, with codon usage optimized for E.coli expression. The amino acid
sequences are summarized in Figure 5B.

Expression Vectors
The Gateway expression vectors used to generate the Alt a 1 fusion proteins are
summarized in Figure5C and were constructed following the manufacturer’s instructions
(Invitrogen). Briefly, the BP clonase reaction was used to introduce the synthetic coding DNA
containing flanking attB recognition sties into the pDONR vector. Following genetic sequencing
confirmation, the LR clonase reaction was used to transfer DNA fragments from entry clones
into destination vectors summarized in Figure 5C. The product of recombination reactions was
used to transform competent E. coli B21(DE3) using heat shock.

Protein Expression in E.coli:
BL21(DE3) E. coli cells containing plasmids encoding each fusion protein were grown
were grown in 500 mL of Luria-Bertani media containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin in a 1 liter flask
shaken at 250 rpm at 37ºC to an OD600 of 0.6. Protein expression was induced with 1mM IPTG
and cell growth was continued at 16ºC for 14 hours. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at
8,000 x g for 20 min at 4°C and stored at -20ºC.

Purification of Alt a 1 Fusion Proteins:
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Cells were lysed by sonication in chilled 0.01M phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) plus
1 mg/mL lysozyme per 4 mL/g wet cell weight. Lysed cells were centrifuged at 10,000 x g for
20 min at 4°C and then fusion proteins were collected from the supernatant using containing
glutathione-sepharose 4B beads (GE Healthcare). The beads were washed in a column with at
least 5 volumes of PBS then eluted in 1 mL fractions with GST elution buffer (PBS, 10 mM
reduced glutathione, pH 6.8). Fractions were pooled and concentrated to 1mL using a 3 kDa
concentrator device (Amicon).
The GST fusion was removed from the Alt a 1_pSDK3 proteins by digesting 1mg of protein
with 1 unit of thrombin (Novagen, restriction grade) at 20°C overnight. The reaction was then
applied to His-Bind Resin Column (Novagen). The column was then washed with at least 5
volumes PBS, pH 7.2 and eluted in 1 mL fractions with elution buffer (PBS, 250 mM imidazole).
Fractions were pooled then concentrated to 1mL in PBS using a 3 kDa concentrator device
(Amicon). Protein concentration was quantified spectrophometrically on Nanodrop (Thermo) by
reading absorbance at 280nm. The purity was assessed by gel electrophoresis (Figure 6).

Lipid Filter-Binding Assay:
Lipid filter-binding assays were performed as previously described (Kale, et al.). Lipids
(from Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, Michigan or Avanti Polar Lipids) were dissolved in
DMSO. Lipid filters were prepared by spotting 1 µl of each lipid at appropriate concentrations
onto Hybond-C-extra membranes (GE Healthcare). Membranes were incubated in 20 mL of
blocking buffer (10mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.2, 150mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween-20, 3% fatty-acid free
bovine serum albumin, Sigma # A-7030) for 1 hr at room temperature. The Alt a 1 protein (20
µg) was added to the blocking buffer and incubated overnight at 4ºC. After washing, bound
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proteins were detected with goat anti-GST (GE Healthcare). Unbound antibody was removed by
washing and then probed with HRP conjugate (donkey-anti-goat IgG-HRP; Santa Cruz
Biotechnology). Detection was carried out using ECL reagent (Thermo Scientific).

Human Airway Epithelial Cell Uptake assays:
For uptake assay, human lung adenocarcinoma cells A549 (ATCC CCL-185) were
seeded at a concentration of 5.0 x 104 per well in a 96-well tissue culture plate. Cells were
washed with Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffer Saline (Ca2+/Mg2+ free) (DPBS; Gibco) and
cultured in 250 µL RPMI, 10% FBS, 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Following adherence, cells
were serum starved for two hours by a media exchange with 250ul RPMI alone. Cells were
washed twice with DPBS and then 100ul of RPMI + fusion protein was added to each well (100
µg/mL, final concentration) and incubated in the same conditions at 37ºC for 15 minutes or 24
hours as indicated. No protein controls were 100ul of RPMI alone. Cells were then washed twice
with DPBS, trypisinized and immediately examined under confocal microscopy (Zeiss LSM
510).
In order to assay inhibition of entry, Alt a 1(WT)- mCherry (0.2mg/mL) was preincubated with inositol 1,3-disphosphate (1,3-IP2) (1mM) in RPMI (500uM final concentration
IP2, 0.1mg/mL protein) for 15mins at room temperature and then added to cells as indicated
above.

Esterase Activity Assay:
The hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl acetate by Alt a 1 fusion proteins was carried out at 25°C
for 10 min in 150 µL of 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 6.5. Substrate solutions were prepared
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from 100mM p-nitrophenyl stock using reaction buffer (RB, 75mM phosphate buffer, pH 6.0).
The substrate solution was plated in 96-well test plates (BD) and either RB (control) or protein
(~1μg) was added to each well. The reaction was incubated at room temperature in the dark for
5-30mins until a positive (yellow) color was visualized. The absorbance of each sample was
measured at 400nm and the steady-state kinetic parameter of each protein, Km , was quantified
using the Michaelis-Menten plot as previously described52.

Production and purification of Alt a 1_pET21dc proteins for immunological studies:
Construction of Alt a 1 proteins for use in future immunological experiments is
summarized in Table 3. Alt a 1 was PCR amplified from genomic A.alternata DNA with
addition of NcoI/NotI restriction sites. The PCR product was cloned into pET21dc vector and
correct insertion was confirmed by genetic sequencing. This plasmid was used as the backbone
for QuickChange Mutagenesis (Agilent) for the desired mutations. Briefly, reactions were set-up
containing 5uL of reaction buffer, 2ul of Alt a 1_pET21dc plasmid DNA, 1umol of forward and
reverse primer containing the mutation, 10umol dNTPs, brought to a total volume of 50ul with
water. The PCR reaction included an initial denaturation of 95°C(30sec) and no final extension.
The cycling conditions were as follows for a total of 18 cycles: 95°C(30s)  55°C(1min)
68°C(5.5min). The Dpn restriction enzyme was then added to the reaction to degrade the
methylated parental strand. The mutated plasmid was then transformed into XL-Blue
supercompetent cells and plated on LB-amp plates containing 80ug/mL X-gal and 20mM IPTG.
Positive (blue) colonies were confirmed for the correct mutation by genetic sequencing.
A total of 2 litres of BL21(DE3) E. coli cells containing Alt a 1_pET21dc plasmids
encoding each fusion protein were grown in Luria-Bertani media containing 100 µg/mL
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ampicillin at 250 rpm at 37ºC to an OD600 of 0.6. Protein expression was induced with 1mM
IPTG and cell growth was continued at 16ºC for 14 hours. Cells were harvested by centrifugation
at 8,500 x g for 10 min at 4°C. Cells were lysed by sonication in chilled 0.01M phosphate
buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) plus 1 mg/mL lysozyme per 4 mL/g wet cell weight. Lysed cells
were centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 20 min at 4°C. The supernatant was applied to Ni-NTA
agarose and allowed to gently mix end-over-end for 1 hr. The solution was washed in a column
with 10 volumes of Wash Buffer (PBS, 30mM imidizole) and eluted by addition of 4 volumes of
Elution Buffer (PBS, 250mM imidazole). Proteins were separated from contaminants using a
ÄKTAprime Plus HPLC System (GE Healthcare). The sample (~2 – 3mg) was applied to HiPrep
Sephacryl, 26 × 600 mm column (GE Healthcare) and separated at a flow rate of 1 mL/min using
a linear gradient (PBS, pH 7.4). The column was washed and equilibrated at initial conditions for
at least 10 min and sample fraction collection was initiated approximately 40 – 50 min following
sample injection. Fractions were selected based on chromatographic analysis and purity of each
fraction was assessed on SDS-PAGE with Silver Staining (Pierce). Pure fractions were pooled
and concentrated to 1mL using a 3 kDa concentrator device (Amicon). Final purity analysis was
completed on a 14% Native-PAGE gel and stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue.

Endotoxin Removal and Testing of Alt a 1_pETdc proteins:
Residual endotoxin was removed from purified Alt a 1_pET21dc protein preparations by
decontamination on endotoxin removal columns (Detoxi-Gel endotoxin removing columns,
Pierce). Briefly, resin was equilibrated in 1% sodium deoxycholate followed by 5 volume
washes of PBS. The protein (1mL) was applied to the column and incubated for 1 hr. Protein was
eluted by addition of PBS and endotoxin levels were measured by ToxinSensorTM Chromogenic
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LAL Endotoxin Assay Kit (Genscript) with a threshold of 1U/mL. All solutions were prepared in
pyrogen-free water or PBS.
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Results:
Alt a 1 induces immune response in human airway cells and murine lungs
The first aim of our study was to establish Alt a 1’s ability to induce an immune response
in both human airway epithelial cells and a murine model. Previous studies from our laboratory
had shown the A.alternata spores are potently immunogenic and were thus used as a positive
control in these experiments. By using both A.alternata spores and rAlt a 1 as treatments, we
could generally assess the degree of the immune response induced by interaction with Alt a 1
alone compared to other fungal components. In order to determine which cytokines would serve
as the best markers for our experiments, we utilized a membrane based cytokine assayed which
tested for 42 common human pro-inflammatory cytokines in the cell culture supernatant (Figure
1). Both IL-6 and IL-8 were predominantly found from airway cells treated with spores or Alt a
1. Human CXCL1/GROα, which has homologous neutrophil chemoattractant function to IL-8,
was also detected as was the antigen-presenting cell recruiter, CCL2/MCP-1. Since IL-8,
CXCL1/GROα, and CCL2/MCP-1 have similar function, we chose IL-8 and IL-6 as markers for
testing of immunogenicity of our purified Alt a 1 proteins.
The results of the cytokine array were confirmed both transcriptionally by qRT-PCR (IL6) and translationally by ELISA (IL-8) (Figure 2). In the case of IL-6, the Alt a 1 protein was
able to enhance the transcription of this cytokine more than the fungal organism. However, levels
of IL-8 were fairly similar for both treatments. Potentially, transcription was lagging in the case
of the cells treated with Alt a 1 and ELISA would have reflected this difference as well.
Since the allergic airway response is a carefully orchestrated occurrence involving more
than epithelial cells, we also examined if Alt a 1 could induce a similar pro-inflammatory
immune response in vivo. We intranasally challenged mice every other day over 14 days with
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either Alt a 1 protein or A.alternata spores. We again found the protein was nearly as
immunogenic as the live organism. Both treatment groups demonstrated reduce weight gain
compared to the control mice, a sign of cachexia frequently associated with allergic models
(Figure3A). The spores and Alt a 1 protein were also able to significantly enhance the
recruitment of effector cells into the lung as described to total cell counts in the bronchoalveolar
lavage fluid (Figure 3B). Although differential cell counts were not assessed due to sampling
integrity issues, histopathological examination of the lung tissue was completed (Figure 3C). The
lung pathology was assessed for cell infiltration, bronchiole lumen thickening, and increase in
mucous production. The Alt a 1 protein appeared to enhance neutrophil recruitment more than
the spores; however the spores stimulated more eosinophilia and a greater thickening of the
bronchioles. This primarily eosinophilic response elicited by the spores was confirmed by the
detection the IL-13, the predominant cytokine involved in allergic airway inflammation, in the
BAL fluid. Notably, the Alt a 1 protein itself was also able to induce production of IL-13. There
may be the requirement of other fungal components in addition to the allergen in order to fully
coordinate the entire allergic response. The results of our in vivo and in vitro testing confirm Alt
a 1’s immunogenic competence.

Identification and mutation of Alt a 1 motifs
The amino acid sequence of Alt a 1 predicts a protein of ~18kDa in size as well as a
single histidine at position 84. Interestingly, we identified a unique RXLR-motif (KWYS)
directly following the histidine residue at positions 85 – 88 (Figure 5A); the motif was predicting
using the rules established for other pathogenic proteins as previously described30,53. RXLR
motifs have been proven to be necessary for fungal effector entry into both plant and animal
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cells29. In order to establish if Alt a 1’s predicted RXLR motif or single histidine were essential
for its biochemical properties, we introduced selected mutations into the motifs to alter their
functionality as summarized in Figure 5B. The coding DNA for the native and mutated Alt a 1
sequences was synthetically synthesized and codon optimized for E.coli (Genscript) with the
addition of attB1 sites for use in the Gateway cloning system (Invitrogen). We utilized three
expression vectors (Figure 5C). The first vector (pSDK3) contained a N-terminal glutathione-Stransferase (GST) tag and C-terminal 6x-histidine (6x-his) tag while the other two were identical
except for the addition of either an green fluorescent protein tag (GFP, pSDK2), or red
fluorescent protein tag (mCherry, pSDK3) fused to the C-terminus of Alt a 1 before the his-tag.
Before testing all of the various RXLR mutations, we chose the constructs for the
mutation of the single histidine (nKWYS) and the most severe RXLR mutation (HqvvS) for
initial analysis. The purification of both the Alt a 1_pSDK3 and pSDK2 for the native
(HKWYS), nKWYS, and HqvvS constructs are shown in Figure6AB. These three preparations
were used for the subsequent characterization experiments.

Alt a 1 putative RXLR-motif is required for lipid binding
Following confirmation of Alt a 1’s immunologic activities, we sought to further
characterize its unique properties. We were first interested in determining if Alt a 1 can bind
common lipid molecules found almost ubiquitously on mammalian cell membranes. This
knowledge would gauge if Alt a 1 may be able to enter or cross the epithelial cell barrier in the
airway. We used a lipid filter binding assay for testing of lipid binding capacity as previously
described53. First we tested the native Alt a 1 against thirteen principle lipids and found it
preferentially binds phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate (PI3P) (Figure 7A). Binding to any other
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phospholipids was not detected including the close variants PI’s such as PI5P. With this
information we utilized a gradient lipid filter assay to determine capacity to bind PI3P and
confirm inability to bind PI4P and PI5P. We found native Alt a 1 was able to bind as little as
25pmol of PI3P and PI4P at high concentrations (200pmol). Most interestingly, when we tested
the Alt a 1 his84 and RXLR (HqvvS) mutants, we found that the removal of histidine did not
affect Alt a 1’s binding capacity to PI3P while the HqvvS mutation abolished the protein’s
ability to bind phospholipid (Figure 7B). This data suggests that the predicted RXLR, but not
enzymatic activity involving the single histidine, is required for Alt a 1’s lipid binding capability.

Catalytic activity of Alt a 1
Alt a 1 was previously shown to be a potential esterase and phosphatase22. If Alt a 1 is an
esterase, the histidine would be required for the coordination of the catalytic triad. We examined
the ability of Alt a 1 and the His84- and RXLR mutant to hydrolyze the simple substrate pnitrophenyl acetate (C2). We found the native Alt a 1 to have a steady-state kinetic, Km, of 2.5
mM ± 0.34 (Figure 8). Predictably, the Alt a 1 with asparagine substituted for the histidine
residue did not have any detected esterase activity suggesting that Alt a 1 is indeed an esterase.
Although the histidine is still intact in the Alt a 1 (HqvvS) protein, it did not exhibit detectable
esterase activity. This is likely due to such a large replacement directly following the histidine
residue causing structural changes which are preventing the formation of the active site.

Alt a 1 enters human airway cells by binding surface lipid PI3P
Once we established that Alt a 1’s ability to bind lipid PI3P was controlled by its
predicted RXLR, we decided determine if the motif also controls entry into human airway cells.
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In the first assay we incubated human bronchoalveolar cells with 25ug of native Alt a 1 fused to
mCherry for 15min and confocal laser microscopy revealed the protein was endocytosed and
accumulated in yet to be determined, unknown cytoplasmic vesicles (Figure 9). There was no
accumulation of protein on the cell membrane since cells were treated with a protease (trypsin)
and washed with DPBS prior to imaging in order to remove membrane bound protein. The
control cells are shown to validate autofluorescense was not the cause of the imaged structures.
The next experiment shows that, like lipid binding, the predicted Alt a 1 RXLR motif mediates
entry into airway cells (Figure 10C). This Alt a 1 (HqvvS)-mCherry fusion was unable to enter
airway cells in any instance. Moreover, the histidine mutant, with a fully functional RXLR and
PI3P binding capability, is still able to enter the cells (Figure 10B). Since both mutations abolish
esterase activity, we used a competitive inhibitor of 1,3IP2 in conjunction with native Alt a 1mCherry to determine if enzymatic activity was playing a role in the entry. We found that use of
a PI3P inhibitor prevented entry of the enzymatically active native protein (Figure 10E)
suggesting its activity is not required for entry. Finally, we show that entry of Alt a 1 is
consistent across all cells in the suspension (Figure 10D).
In order to further asses the importance of enzymatic activity in Alt a 1’s capacity to enter
airway cells, we incubated the cells with native Alt a 1 fused to GFP at 37°C and 4°C for 24 hrs.
Interestingly, we observed significant membrane degradation as evident by “ruffling” in addition
to equivalent entry compared to the Alt a 1-mCherry fusion protein (Figure 11A). This was not
seen with the shorter incubation time of 15 min. These images would suggest that not only can
Alt a 1 enter airway epithelial cells, but it can also exit the cell (transcytosis) and fragment the
membrane, a type of injury which, in large amounts over a period of time, could lead to tissue
injury. The membrane integrity was still clear of any degradation in the cells incubated with Alt
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a 1-GFP at 4°C and the control cells (Figure 11BC), but the protein was unable to enter and was
found strongly bound to the extracellular membrane at refrigerated temperatures (Figure 11B).
Collectively, this would suggest that the putative RXLR of Alt a 1 is required for binding to the
membrane but that some class of activity is required by the cells for endocytosis.

Pro-inflammatory response of human airway cells to Alt a 1 is potentially controlled by
putative RXLR-motif
Since epithelial cells are likely the first cell type activated in the airway’s response to an
allergen, and we have previously determined Alt a 1 can induce the innate immune cytokine, IL8, we measured the role of activity and entry in the stimulation of IL-8. We found a slight
increase in IL-8 if the protein could still enter but lacked enzyme activity but this level did not
approach levels exhibited by treatment with the the native protein (Table 2). We did not detect
any amount of IL-8 if Alt a 1 was unable to enter cells and had no esterase activity. The native
Alt a 1 induced a substantial amount of IL-8 in the airway cells, further confirming our previous
results.

Role of Alt a 1 in the allergic response in-vivo
Given that avoidance of sensitization to a ubiquitous allergen is nearly impractical, we
tested if inhibiting entry of an allergen in a sensitized host would be a potential therapeutic
target. We sensitized mice to Alt a 1 by two intraperitoneal injections of the protein + adjuvant
two weeks apart and then intranasally challenged them with either the native or mutant Alt a 1
proteins or PBS control (Figure 12A). We found that entry was essential for the stimulation of
IgE release (Figure 12B) but not stimulation of IL-13 (Figure 12C). Those these are very
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preliminary results with a small sample size (n =3/group) we consider them sufficient for further
exploration.

Purification strategies of Alt a 1 for immunological studies
Our airway epithelial cell culture and sensitized mouse model data implore expanded
testing of Alt a 1. In order to elicit the most natural response, we needed an established protocol
for purification of Alt a 1 protein with minimal tags or additional amino acids not found in the
native sequence. We cloned the genomic DNA sequence of Alt a 1 (Table 3A) into the vector
pET21dc at restriction sites Nco1/Not1 to avoid as few extra residues as possible. The translated
product has no additional C-terminal amino acids and the N-terminus features a 3x-his tag and
five mostly small residues before the 6x-his tag (Table 3B). This Alt a 1_pET21dc construct was
then used as the backbone for mutagenesis to generate the desired mutations. The primers used
for QuickChange mutatgenesis (Agilent) are listed in Table 3C. All constructs were confirmed
by sequencing and transformed into BL21(DE3) E.coli cells for expression.
Unfortunately, expression and solubility of Alt a 1 is less than those constructs with
extensive fusions. Thus, two liters of total culture is necessary for enough starting material for
our extensive purification strategy. The initial culture results in a few milligrams of total Alt a
1_pET21dc protein however it is highly contaminated with additional soluble proteins from
E.coli following purification on Ni-NTA agarose (Figure 13A). We found that HPLC results in
the best separation of Alt a 1 from these proteins (Figure 13B). The chromatogram suggests large
(>70kDa) contaminating proteins elute first, followed by the mid-sized (20 – 40 kDA) proteins
and finally Alt a 1 (~14 – 18 kDa) (Figure 13C). The HPLC fractions were analyzed by ultrasensitive Silver Staining (Pierce) of an SDS-PAGE gel. The cleanest fractions were then selected
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and concentrated to 1mL in PBS which contains ~1mg total protein. The purity was confirmed
by both regular and native PAGE analysis which confirms Alt a 1 forms a dimer of ~36kD from
two monomers of ~18kDA (Figure 13 DE). The final purification approach is endotoxin removal
and verification by chromogenic LAL testing at a threshold of 10U/mL. This purification
strategy now allows us to produce high-quality Alt a 1 protein for future immunological
experiments.
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Discussion:
In order to elucidate the overall importance of Alt a 1 in immune responses to Alternaria,
we utilized a recombinant Alt a 1 protein, including Alt a 1 mutant proteins deficient in
enzymatic activity and/ or RXLR-like motifs. Both the Alt a 1 protein and A. alternata (wild type
spores) stimulated the production of the Th2-skewing cytokine, IL-13, in mice following chronic
intranasal challenges of spores protein. Infiltration of effector cells (macrophages, neutrophils,
eosinophils, and lymphocytes) into the airways along with other hallmarks of airway
inflammation was also observed. Alt a 1 protein and wildtype Alternaria spores also evoked the
secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL-6 and IL-8) in treated airway epithelial cells. In
contrast, Alt a 1 with a non-functional histidine or RXLR, were unable to induce cytokine
production compared to native protein suggesting that this single protein may play a major role
in inducing innate immune responses in airway epithelium at the organismal level. We also
confirmed Alt a 1 entry in to airway epithelial cell is mediated by its binding to membrane lipid
PI3P and esterase activity is controlled through a single histidine. These findings could have
important implications regarding importance of Alt a 1 in Alternaria related allergies.
The fact that Alt a 1 can activate the epithelium and possibly cross it potentiates its ability
to further develop the adaptive immune response by interaction with APCs. Resident dendritic
cells are located directly beneath the epithelial basement membrane and any disruption to the
epithelial barrier may increase their ability to have direct contact with antigens bound or
transcytosing the epithelium54. Our data would suggest that Alt a 1’s ability to bind and enter
airway cells may be one of the reasons it is the major Alternaria allergen. Furthermore, by
blocking this mechanism, we may be able to prevent mast cell degranulation in Alt a 1 allergic
patients, dendritic cell activation and subsequent Th2 cascade.
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Since the presumably endosomal vesicles we found the in the airway cells containing Alt
a 1 are nearly identical to those found for other fungal effector proteins, we conclude that Alt a 1
can enter airway cells via lipid-raft mediated endocytosis. This function may be closely related to
the hypothesized caveolae-dependent mechanism of Bet v 151. Further investigations are
necessary to determine if Alt a 1 escapes the endosomal compartment and is able to trancytose
the epithelium similar to the system identified for allergen Phl p 146. Transcytotic function may
be crucial for an allergen to be more likely to bind allergen specific IgE on mast cells and be
processed by APCs over other innocuous proteins secreted by the fungus. Our sensitized mouse
model may have proved that Alt a 1 must cross epithelial cell barrier to be able to cause mast cell
degranulation and increase B-cell production of specific IgE, however this model must be
rigorously repeated with a larger sample size and more thorough investigation.
Pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-13 are rapidly produced by resident effector cells
once activated by signals from the epithelium. Alt a 1 was able to induce IL-13 in both a chronic
and sensitized mouse model. We hypothesize this response is more likely mediated by decreased
membrane integrity caused by pro-longed exposure to the Alt a 1’s as described previously for
injury.55 Although it is also possible that repeated disturbance to the membrane
phosphoinositides could provide an innate signal for IL-13 production56,57. It is also important in
the future to assess whether or not PI-3-P itself is a substrate for Alt a 1’s enzymatic activities
especially in light of the fact that it has demonstrable esterase and phosphatase activities. If we
find this to be true, it will also be important to test if PI-3-P break down products are indeed the
source of innate immune response activated by Alt a 1.
We have also identified potential RXLR-like motifs in other allergens including dust mite
Tyr p 2, (KVLK), timothy grass Phl p 6 (KLIE, KTFE, and RIIA), and bee venom, PLA2
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(RIGD, RIIY, and KFYD). Hypothetical motifs are also found in Der p 2 (dust mite,
D.pteronyssinus) Pen c 1 (Penicillium), and Cla h 8 (Cladosporium); however the multitude of
motifs within these allergens will require considerable mutational analysis. If these motifs or
those of other allergen proteins are identified to be essential for cellular entry and subsequent
immune response, the value of the RXLR motif in predicting potential allergenicity will be
tremendous. Furthermore, manipulation of this motif may then be able to be used to develop
medical treatments for atopic patients. There are currently many clinical trials utilizing
recombinant allergens for immunotherapy instead of the classical fungal extract preparation58,59.
These products allow new formulations of immunotherapy tailored to the patient. Recombinantbased approaches are mostly focused on genetic modification of allergens to produce molecules
with reduced allergenic activity and conserved antigenicity60. Our described process for
obtaining highly pure Alt a 1 is clearly an important tool to have on hand for testing new
immunotherapeutic approaches. Additionally, introducing mutations to the RXLR motif
rendering the protein non-functional may be a potential approach to producing safer allergens for
treatment.
Since Alt a 1 is predicted to be fairly hydrophobic due to a multitude of large charged
residues and a predicted overall negative charge (-6) at pH 7.0, a large amount of culture is
required to obtain enough protein in the soluble fraction. Although retrieval from the insoluble
fraction is possible, the additional time and reagents combined with the necessity for refolding
makes it less feasible for production of proteins for immunotherapy. Although the method
outlined here is effective in production of pure protein, we may need to construct additional
fusions to increase solubility for increased yield. It has been shown that addition of fluorescent
protein tags improve solubility61. Mammalian cell culture systems offer a more natural
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expression system, including post -translational modifications, but are nearly hundred fold more
expensive than microbial systems62. If a more suitable expression condition or system can be
found, the purification schematic described here can easily be employed to produce pure Alt a 1
protein for use in immunologic studies.
Collectively, our results give great insight on Alt a 1’s immunogenicity and mechanism
of entry into airway eptihelial cells. The combined enzymatic activity and lipid binding
capability prove to be important in the mammalian innate and adaptive immune response to the
allergen. In addition, we provide tools for future endeavors in identification of potential therapies
against inhaled fungal allergens.
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Figure 5.1: Alternaria major allergen Alt a 1 induces pro-inflammatory cytokines in
human bronchoalveolar epithelial cells. BEAS-2b cells were seeded at a density of 1 X 106
cells per well in a six-well plate at 37°C, 5% CO2. Following a two hour serum starvation, cells
were incubated with (A) PBS (control), (B) 5 x 104 Alternaria spores, or (C) 50ug rAlt a 1 for
24hrs. The supernatant from three biological replicates were pooled and the cell-free supernatant
was applied to the RayBio Inflammatory Human Cytokines Array 1 and developed per the
manufacturer’s instructions.
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Figure 5.2: Confirmation of allergen Alt a 1’s ability to induce of IL-6 and IL-8 in human
airway epithelial cells. The results of the cytokine array were confirmed by measuring levels of
IL-8 and IL-8 in the cell culture supernatant by either quantitative real-time PCR (IL-6) or
ELISA (IL-8) was conducted per the manufacturer's instructions. P< 0.05.
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Figure 5.3: Alt a 1 can stimulate markers of allergic airway hypersensitivity. Female
BALB/c mice (8-12 weeks old) were challenged every two days over fourteen days with PBS
(control), rAlt a 1 (50μg), or A.alternata spores (1 X 105). (A) Change in total body weight was
calculated by difference between start weight before initial challenge and weight immediately
prior to euthanasia. (B) Total bronchoalveolar cell counts. Lungs were washed twice with DPBS
and cells were counted on a haemocytometer. (C) Representative histopathological changes in
the lung tissue. Lungs were removed 24 hours after the last challenge, inflated and fixed in 10%
formalin, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Data are shown as group mean ± SEM
(n = 4/group).
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Figure 5.4. Alternaria allergen Alt a 1 promotes Th2 cytokine production in murine
airway. The level of IL-13 in the cell-free bronchoalveolar lavage was measured by ELISA
following the manufacturer’s instructions. Data are shown as group mean ± SEM (n = 4/group);
p<0.05.
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Figure 5.5: Schematic diagram of Alt a 1 native protein sequence, selected mutations of
putative RXLR motif, and expression vectors. (A) Native Alt a 1 protein sequence with single
histidine at position 84 highlighted in green and the putative RXLR, 85KWYS88 highlighted in
red. (B) Mutations of the Alt a 1 histidine or RXLR predicted RXLR motif. Dashes indicated
identical residues. (C) Constructs for the expression of native and mutated Alt a 1 proteins. All
vectors contain N-terminal GST tag (aqua), thrombin cleavage site (yellow), attB cloning
recognition sites (black), and enterokinase site (magenta). Fluorescently tagged proteins contain
an additional mCherry (red) or GFP (green) tag followed by a poly-histidine tag (purple).
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Figure 5.6: SDS-PAGE Analysis of Alt a 1 fusion proteins. Synthetic DNA sequences were
codon-optimized for E.coli and synthesized by Genscript to include the desired Alt a 1 native or
mutated sequence flanked by attB cloning sites. DNA was Gateway cloned into pDONR for
introduction by homologous recombination into the desired destination vectors E.coli BL21 cells
containing plasmids encoding each fusion protein were grown at 37°C to OD600 = 0.6. Protein
expression was induced with 1mM IPTG and cell growth was continued for 12 hours at 16°C.
Proteins were then collected from the cell-free supernatant using Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen). The
GST tag was removed by overnight digestion with thrombin. The protein was separated from the
cleaved GST by running the protein through glutathione sepharose 4B (GE Healthcare). The
flow-through containing the fusion protein was collected and concentrated using a 3kDa cut-off
concentrator (Amicon). Purified Alt a 1 fusion proteins were electrophoresed on SDSpolyacrylamide gels, then stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. (A): Alt a 1 with GST tag
removed (~18kDa). (B):GST-Alt a 1-mCherry (~75kDa). M = molecular weight markers.
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Figure 5.7: Alt a 1 putative RXLR is required for preferential binding to
phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate. Lipids were dissolved in DMSO then spotted at appropriate
concentrations onto membranes. Membranes were incubated in blocking buffer for 1 hr, then the
probed with 20ug of protein and incubated overnight at 4ºC. After washing, bound proteins were
detected with goat anti-GST antibody followed by an HRP-secondary antibody conjugate.
Detection was carried out using ECL reagent. (A) binding capacity of Alt a 1(WT) to thirteen
principle lipids. Exposure = 1 minute. (B) gradient binding capacity of Alt a 1(WT) and the
mutants Alt a 1(His84-) and Alt a 1(85RXLR88-) to PI-3-P, PI-4-P, and PI-5-P (Exposure =
15min).
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Figure 5.8. Mutations on HIS84 or putative 85RXLR88 motif of Alt a 1 abolished esterase
activity. The hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl acetate (C2) with Alt a 1 (circles), Alt a 1(His84-)
(squares) and Alt al (85RXLR88-)(triangles) was carried out at 25°C for 10 min in 150 µL of 50
mM phosphate buffer, pH 6.5. Lines represent the global fit of all data (n=3) to the equation for
Michaelis-Menten plot using Anemona (Hernández and Ruiz, 1998 Bioinformatics 14:227). The
steady-state kinetic parameter, Km, of Alt a1 was determined to be 2.5 mM ± 0.34.
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Figure 5.9: Alt a 1 enters human airway epithelial cells. Human bronchoalveolar epithelial
cells (A549) were incubated for 15min with 25ug/mL purified Alt a 1-mCherry (A) or no protein
(B). Lower left panels are light micrograph image (upper right panels) overlaid with fluorescent
image (upper left panel).
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Figure 5.10: Putative RXLR of Alt a 1 is required for entry into human bronchoalveolar
epithelial cells (A549). Cells were incubated with purified Alt a 1-mCherry fusion protein for
15min at 37°C. For all treatments, cells were washed twice with DPBS, trypsinized, and
examined using confocal microscopy. (A) Alt a 1-mCherry, (B) Alt a 1-His84-mCherry, (C) Alt a
1-85RXLR88-mCherry. (D) Representative level of entry for Alt a 1-mCherry into multiple cells.
(E) To assay inhibition of entry, Alt a 1-mCherry was pre-incubated for 15 minutes with the
competitive inhibitor, inositol-1,3-diphosphate (1,3-IP2). Cells were then exposed to the Alt a 1mCherry protein for 15 minutes at 37°C. (F): Control cells were incubated with serum-free
medium without addition of any protein. (Bar = 10um).
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Figure 5.11. Prolonged exposure to Alt a 1 affects cell membrane integrity and endocytosis
of Alt a 1 is inhibited at 4°C. Human airway epithelial cells (A549) were incubated with Alt a
1-GFP for 24 hours at either (A) 37°C or (B) 4°C. (C) Control cells were not exposed to protein.
Cell membrane ruffling as shown is representative of all cells . (Bar = 10um).
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Figure 5.12. Functional RXLR-motif may be required for allergic response in-vivo. (A)
Female BALB/c mice (aged 6 – 8 weeks) were sensitized by intraperitoneal injections of native
Alt a 1+adjuvant on Days 1 and 14. Mice were then intranasally challenged with either Alt a 1,
Alt a 1(His84-), or Alt a 1(85RXLR88) on Day 21, 22, and 23. Control mice were challenged with
PBS. Serum and BAL fluid were collected 24 h following the last challenge. (B) Total serum IgE
and (C) IL-13 from the cell-free BAL were measured by ELISA following the manufacturer’s
instructions (Biolegend). The data are expressed as the mean ± S.E., n = 3/group
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Figure 5.13: Production and purification of Alt a 1_pET21 fusion proteins for
immunological studies. E.coli BL21 cells containing plasmids encoding each fusion protein
were grown at 37°C to OD600 = 0.6. Protein expression was induced with 1mM IPTG and cell
growth was continued for 12 hours at 16°C. Proteins were then purified from the cell-free
supernatant using Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen). The protein was further separated by high
performance liquid chromatography and fractions identified by HPLC detector were analyzed on
SDS-PAGE gel and Silver Stain (Pierce) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Fractions
containing pure Alt a 1 were concentrated using a 3kDa cut-off concentrator (Amicon) and
electrophoresed on SDS-PAGE and Native-PAGE gels. Proteins were detected by staining with
Coomassie Brilliant Blue. (A): SDS-PAGE analysis of elution of Alt a 1_pET from Ni-NTA
agarose. B) SDS-PAGE analysis of selected fractions after HPLC. C) SDS-PAGE analysis of
protein from fractions 6 - 8 following concentration to 1mL in PBS D) Native-PAGE analysis of
final protein product. E) Representative chromatogram from HPLC of Alt a 1 proteins. M =
molecular weight markers.
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Table 5.1. Lipid compounds used in lipid filter binding assays. All lipids were purchased
from Cayman Chemical or Avanti Polar Lipids and dissolved in DMSO.
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Table 5.2: IL-8 production from human airway cells is mediated by activity and entry of
Alt a 1. Human airway epithelial cells were exposed to indicated protein or control for 24 hrs.
The amount of IL-8 in the cell-free cell culture supernatant was assessed by ELISA following the
manufacturer’s instructions (Biolegend). Values shown as mean ± SD of 4 biological
replications. ND = not detected, P<0.05.
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Table 5.3: Construction of Alt a 1_pET21dc. The coding sequence for Alt a 1 was amplified
from genomic A.alternata DNA and flanking NcoI/NotI restrictions sites were introduced by
PCR. The PCR product was cloned into vector pET21dc and insertion was confirmed by
sequencing of the purified plasmid. Mutations were introduced by Quick-Change Mutagenesis
on the Alt a 1_pET21dc backbone using the primers listed in Table 3 and confirmed by
sequencing of the purified plasmids. A) Native coding Alt a 1 sequence. B) Amino acid sequence
of Alt a 1_pET21dc. C) Primers used for quick change mutagenesis of Alt a 1_pET21dc.
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Chapter VI:
Conclusions and Future Directions
Alternaria alternata is a common aeroallergen increasingly implicated in the
development and exacerbation in a variety of human airway disorders. This environmentally
ubiquitous fungus has been shown through epidemiologic studies in the United States and
Europe to be strongly associated with the development, persistence, and severity of allergic
asthma and CRS (1). Skin reactions to the antigens of Alternaria alternata are associated with a
high risk of allergic respiratory conditions in both children and young adults including episodes
of life-threatening asthmatic attacks (2, 3). These inflammatory airway disorders have emerged
as a significant public health problem and impose a major burden on health care resources for
which few therapies exist (4). Alt a 1 has been identified as the major Alternaria allergen due to
its specific reactivity with atopic patient sera however insufficient information exists regarding
the structure and function of this clinically relevant protein. Until the studies presented here, very
few studies have examined the mechanism by which Alternaria spores and its major allergen, Alt
a 1, interact with the immune response to promote the pathogenesis of allergic disease.
Furthermore, the role of the innate immune response, such as the response of the airway
epithelium, is now regarded as an integral component to the establishment and promotion of the
inflammatory response to allergens (5–7).
My work here has focused on establishing baseline models for measuring the innate
immune response to Alternaria spores and Alt a 1 in both epithelial cell culture and murine
systems. Additionally I have examined the biochemical properties of Alt a 1 to better understand
the mechanism that leads to its recognition as the major allergen. Many of the techniques used in
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my research were well established but were not designed to study the innate immune response.
The most important overall aspect of the methods I utilized in all of my work is the use of live
fungal spores as opposed to the commonly employed “extract.” As discussed in Chapter II and
Chapter IV, these prepared fungal extracts induce an artificial response due to the highly
concentrated levels of intracellular enzymes, toxins, and cell debris they contain (8, 9). Although
they are far easier to apply in cell and mouse models, I have made a conscientious effort to
establish methods that employ the actual live organism or pure allergen protein so the most
natural and likely response is measured.
The first system I employed was the use of a basic mouse model to examine both the
innate and chronic immune response to Alternaria spores in-vivo. This research is described in
Chapter II. Previous mouse models have employed large doses of Alternaria extract and/or the
use of an adjuvant to promote a more robust immune response (10–12). One model attempted to
measure the response to intranasal spore challenges but found the mice suffering from cachexia
due to the high dose and discontinued the treatment (13). The previously mentioned study did
find that three consecutive intranasal challenges induced a response, however our data would
suggest that the large dose and frequency are not the most ideal choice for examining either type
of immune response. My models have addressed these issues by not only employing fungal
spores but also carefully assessing proper standards using time and dose dependent studies. I
found that a single challenge with an approximate intranasal dose of 5 x 104 conidia achieves
optimal results in the airway without heavily compromising other aspects of the murine system. I
also discovered that detection of specific cytokines is dependent on the sampling time post
challenge. This is highly important knowledge for future testing of newly discovered cytokines
and their potential involvement in Alternaria signaling.
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Since it is now widely recognized that chronic airway diseases are usually a result of
continuous or intermittent allergen exposure via inhalation, there has been a recent focus on
developing chronic allergen exposure models without arbitrary sensitization schemas (14). The
chronic model I developed adopts this theory and features a continuous inhalation model in
which the mice exhibit signs of chronic Alternaria exposure without prior sensitization with an
adjuvant. The results of our chronic model also compare the murine lung response to Alternaria
spores and extract. I showed the extract to be far more immunostimulatory in terms of
inflammatory cell recruitment, however the spores were similar if not more potent than the
extract in terms of cytokine production and levels of total serum IgE. This suggests the extract’s
robust components may have a more damaging effect on the tissue pathology and greater ability
to recruit a repertoire of inflammatory cells, but the spores are more relevant at the molecular
level regarding cytokine production and specific cell recruitment. The innate model was a newly
designed system that has not before been used for studying the response to a single challenge of
Alternaria spores. I first employed the model to establish baseline readings for the airway
response to a single intranasal challenge of spores. This included measuring weight change,
cytokine production, and cell infiltration. I then tested the effectiveness of the model for
distinguishing changes in the innate immune response when challenged with the wild-type
fungus or an Alt_a_1 deletion mutant (Δalta1). Previous results in epithelial cells (see Chapter
IV) suggested the deletion mutant would be less immunogenic, but measuring differences in a
single cell line is much less complicated than an entire mammalian system. Intriguingly our
model was effective for testing differences and I found a lower total cell count in the
bronchoalveolar lavage and decreased levels of the cytokines CXCL1 and TSLP in the mice
treated with the Δalta1 compared to the wild type. It is important to also note that detecting the
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differences in cytokine levels between the wild-type and Δalta1 was contingent on the intranasal
dose and time post-inoculation. These attributes must be taken into serious consideration in the
future use of this single-challenge model. Overall, the results of Chapter II establish an easy-touse murine model, which will be an incredibly useful tool for studying the innate immune
response of the airway to fungal spores.
In Chapter III, I delve more deeply into the potential innate signaling cascade Alternaria
is activating. The interaction of fungal spores, and possibly allergens themselves, with the Tolllike receptors (TLRs) on the surface of innate immune cells such as alveolar macrophage and
epithelial cells, and subsequent activation of their downstream signaling cascades determines the
effectiveness of eliminating fungal material (15). While the epithelium is the largest tissue
surface area of the lung, the alveolar macrophage is the most abundance resident immune cell
and serves a critical role in shaping the adaptive immune response (16). Thus I chose to examine
the role of two important kinases involved in TLR signaling, IRAK-1 and IRAK-M in both
macrophage cells and a chronic mouse model. Epidemiological evidence suggests
polymorphisms in the IRAK-1 gene may lead to an increase in inflammatory disorders (17).
Alternatively, IRAK-M is generally considered a negative activator of innate immune signaling
in which overexpression may lead to deactivation of the innate immunity signaling process and
an ineffective response to invading pathogens (18). Interestingly, it has been observed that
IRAK-M primarily affects the alternative activation pathway in macrophages which is more
frequently connected with chronic airway disorders (19, 20). Many studies have already
illustrated the effects of a dysregulated signaling pathway and have spurred interest in the
exploration of novel therapeutic targets that include suppression and neutralization of
inflammasome activation through these kinase signaling cascades (21).
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Thus in order to contemplate a vigorous in-depth analysis of signaling, I first established
if expression of either IRAK-1 or IRAK-M was changed in macrophage cells in response to
stimulation with Alternaria antigen. Using real-time PCR analysis, I found that IRAK-M
expression was downregulated while IRAK-1 was upregulated as would be predicted in a normal
and functional innate immune response. Before pursuing avenues using IRAK-1 and IRAK-M
deficient mice to better investigate the role of each kinase, I performed a comprehensive test of
the cell culture media to find which cytokines were being produced in normal cells to use as my
baseline for the knock-out cell lines. I found CXCL1, MCP-1, and MCSF to be produced at the
highest level in response to Alternaria antigens. I then performed a time-course and examined the
transcriptional level of CXCL1 and confirmed it increases consistently over a 24hr period. With
this baseline established, I utilized my chronic inhalation mouse model with IRAK-1-/- and
IRAK-M-/- mice and found that the deletion of IRAK-1 caused the mice to overly express IL-13
in response to Alternaria antigens. Further analysis of the IRAK-1-/- samples showed evidence
that global changes in pro-inflammatory gene expression was much greater in IRAK-1-/- lung
tissue than in wild-type mice. Histopathological evidence confirmed these results with IRAK-1-/tissue visually confirming greater cell infiltration. The IRAK-M-/- mice did not reveal an aberrant
response compared to the wild-type samples. For future studies, I would highly suggest utilizing
the innate mouse model with the IRAK-1-/- mice and challenging with live spores or Alt a 1. This
will confirm the spores or direct allergen are also capable of inducing the same response as the
extract and a more comprehensive transcriptional analysis may give insight into specific
cytokines controlled through IRAK-1 signaling. Also, the role of IRAK-M should be more
deeply analyzed to verify its involvement in signaling. Overall, Chapter III provides preliminary
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data for detailed examination of the role of IRAK-1 and IRAK-M in innate immune signaling to
Alternaria.
Since Alt a 1 has been described as the major allergen of Alternaria and I have a declared
interest in establishing that Alternaria spores induce a profoundly more natural innate immune
response, Chapter IV examines the role of Alt a 1 at the organismal level. I chose to use an Alt a
1 deletion mutant (Δalta1) as well as an Alt a 1 overexpression mutant (Alta1+) to examine how
each differentially stimulated the innate immune response compared to the wild type. The
construction of the fungal mutants with deletion and overexpression of Alt a 1 were previously
described (22). However, a substantial examination of their phenotype was not yet completed. I
confirmed the desired mutants were indeed expressionless or overexpressing Alt a 1 by qRTPCR analysis, Western blot, and Alt a 1 specific ELISA. Before any immunological testing was
completed, I performed a comprehensive analysis of the mutants to confirm there were no
outstanding morphological or physiological attributes that could influence the immune response.
This included visually examining the fungal spores, calculating germination rate, and analyzing
of growth on various carbon sources. I found no difference in the measured characteristics
between the mutants and the wild type, suggesting Alt a 1 does not affect the phenotype of
Alternaria species. I then tested the response of human airway epithelial cells to the wild type
and mutant spores by measuring the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines into the cell culture
supernatant. I found the Δalta1 mutant was unable to induce cytokines near levels of the wild
type while the Alta1+ overexpression mutant was heavily more immunogenic than the wild type.
I also tested the response in primary human airway cells from a normal donor. Here I not only
confirmed the previous results but also show that neither the wild type nor mutant strains are
cytotoxic towards human airway cells. Further analysis of innate antifungal signaling markers
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revealed multiple signaling targets which may be involved in Alt a 1’s recognition by epithelial
cells.
The data presented in Chapter IV provides a solid account for the importance of Alt a 1 in
innate immune signaling. There are two experiments I would recommend as the next avenue of
exploration related to this project. First, the results of our morphological analysis suggests Alt a
1 is not necessary for normal germination or growth of the organism and thus these results do not
shed light on Alt a 1’s potential function within Alternaria species such as nutrient acquisition or
degradation. Recent studies have shown the apparently abundant localization of Alt a 1 within
the cell wall of the spore (23). A proteomics based experiment could examine changes during
germination of the mutants compared to the wild type and provide a high throughput
representation of specific pathways within Alternaria which are affected by Alt a 1. Additionally,
an immunohistochemical approach using an Alt a 1 specific antibody could be used to track the
localization and release of Alt a 1 during the germination process. The second project that is now
necessary is a full mouse model using the single-challenge method I have developed in Chapter
II. This will provide the necessary in-vivo data to confirm the importance of Alt a 1 in a spore
model and strengthen Alt a 1 as a potential therapeutic target.
Continuing with characterization of the Alt a 1 allergen, Chapter V studies the
biochemical properties of the protein that may be linked to its ability to enter and stimulate
airway cells. Some work has predicted Alt a 1 to have enzymatic activity and overall protease
activity of Alternaria extract has been implicated in activation of the epithelium (24–27).
Furthermore, enzymatic activities of other allergens has been linked to cytokine production in
epithelial cells (28–30). Additional studies have shown various allergens have the ability to enter
airway cells, which may be mediated by a lipid dependent mechanism (31–33). Interestingly,
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collaborative work previously completed in our lab helped identify a unique lipid binding motif
in fungal effector proteins which helps the proteins bind and enter host cells (34). This motif,
termed “RXLR”, mediates protein binding to lipid PI3P, abundantly found on the cell surface of
epithelial cells, and triggers endocytosis.
The premise of Chapter V was to identify the enzymatic activity as well as potential
lipid-binding motif of Alt a 1 and utilize molecular tools and recombinant protein production to
test the importance of these characteristics in the epithelial cells response to Alt a 1. The first part
of Chapter V establishes that rAlt a 1 alone can induce an immune response similar to that of the
wild type Alternaria spores. This was confirmed in both epithelial cells and a chronic intranasal
mouse model by measuring pro-inflammatory cytokine production and inflammatory cell
recruitment. This was an essential task given that the immune potential of Alt a 1 had never been
explored despite its known reactivity to atopic patient sera. Once I verified the immunogenicity
of Alt a 1, I examined the protein for esterase activity and lipid-binding capabilities. An esterase
activity test confirmed Alt a 1 is indeed an esterase. A lipid blot for testing of thirteen ubiquitous
lipids found Alt a 1 preferentially binds PI3P. With this knowledge, I created recombinant Alt a
1 proteins with selected mutations to modify enzymatic activity and lipid-binding capacity.
Changing the single histidine residue to an asparagine rendered the esterase catalytic triad nonfunctioning, which was confirmed by an esterase assay. Unfortunately, the histidine is directly
before the predicted RXLR-like motif of KWYS. Mutation of this motif also abolished esterase
activity, but this was likely due to introduction of such a severe mutation within the protein.
Fortunately, I was still able to confirm that the histidine mutant, with an intact predicted RXLR
motif, could still bind PI3P while the RXLR mutant (KWYS  qvvS) could not.
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Using fluorescently tagged versions of the native, histidine, and RXLR mutant proteins, I
tested their capability to enter human airway cells to determine if this was controlled by esterase
activity or lipid-binding. I found that wild type and histidine mutants were able to enter airway
cells and collect within unknown endosomal vesicles while the RXLR mutant could not. Further
analysis also showed prolonged exposure to Alt a 1 lead to membrane degradation which was
abolished by reducing enzymatic activity by incubation at 4°C. In all, this data would suggest
that the predicated lipid binding motif of Alt a 1 is required for entry into human airway cells but
damage to epithelial tissue is a results of continued exposure to Alt a 1’s esterase activity. This
theory is confirmed in a sensitized mouse model. The ability for Alt a 1 to cross the epithelium
and lead to subsequent mast cell degranulation is dependent on its predicted RXLR-like motif.
The final portion of Chapter V discusses the development of a detailed production plan
for large amounts of highly pure recombinant protein for use in immunological studies. The
method addresses issues regarding Alt a 1’s solubility as well as the importance of obtaining
ultra pure protein through use of HPLC and endotoxin removal. The development of this method
was absolutely necessary for the production of acceptable proteins for use in cell culture and
mouse model and will be a another valuable tool in the future of this work.
Chapter V provides a substantial amount of information regarding Alt a 1’s biochemical
properties and describes an important mechanism for allergen entry. Most importantly, the work
described in Chapter V sets the foundation for similar exploration in all known fungal allergens.
As outlined in Table 6.1, allergens from insects, plants, and other fungi all contain predicted
RXLR-like motifs within their amino acid sequence. The methods and techniques used in
Chapter V could easily be employed to test importance of lipid binding and cell entry for these
other well-known allergens, leading to a comprehensive understanding of allergen entry.
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Additionally, an easily reproducible mouse model of A.fumigatus Asp f 1 sensitization has
already established its ability to test mutant proteins as potential candidates for immunotherapy
and could be used as a model for testing Alt a 1 and other allergens in vivo (35). Most
importantly, since many allergic individuals are sensitized to more than one organism,
discovering a mechanism that blocks entry, and hopefully symptoms, of multiple allergens at
once would be a breakthrough for therapeutic drug development.
Understanding the complexity of the innate immune response to common airborne fungi
may ultimately lead to efficient therapies against aeroallergens. As the prevalence of allergic
asthma has increased over the past few decades, the medical options have focused on
desensitization treatments such as sublingual (SLIT) or subcutaneous immunotherapy (SCIT).
There is acceptable evidence that shows that children with allergies to grass pollen, Alternaria,
and house dust mite can be benefit from SCIT therapy (36). However, very few controlled
studies have examined the efficacy and safety of immunotherapy since there is a lack of
standardized extracts for the diagnosis and actual treatment (37). These methods have shown
great promise, but due to the high cost and multiple treatments in order to complete the therapy,
they may not be justifiable to all patients. Moreover, these therapeutic approaches have failed to
shed light on the basic immunological mechanisms the allergen is activating. The desensitization
process is simply dampening the disease, or “hiding” it from the immune system without much
known on how they are actually functioning. This does not help advance medical treatments nor
does it help researchers better understand the complex mechanisms involved in the allergic
response.
It is my hope that the work I have presented here is the beginning of a thorough and
enlightening era of allergen research that focuses on a better understanding of the innate immune
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response and how the mechanisms of this response can be targeted for the development of safer
and more economical alternatives to the current therapies. It is increasingly clear that the
prevalence of allergies and asthma will continue to rise and thus broadening our understanding of
the mammalian innate immune response to common aeroallergens will help us more quickly and
effectively find a desirable cure for allergic airway disorders.
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Figure 6.1. Predicted RXLR-like motifs in other known allergens. Amino acid sequences of
common allergens were examined for RXLR-like motifs following previously described rules.
Residues highlighted in yellow are considered to be the most likely motifs within each sequence.
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